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ÖZET
Bu çalışmada, Belucistan'ın jeopolitik önemi, birer mega proje olarak nitelendirilen Gwadar
Limanı ve Çin-Pakistan Ekonomik Koridoru bağlamında incelenmektedir. Buna ilaveten, Çin'in
Pakistan'nın Gwadar Limanı'ndaki varlığından kaynaklanan değişen bölgesel ittifak sisteminin
etkilerine de değinilecektir. Belucistan'ın Hint Okyanusu, Basra Körfezi ve Umman Denizi
arasında bir kavşak noktası olması ve bu bölgenin deniz üzerinden enerji ticaretinin en yoğun
olduğu bölge olmasına istinaden Belucistan'ın değişen jeopolitik önemi, Çin'in son yıllarda
buraya olan ilgisini arttırmaktadır. Çünkü bir ülkenin coğrafi konumu, siyasi ve insanlık tarihi
boyunca önemli bir rol oynamıştır. Ayrıca, devletlere iç ve dış politikalarını oluşturmalarında her
daim yardımcı olmuştur. Çin, belirli çıkarlar gözetmektedir. Çin'in Güney Asya'da artan ilgisi,
bölgenin jeopolitik önemi hakkındaki tartışmaları da tetiklemektedir. Bölgede daha etkin bir rol
edinebilmek adına Çin, Pakistan ile multi milyar dolarlık bir anlaşma imzalamıştır. Bu çalışmada
ayrıca, Çin'in Pakistan'daki artan varlığının bölgesel güç dengesi politikalarına etkilerinin yanı
sıra, Gwadar Limanı ve Çin-Pakistan Ekonomik Koridoru'nun gelişimiyle ilgili yerel ve ulusal
rezervler de incelenecektir.

Anahtar Kelimeleri: Güç Dengesi Politikaları, Çin-Pakistan Ekonomik Koridoru, Gwadar Derin
Deniz Limanı, Ayaklanma/ isyan, Jeopolitika, Milliyetçilik, Deniz Ipek Yolu, Sicak Su Politik,
Bir Kuşak, Bir Yol
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ABSTRACT
This paper aims at elaborating the geopolitical importance of Balochistan in regards with mega
projects of Gwadar Port and China-Pakistan Economic Corridor. It will also examine the impacts
of the changing regional alliance system due to the Chinese presence in Pakistan’s Gwadar Port.
In recent years, the Changing geopolitical importance of Balochistan, as it is located at the
crossroads of Indian Ocean, the Persian Gulf and the Arabian Sea, where most of the seaborne
energy trade occurs, gained remarkable Chinese attention. Since, throughout the human history,
the geographical location of a state has always played a pivotal role in the political history of the
world. It always helped the nations to formulate the domestic as well as their foreign policies.
Chinese interests cover certain aspects. The growing Chinese ambitions in South Asian Region
have sparked a kind of debate about the geopolitical importance of the region. China has signed a
multi-billion-dollar agreement with Pakistan in order to have a much more dominant role in these
territories. Furthermore, this paper also examines the local and national reservations on the
development of Gwadar Port and CPEC as well as the impacts of growing Chinese presence in
Pakistan on regional balance of power politics.

KEY WORDS: Balance of Power Politics, CPEC, Gwadar Deep-Sea Port, Insurgency,
Geopolitics, Geostrategic, Nationalism, Maritime Silk Road, Warm Water politics, One Belt One
Road (OBOR)
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INTRODUCTION
CHAPTER 1
1.1.

Introduction:
A strategic location like Balochistan and its warm waters cannot be ignored in the

modern world. Every state needs a safe and easily accessible coast for commercial purposes and
for the flow of resources throughout the country. Similarly, Balochistan is an attractive strategic
location for its coastline and great amount of deposited resources and minerals. Balochistan is a
Province of Pakistan which consists of 43% of the total land mass. Balochistan is blessed with
natural resources and a coastline extends over 750 Kilometers. From Hub near Karachi to the
Gwadar Bay on Pakistan-Iran border. Recently, Pakistan and Peoples Republic of China signed a
$ 46 Billion project to build a China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)1. The CPEC, which is
a huge developmental project for both the states, in which Gwadar, the District of Balochistan
where a deep-sea port is constructed, being connected with Kashgar area of Xingjian province of
China. In this project, there are three major Road routs and one railway track. This project helps
China find a shorter and more reliable route to the Arabian Sea, where China can easily find
access to the Persian Gulf for oil and goods transportation2.
Growing Chinese economy and its potential of a world economic giant and needs of raw material
and energy sources to sustain. This reliable route from Gwadar to Kashgar is the only possible
through deep sea from the coastal belt of Balochistan.
By operating China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, the economic and political Balance of
Power in the South-Asian region may take a new shift. Considering the historic tensions between
Pakistan and India and India and China for decades will be to an extent affected by this project.
India recently put forward concerns and reservations by claiming that planned route passes
through the disputed areas between Pakistan and India. Interestingly, a possible response to
CPEC and to benefit from the strategic location of Balochistan, India tends to develop Chabahar
(Iranian Balochistan port) for her economic pursuits. Consequently, the growing geo-political
Arham Sadiqa, “Providing the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor a Security Blanket”, Institute of Strategic Study,
August, 2015, Islamabad, p.2.
2
Johan W. Garver, “Development of China's Overland Transportation Links with Central, South-West and South
Asia” The China Quarterly, No. 185 (March, 2006) pp. 7-8
1
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and geo-strategic importance of Balochistan in the region is attracting different powers of the
world. Meanwhile, there is a mass insurgency on its peak in Pakistani Balochistan against the
central government, claiming that Balochistan has been deprived of its rights and provincial
autonomy. The nationalistic forces also rejected the CPEC and building of Gwadar port. The
nationalist is creating serious trouble and difficulties for Pakistan to construct road routes and
Gwadar port. On the other side Pakistan repeatedly blames India for supporting the nationalists
and providing arms and ammunition to derail the development projects. India again and again
rejects these denunciations. India is the only China’s competitor in the region whose economy is
growing rapidly, so the CPEC will pose seriously impacts on Indian position in the region and if
Pakistan and China successfully build and implement CPEC, then the Balance of power will be
in favor of Pakistan.
On the ground in Balochistan the nationalist movement draws on two edges, one section
of the insurgents believes to struggle for the complete secession while some are claiming to fight
for the gross human rights violation in Balochistan and negligence of the federal governments for
decades. Pakistan repeatedly blames India for supporting the militancy but Indian authorities
reject these allegations leveled.
1.2.

Statement of the problem:
Balochistan as a strategic and Geo-politically important province of Pakistan, received

considerable importance in the context of change in the geo-political milieu of the world and
specifically in the region, throughout its history. After the independence of Pakistan and the
merger of Balochistan with Pakistan raised the question of Nationalism and insurgency in the
region. During the military dictatorship of Pervez Musharraf from 1999 to 2008, Balochistan
faced harsh military operations and a new serious wave of insurgency. Pervez Musharraf
announced the construction of the Gwadar deep sea port. Gwadar is located in the Indian Ocean
some 780 kilometers from the port city of Karachi. As the development of Gwadar was started,
China sees a chance to connect to itself with the Indian Ocean and Europe through the Persian
Gulf. In this regard China and Pakistan signed an agreement of 46 Billion-dollars of ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor. The aim of this is to connect China with Gwadar and Indian Ocean
through link roads and railway tracks. Due to the ongoing insurgency in Balochistan as the roads
and railway tracks have to pass through the territory of Balochistan, both are facing trouble to
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implement this CPEC. On the Other hand, Pakistan blames India and Afghanistan for supporting
nationalists and insurgence in the region to sabotage the project.
1.3.

Research Questions:

Following are the some of the questioning which are going to be answered in my work.
Q No.1. Why China is interested in Gwadar port and investing such a huge amount of more than
50 billion USD for China-Pakistan Economic Corridor?
Q No. 2. What is the Geo-political importance of Balochistan? Why Balochistan especially
Gwadar is geo-politically and Geo-strategically important?
Q No. 3. What is the economic significance of CPEC for Pakistan, (Particularly Balochistan
province) and China?
Q No 4: What are the Regional and Extra-Regional impacts of CPEC and Chinese Presence in
Gwadar Port?
1.4.

Hypothesis:
The Growing Geopolitical and Geostrategic importance of Balochistan especially

Gwadar port gained Chinese attention. China is investing an initial 46-billion-dollar project to
build the Gwadar port and China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) which connects China to
Arabian Sea, the Middle East, Africa, and Latin America and beyond. China will not only
economically develop its poorest western province, but maintains its position in the heart of the
Indian Ocean for broader strategic objectives. However, China and Pakistan both are facing
some regional and internal problems in the way of this mega project.
1.5.

Literature Review:
Literature review offers an academic background to any thesis. The existing academic

knowledge builds up a background for the thesis. While presenting previous research related
knowledge and background, this thesis not only provides extensive overview, but also situates its
own study in the broader framework.
While writing the paper, both Primary and Secondary sources of data is used. Primary
sources include mostly interviews, discussions, questionnaires and samplings. Secondary sources
include books, articles, news items and online sources from varied school of thoughts i.e. Indian,
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Pakistani and foreign writers. Furthermore, different articles and news items are also being used
as the Literature. The current articles and discussion on neutral Newspapers and News channels
are also being considered. Following are some of the existing academic data regarding this paper.
In 2009, Robert D. Kaplan wrote a very informative article, “Stage Center for TwentyFirst Century: Power Plays in the Indian Ocean”, published in Foreign Affair Journal, where he
saw the growing rivalry between India and China on the Indian Ocean Region. He claimed that
China’s energy desired in its dramatically growing industrialization play an important role in the
Indian Ocean in the 21st Century power politics. China seeks to have a naval base and military
and economic chokepoint in Gwadar Port and Pasni is a critical situation for the region. While,
on the other hand, he claims that, India also seeking to play the parallel role in the region as it
has a dominant position in the warm waters of the Indian Ocean. The power plays in South Asia
are focused on the warm waters of Indian Ocean especially in Gwadar Port, Chahbahar and the
resource-rich Central Asian Republics.
According to Robert D. Kaplan, the 21st Century South Asian region would be dominated
by the two giant and growing energy hungry countries India and China. Both the countries would
ultimately go for the formation of new alliances in the region such as China with Pakistan and
India with Iran. Furthermore, the geopolitical and geostrategic games of the both countries would
ultimately transform the fault-lines of region. Chinese intentions in Pakistani Balochistan and
Indian Intentions in the Iranian Balochistan have already indicated the new alliance formation as
Kaplan predicted. Although Kaplan’s article is written much before the CPEC and Gwadar Port
agreements were signed, but it has rightly predicted the Pakistan-China relations.
Filippo Boni’s article “Civil-Military Relations in Pakistan: A Case Study of SinoPakistani Relations and The Port of Gwadar” is a well-articulated piece of paper. According to
the writers, Pakistan’s civil and military relationship in past was never on the same page in any
regard, but with Chinese intension in the region with particular focus on Gwadar Port has
brought both of the institution on the same page. Pakistan has rightly concentrated on the
geopolitical importance Gwadar Port and the possible danger of this geopolitical proximity of
Gwadar Port. China showed greater interests in Gwadar Port for the connection of warm waters
of the Indian Ocean to its backward western autonomous region of Xinjiang via a more feasible
and shorter road stretching from Karakorum to Gwadar city.
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The article is written with regards to the geopolitical importance of the Gwadar Port for
China due to its geographical closeness to the most important trade and out seaborne routes of
the region. Pakistan’s military, according to Boni, has already assured China for a full protection
of its routes and workers. The civilian government of Nawaz Sharif also supported the design of
China in Balochistan especially in Gwadar. China portrays Gwadar Port as its nearest chokepoint
for its imports and exports. As Boni concentrated on the point about the Gwadar Port, claimed
that Gwaadar as the Gateway in the Indian Ocean, lies at the intersection between the oil rich
Arabian Peninsula, the Central Asia and the South Asia, presents an ideal location for energy
supplies to Pakistan and most importantly for China. In this regard, Gwadar occupies the
important location of becoming an important regional hub due to the port’s geostrategic
proximity to the Hurmuz Strait. It is the most important chokepoint for China.3
John W. Garver in his article, “Development of China's Overland Transportation Links
with Central, South-West and South Asia”, argued that, it was a long-standing aim and dream of
China to connect itself with South Asian and Central Asian region in order to develop its most
backward western province. The dream came true when China negotiated with Pakistan. Though
the Article is written before CPEC agreement, but the article predicted it as China was having an
agreement with Pakistan on Gwadar port. But the writer also mentioned the importance of
Gwadar port for Chinese economic development and the aim of the China to have influence over
the Indian Ocean and the direct access to warm water. In his article, the geopolitical theory lens
has been applied to see the Chinese intensions in the region.
Umbreen Javid and Javaria Jahangir in their article, “Balochistan; A Key Factor in Global
Politics”, published in Journal of South Asian Studies, mentioned the importance of Balochistan
in term of its geostrategic importance with vast mineral and Copper and Gold reserves and huge
deep coastline which had already gained international attention. The writers argued that the road
and sea link with China is not only of economic importance but it is also militarily important.
Though the article is written in an optimistic manner, but the writer could not mention the
security risks of Gwadar port and CPEC.
“Strategic Competition in South Asia: Gwadar, Chabahar, and the Risks of Infrastructure
Development”, written by Rorry Daniels, compared the significant ports in the South Asia such

Filippo Boni, “Civil-Military Relations in Pakistan: A Case Study of Sino- Pakistani Relations and The Port of
Gwadar”, Commonwealth and Comparative Politics, Vol. 54, No. 4, p. 499.
3
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as Gwadar Port and Chahbahar in 2013. He discussed that the infrastructure development in
South Asia is driven by competition for geographic control i.e. to secure resources and market
and by fear of strategic encirclement. The two recently established ports, in Gwadar Pakistan and
Chabahar Iran, have specially solidified strategic alliance between China and Pakistan and
between India and Iran.
According to the writer, the strategic location of Balochistan gives it a distinctive feature.
He argues that China comprehends Balochistan specially Gwadar Port for two basic reasons, the
strategic by which China can have a more watchful eye on India naval position and the economic
reason is more strategic and military in nature. Gwadar serves as a component for ‘China’s
strategy of pearls’, as the writer claims. The strategic pearls of China enable China that envisions
strategic ports along the Arabian Sea and Indian Ocean. Daniels clearly pointed out the
geopolitical importance of Balochistan especially the Gwadar Port. While, for Pakistan, Gwadar
Port project is a best opportunity to enhance it’s naval, military power and through the Chinese
capitals boost its lingering economy.
While looking at the historical background of Balochistan, and its insurgency from a
historical perspective, different prominent Pakistani and Western writers have written good piece
of work. Prof. Tahir Amin’s nicely written book on ethnic issue in Pakistan namely “EthnoNational Movements of Pakistan: Domestic and International factors” (1988), where he
described the ethnic identities and related issues. In this book, Amin, while elaborating different
ethnic identities, portrayed that Baloch nationalism has been deeply influenced by the ethnicity.
The ethnicity has ultimately resulted ın the ethno-nationalism and Bloch nationalism has been
further strengthened by the dominancy of Punjab in bureaucracy and civilian and military
governments. He emphasized the wrong policies of these governments in ignoring the Baloch
grievances. According to him, the worsening Balochistan issue will further be changed with the
passage of time if the policies and the preferences are not changed. By quoting Amin’s book, it
can easily be seen that Pakistan not only continued its Iron-fist over Balochistan, but also failed
to solve the Balochistan question, which may ultimately result in a delay in these ongoing
projects.
Selig S. Harrison’s work “In Afghanistan’s Shadow: Baluch Nationalism and soviet
Temptation” (1981) presents a picture of Balochistan issue and its opposition to Pakistan.
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According to the writer, the Balochistan issue gained strength during the dictatorship of Ayub
and civilian dictator Bhutto era. In these years, the operations again the Baloch guerrillas were
intensified and during Bhutto regime, Islamabad seeks Iran’s support against Baloch guerrillas in
the mountains. In his work, he clearly mentioned the geopolitical importance in the coming
years, where Balochistan will be the focused areas. According to him, if one has a deep insight
on Balochistan geographical, it is barren and mountainous, but the location of this geography
gives Balochistan a unique position in the region which has always been the hub of geopolitical
games, and it would also play an important role in the years ahead
Harrison’s book is written on the basic assumption that Balochistan having a huge border
with Afghanistan gives it a unique characteristic in the Soviet perspective. During the years of
1980s Soviet intensions of acquiring a militaristic and economic excess to the warm waters,
Balochistan was the focal point. According to Harrison, Balochistan is geopolitically important
for the regional power due to its strategic location. Although, As Harrison wrote the book on
Soviet, however, the Soviet could not reach the warm waters of Indian Ocean and faced
destruction in Afghanistan due to American proxies, but China has succeeded to reach through
the Gwadar Port.
Taj Mohamad Breseeg’s, Baloch Nationalism its Origin and Development (2004) is
worth reading book on Baloch nationalism and its different phases in an historical perspective.
This book is gives an insight to the historical and political background of Balochistan. He gives a
detailed perspective of Baloch nationalism. The book also gives a comprehensive argument on
the geopolitical importance of Balochistan during the great game between Russia and Britain in
18th and 19th century. This book ranges from the history of Balochistan from entrance of Baloch
people in Balochistan to the military dictatorship regime of Zia ul Haq.
Martin Axmann’s book “Back to the Future: The Khanate of Kalat and the Genesis of
Baloch Nationalism 1915-1955” (2009) is written in a limited version and limited years, but it
covers very detailed portions of the genesis of Baloch nationalism from the very beginning years
of Pakistan. the writer presents a neutral point of view. Axmann’s book presents the causes of the
current insurgencies in Pakistani Balochistan, and the behavior of the Pakistani state in
Balochistan. According to him, in the initial years, the merging has caused a sense of military
pressure in the Baloch’s mind, which made it difficult to accept the newly born state of Pakistan.
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the book helps to create a background knowledge to understand the current situation of
Balochistan.
1.6.

Theoretical Framework:
The thesis does not intend to establish any new theory rather it will be explained and

guided by the existing theories. It is designed to interest two theories, which will further guide
the whole of the thesis. The theoretical framework chapter intends to theoretically structure the
subsequent empirical evidences and further enhance it with other chapters to be followed. The
“Theory of Geopolitics” and Halford Mackinder’s “The Heartland Theory” will base the thesis.
Furthermore, another theory, which is quite related to Mackinder theory but different
geographical proximities, is Nicholas John Spykman’s Rimland Theory. The theory of
Geopolitics will be explained in accordance with the writings of different pioneers such as
German geographer Friedrich Ratzel, Swedish political Scientist and geographer Rudolf Kjallen
and Gearóid Ó Tuathail, whereas, the Heartland theory will be based on the findings of Halford
Mackinder works of 1904 and 1919. Whereas, Rimland theory will play as a role of supportive
theory to heartland theory. Further details of these theories are in the theoretical framework
chapter.
1.7.

Objective of the Research:
The objectives of this research paper are

a.

To examine the geopolitical and strategic importance of Balochistan for Pakistan and for
China.

b. To analyze the impact of the Chinese presence in the Gwadar Port and the CPEC in terms
of reshaping the Balance of Power in the region where not only Pakistan and China will
benefit and come closer in economic, strategic and political terms but also India as a
regional rival to Pakistan and China is going to be sidelined.
c. To scrutinize the reservation posed to CPEC and Gwadar Port by local, national and
regional players.
d. To observe the demonstrated impacts of simmering insurgency in Balochistan on ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor and
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e. To evaluate the economic opportunities of CPEC in Pakistan and China. The ongoing
debate on the sustainability of CPEC and the importance of Gwadar port as a gate way to
Europe and Central Asia is also the part of the paper.
1.8.

Methodology:
This research is based upon analytical, qualitative and descriptive methodology.

Analytical approach is used to break the research into parts and analyze it and then synthesize it
with qualitative information based on different sources. This research is also descriptive which
explains and describes the geo-political and geo-strategic importance of Balochistan, the impacts
of the Gwadar port and China Pakistan Economic Corridor on the economy of Pakistan and its
impacts on regional and extra regional powers. Furthermore, the analysis will be based on effects
of these multi-billion dollar projects on the regional politics. Above and beyond, it will also
explain the Baloch nationalist movement in the region which is also a threat to this project.
For the purpose of Literature review, I have gone through a number of books, articles and
online resources as the undergoing projects are new and continued. In order to be neutral, I
selected my literature review from different sources with different backgrounds in terms of their
authorship and publication. Beside Pakistani sources, some Indian and foreign writers are also
included in this pursuit in order to enhance the neutrality of the work.
1.9.

Limitation of the Research:
There will be some minor limitations in conducting the research. Firstly, secondary

sources may be hard to obtain due to the novelty of the subject and the projects. Secondly, there
are different factors which may change with the passage of time as quite possible in the
continued process. Thirdly, for conducting the Research, due to Vastness of the Balochistan land
and lack of infrastructure, I will face much trouble for collecting primary Sources of data.
Finally, and yet importantly, there will be a lack of adequate financial resources to conduct the
field work for research.
Beyond these General Limitations, I will also face some technical problems. Among
them, the Chinese language would be a matter of concern for me to examine the dealings and
agreements and the work they are carrying out in Pakistan. for instance, if the writer needs to
interview the Chinese working on Gwadar port, they language barrier may be an obstacle in this
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regard. Due to bad law and order situations and security reasons, the government of Pakistan is
not making the agreement public and the number of

1.10. Time period:
The first chapter of the research deals with the historical background of Balochistan and
elaborates the scenario how Balochistan in the eye of history has been shaped to this point. The
historical background gives a clear image of the geopolitical importance of Balochistan during
the time of the great game in Asia between Tsarist Russia and Great Britain. But the focus of the
thesis is, starting from the inauguration of this project in 2001 by then President General Pervez
Musharraf, to the handover of the port to the Chinese authorities in 2013 and will ultimately lead
to the signing of mega project agreements. The paper includes all the major developments and
announcements during these years. The research is also concentrated for a period of almost 15
years. All the developments and processes within this timeframe will be discussed accordingly in
detail chronological manner. Some of the important events and procedures which took place in
2017 will also be included according to the importance of the events.
1.11. Division of the Study:
The study is divided into different sections and chapters. The first chapter is the
introductory chapter that is desired to give an overview to the overall thesis and to introduce
what is going to be described in overall. A political and historical background of Balochistan is
followed in the second chapter. The background of Balochistan helps formulate and frame a
better understanding of the politico-economic and social situations in Balochistan and further
develops a better knowledge about the geopolitical importance of Balochistan in a historical
perspective. The third chapter deals with the theoretical framework of the thesis. The thesis will
be guided by two theories, the theory of geopolitics and the Heartland theory. The geopolitical
and geostrategic importance of Balochistan in regards with the Gwadar Port and China-Pakistan
Economic corridor (CPEC) is placed in the fourth chapter. In this chapter, the economic and
military-cum-strategic goals of Pakistan and China are discussed in details. The last and the fifth
chapter is the geopolitical games in Balochistan and the local and national reservations, and the
CPEC and the Gwadar Port’s impacts on regional and extra-regional players. The final chapter
will

be

followed

by

a

comprehensive

conclusion.
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CHAPTER 2
Historical Background of Balochistan
2.1. Introduction:
The term “Balochistan” is derived from the word Baloch,4 an ethnic tribe inhabited in the
bordering areas of Iran, Afghanistan and on the coastal belt of the Indian Ocean for centuries.
The Baloch, in the current demographic distribution, do not have their own sovereign nation
state; they are inhabited in three different sovereign states, i.e. Pakistan, Iran, and Afghanistan.
According to the Nationalist-cum-Historian Mir Gul Khan Naseer, the Baloch arrival in
these lands started in 531 A.D., when Nausherwan Adil the king of Persia on complaints
attacked over Balochs and after a massacre Balochs got shelter in Marap; Siah Dumb and
Jhalawan by passing through Seestan, Chaghi and Kharan under the leadership of their chief
Mir Qamber.5
The formation of the Baloch land as an independent state of Balochistan emerged from
the fall of the two empires; the Safavids of Iran and the Moghul Empire in the sub-continent, in
the Eighteenth century.6 The demise of these two empires paved the way for the arrival of the
European powers in the Iranian plateau and Indian Sub-Continent,7 which further strengthened
the cause of the consolidation of many of the dispersed tribes in the region in the Fifteenth and
Sixteenth century. In this era, the birth of the Baloch nation-state, with its capital in the Kalat
region and the first ruler from Merwadi Tribe, consolidated the surrounding areas such as
Kharan, Makran, and Las Bela as the Balochistan.8
The title Balochistan, as a nomenclature has different interpretations by different writers.
According to St. John, the name was given by Nadir Shah, the Persian emperor, after defeating
the Afghan invaders, made himself the ruler of this region and called it the Balochistan as the
Land of the Baloch people. On the other hand, for many writers, this account does not have
Naudir Bakht, “The Epistemology of Baloch and Balochistan: A Histo-Political View” Pakistan Journal of History
and Culture, Vol.XXIX, No.1 (2008), p. 229.
5
Naudir Bakht, “The Epistemology of Baloch and Balochistan: A Histo-Political View” Pakistan Journal of History
and Culture, Vol.XXIX, No.1 (2008), p. 230.
6
Naseer Dashti, The Baloch and Balochistan; A Historical Account from the Beginning to the Fall of Baloch State,
USA: Trafford Publishing., (2012), p 156.
7
ibid
8
ibid
4
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much exactitude, because the Balochistan has been mentioned by different emperors such as
Zaheer Uddin Baber, much before the Nadir’s invasion.9 Many other writers, such as Gul Khan
Naseer and other Baloch writers claimed that the name was given much earlier than Nadir Shah
of Iran.10
Dominated by tribal rulers and order, Balochistan has always remained under the
influence of tribal rivalries and conflicts. After the Khanate of Kalat11 was consolidated and
expanded to different Baloch dominated areas, the modern phase of Baloch history emerged
but was constantly hosting civil war among different clans. Among the fighting tribes, the
Khan of Kalat Mir Muhmood Khan12 and his successor Mir Mehrab Khan II13 with other
Baloch tribes of Sarawan and Jhalawan were prominent. It paved the way for the British
imperialists of the sub-continent to interfere in the least developed and backward but, the core
region of Balochistan.14 Tribal rivalries weakened Balochistan both politically and
economically. In South Asia, in order to sustain its power, the fundamental objective of the
British Raj was to control all the strategic positions of the region including Balochistan. Hence,
within-tribe-conflicts made it easy for the British to govern the region without any significant
resistance.
The fear of Tzarist advances in the region of the Central Asia and Afghanistan with the
aim of controlling the warm waters of the Indian Ocean, the ‘New Great Game’ engulfed the

Nadir Bakhth, “Epistemology of Balochistan and Baloch: A Histo-Political View”, Pakistan Journal of History
and culture, (2008), p. 230.
10
ibid
11
Kalat state was run under the Khan who ruled independently the areas of Modern day Pakistani Balochistan and
parts of Irani Balochistan. Khanate of Kalat was an independent state with four principalities i.e. Kalat, Kharan, Las
Bela and Mekran, until 1839, when the British rulers occupied it. Since that time, the Kalat state never gained full
independence.
12
Mir Mehmud Khan was the eldest son of the great Leader and Khan of Kalat Mir Naseer Khan. He became the
heir of the Khan after the death of his father at the age of 7 years. His regent and Prime Minister governed the Kalat
State until he became able to rule the Khanate of Kalat. But with the passage of time, many Baloch tribal chiefs
specially the Ahmedzai tribe revolt against the Khan on the basis that the Baloch state is being govern by the a nonBaloch origin P.M. ( For more see. Naseer Dashthi, Baloch and Balochistan, a historical account from the
beginning and the fall of the Baloch State, pp. 197-200)
13
Mir Mehrab Khan II was the successor of Mir Mehmood Khan. After the death of Mir Mehrab Khan, the Baloch
State was in a state of complete civil war. The strongest rebel clan of Baloch to the Mir Mehrab Khan was the
Ahmedzai tribe i.e. Mir Ahmed Yar and Mir Mehtab Ahmed Zia. For more see( For more see. Naseer Dashthi,
Baloch and Balochistan, a historical account from the beginning and the fall of the Baloch State, pp. 199-203)
14
Naseer Dashti, The Baloch and Balochistan; A Historical Account from the Beginning to the Fall of Baloch State,
USA: Trafford Publishing., 2012, p.205.
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internally devastated Baloch state15. From this point, the British rule in Balochistan started.
Keeping in mind the geostrategic location of Balochistan and Sindh, and the advances of the
Russian mission in Afghanistan, further strengthened the British needs to occupy
Balochistan.16 The British rulers in order to secure a safe passage of the logistics for
controlling Afghanistan needed a secure and suitable seaport and easy land route. This need
compelled them to have an agreement with the Khan of Kalat for Jiwani port, which was
signed in March 1839.17 The treaty which was signed between Khan of Kalat Mir Mehrab
Khan and British rulers of Sub-continent, asking for safe passage for the logistic and use of
Jiwani port for the British, and in return, the British government would protect the sovereignty
of the Khan of Kalat and help him to consolidate his rule in the region. This agreement came to
the end with an unwanted catastrophe.18 The rebel Baloch forces fought hard to annul the
agreement by attacking the British forces while coming back from Afghanistan. This attack on
the British forces in Baloch areas practically nullified the treaty of 1839. The British Raj
tagged Mir Mehrab Khan II responsible for this attack and sieged the Miri Port in Kalat and in
the battle, Khan lost his life and the British government had then the complete control over
Kalat state.
2.2. Geography and Cultural History:
Balochistan is located at the geographical crossroads of South Asia, Central Asia and the
Middle East, which gives it a unique and ideal characteristic for inter-regional transport and trade
which increase its power of attraction throughout the world.19 Strategically, Balochistan is
situated in a very important location which has always been very pivotal for the great powers to
dominate the region of the sub-continent and the Indian Ocean. From the historical perspective,
the geography of Balochistan was very important for two reasons. Firstly, when the great game
was continued between Tsarist Russia and the Great Britain, to control the Afghanistan, which
had a long border with the Balochistan during the Khanate period.20 Secondly, Balochistan has a
15
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huge coastline on the warm water of the Indian Ocean, where most of the logistic were supplied
to Afghanistan to control these strategically important areas of the great game. As mentioned
earlier, the British rulers in order to control Afghanistan and limit the advancement of the Russia,
met an agreement with the Khan of Kalat to use the Jiwani as the sea port. In recent years, the
growing importance of the warm water and sea routes, Balochistan plays an important strategic
and geographical role for China-Pakistan Economic Corridor to connect China to the Indian
Ocean and across the Central Asia and the Persian Gulf or Gulf of Hormuz.
2.2.1. Land:
Balochistan is the largest province with 44% of the total land area of Pakistan. It became
the part of the federation of Pakistan but without any status until 1955 when it became the part of
one unit scheme. Balochistan obtained status as a province in 1970 after the demise of the one
Unit in 1969.21 The Current landscape of Pakistani Balochistan can be divided into three parts
i.e. Eastern Balochistan, Western Balochistan and Southern Balochistan.22 The Western
Balochistan connects Pakistan with Iran through Goldsmith Line, the Easter border connects
Pakistan with Afghanistan through Durand line and Southern Balochistan is the coastal belt on
the Indian Ocean with a huge coast of 900 miles with strategically important Gwadar port,
connecting Balochistan with Sindh province of Pakistan.23 It shares a long border of 900 KM
with Iran and 1002 KM border with Afghanistan.24 The geography of Balochistan gained world
attention after the Chinese authorities built the Gwadar deep-sea Port on the Indian Ocean. This
will further be elaborated in the fourth chapter.
The land of Balochistan along with the Indian Ocean, Iran and Afghanistan, also connects
it with other three provinces of Pakistan and Federally Administrated Areas (FATA). The
landscape of Balochistan is mostly mountainous and deserts. It also has extreme weather. In the
western and Southern side, especially in Makran, Naseerabad and Dera Murad Jamali, the
weather is so hot that sometimes the temperature reaches above 100-130° F or 48-50 Celsius,
and in the Northern and interior highlands, especially in Quetta region, Kalat, Mastung Surab,
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Taj Mohammed Breseeg, Baloch Nationalism its Origin and Development, Karachi: Royal Book Company,
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Ziarat, Kila Saif Ullah, Chaman, etc. the temperature often drops to 40-10° F or -10 to -15
Celsius.25
Agriculturally, the land of Balochistan is not fertile due to the shortage of terrestrial rains
and extreme weather. However, the barren land of Balochistan is full of natural resources, such
as natural gas, copper, gold, coal, and other minerals are abundantly found in Balochistan.
Balochistan is the richest province of Pakistan in terms of natural resources but the poorest in
terms of poverty index. The land is sparsely populated; therefore, it is hard to connect them to
the metropolis.
2.2.2. People and Language:
As far as the people and the ethnographical division of Balochistan are concerned, there
are two major ethnic groups living in Balochistan. According to 1998 census, the total population
of Balochistan 6, 511,000, which is sparsely populated with 18.9 person per Squire KM. 26 This
population of Balochistan makes it only 5.1% of the total population of Pakistan. The majority of
the population of Balochistan is Baloch according to the 1998 census. The other major
population of Balochistan is Pashtoon and some other ethnic groups such as Hazara, Sindhi,
Punjabi, Saraiki and a good number of Hindus also residing in Balochistan.27 After the war in the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in 1979 and the American invasion in 2001, a large number of
Afghan refugees also entered Balochistan. Consequently, many of them also acquire Pakistani
national identity cards.28 Among Baloch, the Brahui-speaking Baloch and Balochi speaking
Baloch are residing in different parts of Balochistan.
By culture and origin, Baloch and the Brahui are same, but the only difference is the
language. The difference of language became one of the most difficult problems for the Baloch
throughout the history. In order to bring disunity among the Balochi and Brahui speakers, the
British government many times tried to cite them as different identities. 29 This phenomenon was
also used by many Pakistani writers for the same purpose, but they had to face the defeat because
25
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Balochi speaker and Brahui speakers both are aware and fully recognize their commonness.
During the Khanate period and after the British Raj ended in the sub-continent, the Khan of
Kalat Mir Ahmed Yar Khan, in his first speech to the National Congress of Balochistan in Kalat
said that “Today, I am proud to address you in Balochi…Insha Allah, whenever I will address
you in future in will be in Balochi because it is the language of the Baloch Nation”.30
In the North-Eastern part of Balochistan, as earlier known as British Balochistan, the
majority of the population is Pashtoon having strong links with Afghanistan. Before the
independence of Pakistan and India, the British Balochistan was under the direct control of the
British government. After the merger of Balochistan with Pakistan and given the status of a
province in the 1970s, the British Balochistan became the part of the province. 31 After the
Afghan wars of 1979 and 2001, a large number of Afghan refugees entered in these areas,
creating different social and demographic changes. Many of the tribal leaders in these areas also
want to deport all the illegal migrants from Afghanistan due to limited resources in the area.
2.2.3. Religion and Belief System:
With regards to the religion, the majority of the population in Balochistan are Hanafi
Sunni Muslims32, while, there are also some ethnic Hazara, who are Shiite and has very close
religious linkage with the Shiism in Iran and a minority of Hindu community also resides in
some parts of Balochistan mostly near the border of Sindh. Among Baloch, there is another
religious sect mostly residing in the Makran division which is called Zikri (Zegri in Balochi
language).33 These two-different sectarian group i.e. Shiite and Zikri are called non-Hanafi sects.
The number of the Zikri community in Makran division is not confirmed because they have still
not been recognized by the state machinery as a different sect. In Pakistan, the Baloch are
famous for their secular ideas and thinking, therefore there is no such threat being faced by the
Baloch community as compared to the Baloch community in Iran. Therefore, the Baloch in
Balochistan lived peacefully for years with other Hindus and Hazara Shiite.
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However, in recent years, Balochistan has been the target of different religious extremism
by the non-state actors. The radicalization and religious extremism of Balochistan started after
2010, in order to counter the nationalists and ethnic war.34 This process initially started targeting
the Hazara and Hindu communities to transfer the attention from ethnic nationalism to sectarian
extremism. The establishment and mushroom growth of madrassahs (Religious schools) in
Balochistan during Musharraf’s tenure further deteriorated the situation for the minorities such as
Hindus and Hazara Shiite. In Quetta, the capital of Balochistan, is the hub of the local and
foreign religious and sectarian outfits carrying out their targets on the Hazara community whose
population is about 300,000, facing unprecedented attacks and violence mainly from these
sectarian militant groups.35 In 2013, the number of attacks on the Hazara community increased in
an alarming way. Baloch nationalist repeatedly rejected this radicalization in their homeland.
This rejection of radicalization in Balochistan was primarily the rejection of centralization and
central dominance, not of Islamic doctrine per se.36
According to the Carnegie Reports on Balochistan, the report writes about the religious
extremist in Balochistan in the following words;
“However, Islamization is currently experiencing a qualitative change in Balochistan. Amid the
state of anarchy in the province and led by the Deobandi madrassa network, radicalization is on
the rise and sectarian groups have stepped up their activities in the region. The number of
sectarian killings has increased almost exponentially over the past few years in a province
traditionally known for its deeply entrenched secularism”.37

The Pakistan’s policy to counter the Baloch ethnic nationalism, in recent years, indicated state
failure to control these groups. In 2015 and 2016, Balochistan witnessed a series of suicide bomb
attacks in the capital city of Quetta in which hundreds of innocent people lost their lives.
Furthermore, the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) has already strengthened its number in
Balochistan by claiming many responsibilities of bomb attacks and target killings.
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2.3. Historical Background of Balochistan during the British colonial rule:
The history of modern Balochistan can be divided into two different phases: first, the British
colonial rule and second, after the merger with Pakistan. The modern history of Balochistan
starts from the date when the British forces occupied the Kalat state and the ruler of Kalat Mir
Mehrab Khan II was killed in 1839. After the death of the Khan, the British installed a puppet
Khan known as Mir Shahnawaz Khan with a British regent to strengthen its grip over
Balochistan.38 Consequently, other Baloch tribal chiefs rallied and consolidated their powers
against the British rule to revenge the slain Khan, Mir Mehrab Khan II under the leadership of
Mir Naseer Khan II, the son of the deceased Khan.
In the initial years, the Khan made some of the advances and successfully liberated Kalat
from British control, and maintained its hegemony over the Kalat State.39 Mir Shahnawaz
Khan fled to Afghanistan. Furthermore, new Khan of Kalat, Mir Naseer Khan had the
ambitions to liberate other areas from the British control. The superiority of British in terms of
arms and ammunitions, accompanied by some of the tribal chiefs from other areas, the Khan
was unable to proceed further and his thrown was again toppled up by the British on November
3, 1840.40 This time, the British supervision assessed that Mir Naseer Khan II will try to
capture Khanate again. Therefore, the need for a political settlement of the issue was lookedfor. In this way, the British political agent of Kalat, Colonel Stacy signed a coexistence
agreement with Mir Naseer Khan.41 In this agreement, the Khan had to accept the superiority
of the British rule in the region. This treaty allowed Mir Naseer Khan II to be the Khan of
Kalat.
During this period, the other princely states of Balochistan such as Kharan, Las Bela, and
Makran were being ruled independently by Baloch tribes. But in the later years, when the
British rule strengthened, the British government signed another renewed treaty of 1876 with
the Khan of Kalat Mir Khudadad Khan, through which other four princely states of Balochistan
were brought into the British suzerainty.42 In this treaty, the British government fully agreed on
the independence of the Khanate of Kalat, and the Khan was allowed to rule the territories of
38
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the Khanate with full sovereignty until the agreement between two is not affected. During this
era, Quetta and other adjoining areas of Afghanistan were under complete control of the British
rule, which was known as British Balochistan, mostly consisting of those areas, where the
majority of the population was Pashtun. In the Kalat state, the British also influenced in policymaking and foreign affairs, but this interference was indirect through agreement of 1876.
After the treaty of 1876 was signed, and the appointment of the Sir Robert G. Sandman43
as the Agent of the Governor General of Indian Sub-Continent (AGG), who with the help of
his policy of direct involvement, affected the agreement of 1786. Different measures were
taken by Sandman to pressurize Khan of Kalat Mir Khudadad Khan in order to have a stronger
control on the Khanate. After the death of the Sandman in 1892, General Brown was appointed
as the new AGG.44 Mir Khudadad Khan was eager to change the current interference of the
British government, which was not accepted by the Later, and the tension grew to the point the
British government uninstalled his government and made him captive and put his son Mir
Mehmud Khan as the new heir to the thrown of Khan of Kalat.45 In this period, the
demarcation also came as a blow to the status of Balochistan, the Durand boundary
commission of 1896 and the Goldsmith boundary commission of 1873 was completed by
dividing Balochistan among Afghanistan, Iran, and British India.46 After the Treaty of 1876,
the territories of Kalat state are shown on the map in the Map I.
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Map I. The map of Kalat State/Balochistan in 1897, where the areas are clearly demarcated between Kalat,
Mekran, Kharan and Las Bela. The red color shows the areas of British Balochistan and leased Tribal areas.
Source: AGG Balochistan Archives, Retrieved from: http://balochistanarchives.gob.pk/AGG-Balochistan-Records

The 19th century ended as a gloomy century for Balochistan; after emerging as an
independent Baloch state, lived short. Many parts of Balochistan were divided by different
commissions and agreements, as mentioned earlier, ruined the geographical and demographical
position of Balochistan. The 20th century also carried out the same results for Balochistan, as
international politics remained strangled. However, in the 20th century, the British government
policies in controlling and interfering in the foreign affairs of Balochistan remained same. The
first quarter of the 20th century witnessed the beginning of the mobilization of political Baloch
youth against the subjugation and exploitation of Balochistan by external forces.47 Among
these young bureaucrats-cum-political-activists were Mir Yusuf Aziz Mugsi, Abdul Aziz Kurd,
Mohammad Hussain Unqa and others prominent figures. Because of their political activism
47
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and awareness programs through media and distribution of pamphlets, they were imprisoned
and left under close watch by the British government in Quetta and Khanate government in
Kalat.48
The main focus of these young political activists was to spread awareness among the
common masses about the political situation of the Kalat State, to pressurize the British
government not to intervene in the affairs of the Kalat State, to make Kalat an autonomous
state just like as Afghanistan and Iran, and to stand against of the Sardari system. 49 This
political activism resulted in the creation of the ‘Anjuman-e-Ithihad-e- Baloch wa Balochistan’
(Committee of the Union of Baloch and Balochistan) political party which mostly operated its
proceedings in Sindh, especially in Karachi.50 This political party felt a huge blow in 1935
when the proponent Mir Yusuf Aziz Magsi was lost in the Earthquake. After his demise, the
party remained active for some years under Abdul Aziz Kurd. However, it was finally replaced
by Kalat State National Party (KSNP).
In this period, another important party emerged, namely KSNP, on February 5, 1937,
replacing the Committee of the Union of Baloch and Balochistan when some political activities
were allowed in all India Act of 1935.51 This period can be said a very important period for
Balochistan, as the nationalistic and voice of freedom gained momentum. These nationalistic
and freedom movements also influenced the common masses of the Kalat state. The party
president was Mir Abdul Aziz, and the aim was set for the party, on the broader front was ‘To
struggle against colonialism and imperialism and on the internal front, against the oppressive
hegemony of the tribal chiefs (Sardars).52 The party also discussed the future course of work
after Balochistan gains its independence with the departure of the British government, and how
to maintain the independence. When the withdrawal of the British government in the India was
foreseen, the KSNP played a very pivotal role in the years to come for the independence of
Balochistan. A number of important personalities of the Balochistan who devoted most of their
lives in the independence of Balochistan, joined KSNP. Among them, Mir Ghaus Bakhsh
48
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Bizenjo, Mir Gul Khan Naseer, and Mir Abdul Aziz Kurd were prominent.53 In their struggle
for the independence of Balochistan, these leaders saw the prison, exile, political pressure, etc.
but they quit slogans. The British government and Kalat banned government the KSNP and
seized the offices and newspapers, exiled the leaders, but KSNP continued the advocated
task.54
In the early years, KSNP tried to help Khan of Kalat Mir Ahmed Yar Khan to take a bold
and active part to fight for the sovereign position of the Kalat State. When Indian Act of 1935,
pronounced Balochistan as the part of British India against of the treaty signed between the
British government and Khan of Kalat Mir Khudadad Khan in 187655, it all began to simmer
again. But this time, KSNP and Khan’s coalition did not last long, and the Khan seeing the
KSNP as an emerging party banned the party and arrested all its prominent members.56 Though
the ban on the KSNP was lifted after two years in 1941, but the relations between the two
never improved as the KSNP considered Khan unable to work for the independence of the
Balochistan.
Throughout the Second World War, the British rule in India was moving towards its
debacle, and the future state of Pakistan and India were seen. The Khan appointed Mr.
Mohammad Ali Jinnah57 as the Legal expert to present the case for Balochistan in front of the
British government. Before that, Khan also sent two memorandums to the British government
asking for the transfer of all power to Khan and to respect the treaty of 1876. But the British
government did not acknowledge the memorandum of Khan.
During the WW II, the British Government became weakened, due to which the
independence movements gained momentum in the sub-continent. In the Cabinet Mission of
1946, the British government sent a delegation to discuss and bring the proposal for the
53
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transfer of power to the proposed state of India and Pakistan. Mr. Mohammed Ali Jinnah was
representing as a barrister for Balochistan and Pakistan at the same time. On June 3rd, 1947, the
Viceroy of India, Lord Mountbatten announced the partition plan of India, where it was clearly
mentioned that the princely states (among them Balochistan was included because it was made
part of British India by the Government of India Act of 1935)58 may choose any course of work
what their common masses want, putting three options for them, either to become part of India,
or Pakistan or become independent. Before the partition plan, Khan had a series of meetings
and talk with the viceroy of India and the leading members, i.e. Mr. Jinnah and Liaqat Ali
Khan

of

Pakistan

Independent

movement.

In

these

talks,

they

came

to

an

agreement/memorandum on 4th of August, 1947, in which, the leaders from all sides agreed on
the independence of Balochistan on 5th of August 1947. The meeting was held in Delhi, and
from the British Indian government, Lord Mountbatten was the chair of the meeting, and Lord
Ismay as the legal advisor of the Viceroy, from Pakistani leadership, Mohammad Ali Jinnah,
and Liaqat Ali Khan, and from Balochistan side, Khan of Kalat Mir Ahmed Yar Khan and
Prime Minister Barrister Sultan Ahmed Khan signed a three-point agreement.59 The agreement
is as follows;
1. First of all, it was accepted by Pakistan that Balochistan would be an independent country
after the British government leave sub-continent, and Balochistan previously had a treaty
relationship with British India, totally different from that of other princely states.
2. Secondly, after the independence, a legal opinion will be obtained regarding the British
Balochistan and the tribal areas which had the status of leased areas.
3. And finally, after the legal opinion, Pakistan and Balochistan will hold bilateral talks over the
future course of work on these leased areas and British Balochistan.

After returning from Delhi, Khan of Kalat made a formal proclamation of the
independence of Kalat/Balochistan on 11th of August, 1947, which would be effective from the
15th of August 1947, and Nawabzada Mohammad Asim Khan was appointed as the first Prime
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Minister of Kalat State and Mr. D.Y. Phell as the foreign minister.60 While Mir Ahmed Yar Khan
remained the Khan. With the independence of Kalat, the question of the British Balochistan
remained unsolved, but the agreement between Khan of Kalat and Pakistani leadership made it a
clause in the agreement that the future course of action of the British Balochistan and leased
areas would be discussed in the years to come. But the matter was solved when Pakistan annexed
Balochistan in March 1948. In this way, Kalat state retained its independence but this
independence could not live long, after the independence of Pakistan and India, which will be
discussed in next section.
On the other side, the issue of British Balochistan, composed of the bordering of
Afghanistan, and leased areas such as Quetta, Bolan Pass, and Sibi, and tribal areas of Mari and
Bugti were solved through the Shahi Jirga (The gathering of Tribal Chiefs and elders). The tribal
elders of these areas went to meet the AGG and called for the settlement of their areas. The
Shahi Jirga was conducted in Quetta Balochistan, where it was decided to conduct referendum
over the matter, whether the British Balochistan and leased and tribal areas should be merged
with Pakistan or remain with Balochistan.61 It was decided one day prior to the referendum
through the pressure from the All India Muslim League Balochistan Chapter and the British
government, the decision came in favor of Pakistan.62 Similarly, the decision of the Shahi Jirga is
controversial as both the Baloch and the Pakistani authors describe their own version of the fact.
Each blaming the other for having the lack of information.
2.4. The status of Balochistan after the British raj in the Sub-continent:
On 14-15 August 1947, the British raj ceased to continue in India and two states were
born namely India and Pakistan. At the time of the independence, there were many princely
states in the Sub-continent, which were given the option to choose any course of procedure as
they deemed to do in the Independence act of 1947. After the departure of the British
government from the Indian Sub-Continent, the diplomatic and the political battle between India
and Pakistan for the dominance of the princely states threatened many of the princely states.
According to the Government of India Act of 1935, where British India or Indian state belongs to
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those areas where His Majesty has direct control over these areas, where the parts of many tribal
areas are not included.63 The status of Balochistan according to this act remains as princely states
which Khan of Kalat protested against.
But this independence of Kalat state was short lived. With the departure of the British
Government and the independence of Pakistan and India, the political governments of the
princely states were pressurized either by Pakistan or India. The Indian occupation of Kashmir in
March 1948 alarmed Pakistan. Therefore, Pakistan in fear of Indian interference, managed the
accession of Balochistan in March 1948.64
Chiefly, there are two opposite views concerning the merger of Balochistan with
Pakistan. One view, which most nationalists put forward and believe that Pakistan’s merger was
a forced union without the popular consent of the Baloch nation.65 According to the records
written by Baloch writers, Pakistan pressurized the Khan of Kalat after the independence of
Balochistan, which Pakistan itself recognized, to merge the Balochistan with Pakistan, and when
the matter was in the Parliament of Balochistan, the Pakistani army marched in Kalat state and
occupied it with force.66 According to Mir Ghous Bakhsh Bizanjo, the member of the Khanate of
Kalat, Khan of Kalat was pressed by the Government of Pakistan for merger of Balochistan with
Pakistan, but the Khan could not take the decision single-handedly, therefore Khan of Kalat
referred the matter to the Parliament of Balochistan, i.e. ‘Darul Awam’ (The Lower House and
members are elected by non-tribal people) and Darul Umara (the Upper House; the tribal house
of the Parliament), both rejected the proposal of accession with Pakistan.67 Mir Ghous Bakhsh
Bizenjo, in his autobiography, edited by B.M. Kutty clearly revealed that the Indian government
act of 1935 was nothing but a planned and constructed strategy to control the region through
divide and rule, therefore, they (The British government) changed the status of Balochistan as a
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princely state, but Balochistan was never a princely state, rather, it was an independent state, had
a treaty relation with the British Indian government.68
The second view, downrightly opposing the first view argues that Khan of Kalat himself
signed an agreement of merger with Governor General of Pakistan Mohammed Ali Jinnah, the
then Governor General of Pakistan, because other three princely states of Balochistan i.e.
Makran, Kharan and Las Bela had already the merged with Pakistan69. According to Awan
(1985), after the independence of Pakistan and India, the rulers of three provinces of Balochistan,
already requested for merger of their areas to Pakistan, which the government of Pakistan
accepted in 1948.70 He further said that, after accepting the request of annexation, the
government of Pakistan sent a platoon of the army to Pasni and Jiwani, the coastal belt of
Balochistan, where important military and defense installations were located. His book declaims;
“At Pasni and Jiwani the Government of Pakistan had valuable installations, such as airstrip and
postal and radio installations” that’s why “on the 26th, the prime minister called up the three
service chiefs and it was decided to send one platoon of troops, by air, to Jiwani for the protection
of the airport, another platoon to Turbat and a company, by sea to Pasni to take over the port and
radio stations. The Agent of the Governor General at Quetta and the Khan were both informed”. 71

The fusion of these three provinces of Balochistan put further pressure on Khan of Kalat.
He strongly protested against it to the Pakistani authorities, claiming that these areas do not have
the authority to take any decision of their own. In this way, Kalat lost half of its territory. The
pressure on Kalat increased as these areas, especially Makran were strategically and
geopolitically very important.
As a matter of fact, the decree of the both houses of parliament was against of the
accession, yet the Khan of Kalat asked Mr. Jinnah to finalize the merger agreement within three
months. In the words of Mir Ghous Bakhsh Bizenjo, the then Leader of the House of Commons
(Dar ul Awam);
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“The both houses of the parliament of Balochistan anonymously and categorically opposed the
Khan’s option of accession with Pakistan, and the Khan of Kalat informed the decision of the
parliament to the Pakistani authorities but still they finalized the accession of the Kalat with
Pakistan. Pakistan has already decided to merge the subsidiary provinces of Balochistan i.e.
Kharan, Makran, and Las Bela to Pakistan. Similarly, the three hundred years of a province of
Balochistan, Mekran remained an integral Part of Pakistan”.72

He further puts forwards his concerns about the merger and one-sided decision without
appraising the both houses of the parliament;
“Eventually, the Kalat State could not bear the loss of the other provinces of Balochistan, and the
extensive pressure from the Pakistan over the merger with of Pakistan, the Khan single-handedly
decided the merger with Pakistan. The Khan of Kalat affixed his signature on the merger
agreement on 27th March, 1928. In taking such a step in gross violation of the will of the people
of Kalat-Baluchistan as expressed unanimously by the members of both Houses of Parliament,
the Khan rendered himself guilty of an act of great injustice to them. I wonder if history will ever
forgive him”.73

The merger of Balochistan almost doubled the territory of Pakistan. See figure II, the map
of Balochistan after the annexation with Pakistan. After the accession of Balochistan with
Pakistan in March 1948, the tension increased between Baloch tribal chiefs and the Pakistani
government. This resulted in the opening of a longstanding war between the army of Pakistan
and Baloch nationalist and tribal chief, who were against of the accession of the Balochistan with
Pakistan. From 1948 till now, there arouse a state of uncertainty between the two and resulted in
Two mini wars which ended in months like the operation against the Baloch tribal chiefs in
1948, and against Nawab Noroz Khan in 1956, the other wars continued for years such as the
war of 1963-68, and 1973-77.74 The current phase of insurgency has its roots in the previous
ones, started after the killing of Nawab Akbar Khan Bugti on 26th of August, 2006, which
expanded rapidly from the tribal areas to non-tribal areas.
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Map II: The map of Pakistani Balochistan. Source: Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. Retrieved from:
http://carnegieendowment.org/2013/04/11/balochistan-state-versus-nation-pub-51488

2.5. Problematic Relations between the Federation of Pakistan and Balochistan:
Since the independence of Pakistan from the British rule on 14th of August, 1947,
Pakistan and Balochistan did not have a peaceful relationship. The insurgency in Balochistan and
its roots can be found from the very merger of Balochistan with Pakistan, when the brother of
Khan of Kalat, Prince Abdul Karim starts building an army against Pakistan. He openly declared
the revolt against Pakistan and moved to Afghanistan for sometimes in order to mobilize the
troops comprising of Tribal Lashkar and attack on the Pakistani army in Kalat state. Although he
could not gain enough support, neither from Afghan government nor from the tribal chiefs, but
he marked the genesis of Baloch movement in Pakistan. However, the best what Afghanistan
could do, to offer him asylum. This insurgency due to the shortage of ammunition and support, it
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could not stand long, and on his return from Afghanistan, he was arrested on 12th July 1948 with
his Lashkar and faced different charges including treason.75
After the resistance of Prince Abdul Karim, there was an era of conciliation, the way for
another resistance was paved by the emergence of One Unit, through which the status of
Balochistan was merged with the One Unit76 in 1955. This time, the resistance initiated by an
elderly Baloch tribal chief Nawab Nauroz Khan. He raised his arms when the Khan of Kalat Mir
Ahmed Yar Khan was arrested in the case of treason and was imprisoned for 15 years.
Consequently, this resistance was also short lived. Moreover, Nouroz was arrested and he was
tried by a military court. Ultimately, he was sentenced to life imprisonment, and his others
companions including his son and five relatives were awarded death sentenced and they were
hanged. He himself died in jail in 1964.
Although these previous insurgencies were short-lived and could not stand against the
sophisticated army of Pakistan, but the feeling of separation in extreme case and provincial
autonomy in the moderate case were still penetrating in the mind of some Baloch tribal chiefs. It
was the era of General Ayub’s martial law, when the third wave of the Baloch insurgency
started. The third insurgency, which started in 1962, remained a far long insurgency than the
previous ones and went on until 1968, with huge losses financially and materially77. This
insurgency of 1962 against the Baloch Fararis (Guerrillas) was, basically, the initiation of a far
more dangerous and fatal insurgency, starting with the removal of a constitutional government of
National Awami Party (NAP) by Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto.78 According to Stephen P. Cohan (2004);
“[T]he peaks of Baloch insurgency during the uprising of 1973–75, flickered by Bhutto’s
discharge of local administrators. After an alliance of an Islamist party (the JUI) and the NAP
came to power in Baluchistan and the NWFP in 1972, two powerful and respected Baluch
leaders, Mir Ghaus Bakhsh Bizenjo and Sardar Ataullah Khan Mengal, became governor and
chief minister, respectively. This arrangement ended after ten months, when Bhutto dismissed the
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NAP-JUI governors…army and paramilitary forces numbered about 80,000 troops, reinforced by
helicopter gunships, armored vehicles, and mortars from Iran”.79

Ultimately, with the arrival of Zia Ul Huq military regime80, some changes in the
previous policies regarding Balochistan accrued. He released the political prisoners, ended the
military operation in Balochistan and started negotiating with the key Baloch political leaders.
The pacification in nationalistic movement in Balochistan continued to be calm for more than
two decades. However, Pakistan was once again struck in the military dictatorship in 1999, when
General Pervez Musharraf toppled up the government of Nawaz Sharif and the military rule and
policies were implemented all over the Pakistan, the new wave of intensive military operations
was started in Balochistan. The insurgency in the province once again revived with more
strength and support from the common masses.
When General Pervez Musharraf81 regime came through the military takeover, he gave
this controversial statement “Don't push us… It is not the '70s. We will not climb mountains
behind them, they will not even know what and from where something has come and hit them”.82
As Musharraf claimed, he did the same. He ultimately transformed the Baloch nationalistic
movement into a separatist movement, and it was driven by common mass, quite opposite of the
previous movements which were mostly run by the tribal chiefs. The new wave of the
insurgency, which is still continued, can be traced back to the election of 2002, where the
hardcore Baloch nationalist called it as highly rigged election to serve the interest of the
federation. In Balochistan, the government of that party was created which were in the main
position in the center. This election was conducted under the military government of Musharraf.
Most observers, including those from Europe and the Commonwealth, claimed that the election
was pre-planned and pre-poll rigging had happened.83 In this way, In Balochistan, the planned
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government was established for the purpose to achieve the desired goals in the conflict-ridden
province.
Soon after the elections of 2002, Musharraf announced different economic and social
policies with the special focus on Baloch areas, particularly, the building of Gwadar port and
Mirani Dam in Turbat area. With this, additionally, different military garrisons were also
installed in different far flung areas of Balochistan. For the Baloch, the construction of the
military garrisons, further created fear in their minds. They started feeling doubts in these
developments. On one hand, the nationalists called the construction of Gwadar port as an act of
‘ethnic swamping’ and on the other hand, the fear grew among the common Baloch masses that
it could lead to the influx of non-Baloch population from other provinces, which may change the
demography of Gwadar region.
In these years, another prominent incident occurred which play a role of fuel in the fire,
which was the rape case of Dr. Shazia Khalid in Dera Bugti, by captain Hammad. In this regard,
the Baloch elderly and prominent leader Nawab Akbar Khan Bugti 84 resisted the situation and
asked the Musharraf government to take firm action against the army officer, but General
Musharraf refused to take any action despite he claimed, “Dismissing the notion that any officer
could have been responsible, Musharraf went on to suggest that the doctor had invited rape to
become eligible as a political refugee in a western country”.85 As a reaction to this, the Baloch
tribal Lashkar came to resistance and the two sides had strong clashes which claimed hundreds
of lives. According to the sources, there were more than 187 bomb blasts, hundreds of rocket
attacks, and serious attacks on the governmental installations in which eight attacks were on
electricity transmission lines, and nine explosions on railway tracks.86 The government sources
claimed that during 2005, the insurgents fired 14,000 rounds of small arms, 436 mortars and 60
rockets in four days of fighting”.87 Heavy casualties accrued on both sides, when in Dec 2005,
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the army launched an operation against the insurgents. In this operation, more than 900 Balochs
were killed, tens of thousands displaced from the affected areas, and 450 political activists
disappeared and 4000 people were arrested.88
Musharraf alleged that the tribal chiefs especially Nawab Akbar Khan Bugti was behind
these attacks on army and the government installations. Ultimately, he decided to broaden the
military operation in Kohlu and Dera Bugti Districts. This resulted in the most uncertain accident
in which on Aug 26, 2006 Bugti was killed in a military operation.89 The killing of Bugti resulted
in the widespread demonstration and strikes all over the Balochistan. The killing of Bugti
speeded like a murky storm in Baloch areas. The killing of Bugti further worsened the
Balochistan situation and the law and order situation became uncontrollable for the government.
Another event, which tense whole situation, was the killing of Mir Balach Marri on November
19, 2007.90 Furthermore, the situation further intensified, when in 2009, three elderly Baloch
political activists from Balochistan National Movement (BNM) were disappeared and after some
days their bullet-riddled bodies were found in the outskirt areas of Turbat city.91 The killing of
these three political leaders and military operations in various parts of Balochistan further
provided fresh impute to Balochistan movement.
The situation in Balochistan after these military operations and alleged state’s ‘Kill and
Dump’ policies of political activists, remained strained. Shortly, after the Musharraf’s
government ended in 2008, the new government of Pakistan People’s Party (PPP), apologized
for the deprivation and military operations in Balochistan, and announced ‘Balochistan
Package’.92 The government also announced a reconciliation process with the nationalist and
anti-state leaderships in order to heal the wounds of Balochistan.93 More provincial autonomy
was awarded through the 18th amendment to the constitution. The government in order to
decrease the sense of deprivation of Balochistan initiated many projects such as Aghaz-e88
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Huqooq-e-Balochistan (Initiatives for the Rights of Balochistan), through different projects were
started, creation of some 16,00 jobs in different sectors especially in education sector, students
from Balochistan, were awarded local and foreign scholarships, the release of jailed political
activists and leadership during Musharraf’s era and return of Political exiles.94
Beside this politics of negotiations and apologizes, the military’s policies towards
Balochistan remained same as it was in the previous years. Until now, the government of
Pakistan is unable to eliminate the insurgency and its root causes. After the announcement of the
handing over the Gwadar port to China and the establishment of China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor, many Baloch nationalists and leaders are afraid that it will create a major demographic
change in Balochistan.
2.6. The Current Situation of Balochistan: Insurgency and the Security of CPEC and
Gwadar Port:
Since the killing of Akbar Khan Bugti in 2006, as mentioned earlier, the situation in
Balochistan turned from bad to worst. The law and order situations in Balochistan deteriorated
dramatically. Baloch insurgents started attacking on the infrastructures, state buildings, NonBaloch settlers, security installments, military and paramilitary forces. Furthermore, they did not
allow the common Baloch masses to take part on any parliamentary processes such as polling,
elections and voting. Pakistan’s military’s extensive and strong measures to suppress the
insurgency, which further intensified the tensions. Ultimately, the common masses faced the
consequences. The Baloch hardcore nationalists and the insurgents are in no position to negotiate
anything with the federal government. The insurgency and the counter-insurgency in Balochistan
are the most dangerous threat to the proper implementation of CPEC and the functioning of
Gwadar Port, which Pakistan is facing. Additionally, for the security of these projects, Pakistan
has already established a Special Security Division (SSD) of ten thousand trained military
personals. Pakistan also created a battalion for the security of Gwadar Port. Islamabad is
spending a huge amount for the security of these projects because they are being frequently
attacked by the insurgent groups in Baloch majority areas.
Unquestionably, the Gwadar Port and the CPEC projects are the backbone of Pakistan’s
economy. But the insurgency in the province, where the Gwadar Port is located and most of the
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routes are passing, made it harder for Pakistan to continue its wider economic ambitions. For
instance, recently, in May 2017, the Baloch insurgents ambushed military convoy in Turbat, and
carried out an attack on the labors working on the CPEC projects in Gwadar District, killing
more than 10 labors.95 These are only some examples among many of such attacks. According to
the data available on Balochistan Government’s official website, it reports that in 2015 and 2016,
many security forces, laborers and construction companies were attacked by the insurgent groups
who were working on the CPEC projects. For more than a decade, the anti-state sentiments in
Balochistan have increased, so does the anti-state violence. In these years, the insurgency and
counter-insurgency has resulted in the killings of hundreds of civilians, security forces,
insurgents, and other law enforcement agencies such as levies, police and para-military forces.
CPEC and Gwadar Ports are two pivotal and very sensitive projects for all stakeholders in
the province. For Pakistan and China, these projects are the designs to enhance their economy
and to achieve their strategic and military goals. For hardcore nationalists, they claimed that the
success of these projects are the death of Baloch identity and occupation of their province by the
Pakistan military and Chinese personal. According to Robert Wirsing, who claims that the
geopolitics of Balochistan has been the focus of Chinese attentions for years and Baloch people
are not happy with the Chinese huge investment in Gwadar Port and other important energy
sectors.96 Moreover, the geopolitics of energy in the region is intensifying with these changes in
the political arena with the increased military and economic presence of China in the region.
The insurgency in the province is deeply derived from the economic and social
grievances by the federal government. In the continued mega projects of Balochistan, as many
Baloch political activists put it, the federal government continued its discriminatory policies for
Balochistan. For instance, they have the fear that without proper legislation regarding Gwadar
and initial efforts, the demography of the Baloch in the Gwadar District may dramatically
change, because the Baloch are not properly trained and educated for such a mega project. When
I interviewed one officer working on Gwadar Port about the training and education of the local
people, he claimed that it is the responsibility of the concerned authority that they should start
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training classes and Chinese language courses for the local people, but there is no proper
implementation of such efforts.97 He further said that he along with his colleagues are doing
some efforts to create some scholarship from the Chinese Port and Harboring Company Pakistan
(CPHC-P), and send them to best universities of China on scholarship.
Indisputably, these mega projects would ultimately become the game changer not only
for Pakistan’s economy, but also would result in the better economic and strategic gains for
China, but without the solution of the Baloch grievances, these mega projects may be a gamble
for both the countries. The insurgency in Balochistan is one of the greatest threats for the proper
implementation of CPEC and Gwadar Port. Pakistan needs to take different measures to solve
the longstanding issue with roundtable dialogues and peaceful ways in order to take all
stakeholders in Balochistan into confidence. Proper distribution of resources and projects in the
province is the key for the solution of all problems.
2.7. Conclusion:
Balochistan remained a nightmare for Pakistan until recent years. At this stage, Pakistan,
with more robust and peaceful policies can win the hearts of the local Baloch population. After
signing the multi-billion-dollar project in Gwadar Port and China-Pakistan Economic Corridor,
the Balochistan issue once again becomes the focus of scholarly and policy-making circle. Many
argue that Balochistan, as the most important province for Pakistan in terms of Gwadar Port,
CPEC routes and natural resources, needs proper attention. After experiencing the long-standing
grievances and deprivation policies, all eyes are on the new mega projects, whether Balochistan
would get its due share, or the policy of Islamabad would remain same. Without the political and
economic solution to Balochistan problem, it would be difficult for Islamabad and Beijing to
properly implement CPEC. Confidence building measurement is required to remove the
grievances of the local Baloch population.
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CHAPTER 3
Theoretical Framework: Geopolitics, The Heartland Theory And The Rimland Theory
“A glance at the map, quickly explains why strategically located
Balochistan and the five million Baloch tribesmen who live there could
easily become the focal point of superpower conflict”.98 Selig S. Harrison.
Balochistan’s geopolitical and geostrategic location has blessed Pakistan in terms of
international attention and economic opportunities. Being located in the geographical proximity
of the Indian Ocean and bordering with Afghanistan and Iran, the world eyes Balochistan as the
geopolitical and geographical hub of future energy routes. Pakistan and China both are using this
unique geopolitical location of Balochistan to strengthen their economy as well as to curb the
Indian dominancy in the region. Balochistan serves the interests of the both countries but India
and Iran along with the USA have shown their concerns over the establishment of Gwadar port
and Chinese presence in the Indian Ocean. It is yet to see that to what extent the geopolitical
importance of Balochistan benefits both the countries. Once the prominent American writer,
Selig S. Harrison, rightly predicted the geopolitical importance of Balochistan by claiming that,
no one would fight for these barren lands of just 5 million people, but the world powers would
seek Balochistan, as the most important strategic location because of its geography.
3.1. Introduction of Geopolitics; The Theory:
Geography has always been one of the most important factors for dealing with the
strategically important locations in the world. For centuries, geographical studies are used to
dominate the most important regions in the world by the European powers. The well-known
geographers and sailors of the world such as Vasco da Gama and Christopher Columbus used
mapping and sailing the seas to open new routes and new trade markets for the European powers.
When geographical locations and studies were used to gain political objectives by the state, a
new term was used in print, for the first time in 1899 by Rudolf Kjellen, a Swedish political
scientist.99 Kjellen was the student of very prominent German Geographer of the era, Friedrich
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Ratzel, who wrote his first book “Political Geography” through which he formulated the
Darwinism notion of the ‘Survival of the Fittest’ to the geographical space of the states.100
According to Ratzel, those states, which have a thriving nature and are strong, can survive and
need more and more land according to their desires and need of the population, and those, which
are lacking behind in terms of advancement will lose their lands and cannot survive.101
The term geopolitics gained academic attention during the time of the First World War.
With the passage of time, the term geopolitics became so much entangled in world politics, that
most of the modern world powers such as the United States of America, China, Russia, and most
international institutions such as the IMF and World Bank operate their strategies according to
the location of the states. One example of this can be quoted in terms of President Bush speech
of 2002, and announcing the terms ‘Axis of Evil’ claiming that the nexus between Iran, Iraq and
North Korea, on the matter of nuclear and biological weapons, was basically a proximity of
geopolitics, which was smoothly executed in the later years.102 Over the years, the dynamics of
geopolitics and the areas with strategic aims also changed. For example, during the initial years
of the Cold War, the epicenter of the geopolitics was Europe in general and Western Europe in
Particular. The Iron curtain speech and the imposition of the Martial plan are the supporting
evidence of this notion. In recent years, after September 11, 2001, attack on the World Trade
Center, the Middle East, and the Central Asia became the geostrategic and geopolitically
important region, with Special American, Russian and Chinese interests and competition.
However, for the last few years, the war-raged Middle East is the focus of international
attention because of its vast area and huge deposits of oil. The world powers have their own
interest in the region. Beyond this, another focus of the world power emerged in the first decade
of the Twenty-first century, that is, the region of the Central Asia, an area with abundant natural
resources and gas. China showed its interests in the region of Central Asia and connecting this
region with the Indian Ocean and the Arabian Sea. As Halford Mackinder called this region as
the ‘Pivot of the World History’, and later he renamed it as the Heartland of the world. Chinese
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intentions are to connect the Central Asia through the Middle East, Persian Gulf or Gulf of
Hormuz, and via the checkpoint of Gwadar Port in Balochistan, to make its military presence in
the region and also to develop its western province through economic activities.103
3.2. Definition of the Geopolitics:
In order to understand and evaluate different dimensions of the Geopolitics, it is
necessary to define the term in a broader way. Different people traces and explains the origin of
the geopolitics in the last decades of the nineteenth century and early twentieth century.
Therefore, they argue that it played a very pivotal role in the First World War. Some definition
of the Geopolitics is given below by different writers.
Jason Dittmer and Johann Sharp define Geopolitics in their edited work, Geopolitics: An
Introductory Reader in following words;
“Geopolitics refers to the theory and practice at the global level, with specific emphasis on the
geography of the world, which both shapes and results from that politics. In other words, it is
more than the study of the global politics, it is the study of how the geography is implicated in
that politics”.104

While explaining this definition further, geopolitics is the combination of politics and the
geography, where politics and political ideas shape the geographical importance of the region. In
the modern world, most of the foreign policies of the world’s core states are shaped according to
the geography and geostrategic locations of the world.
Colin Flint in his book, “Introduction to Geopolitics”, defines contemporary geopolitics as;
Contemporary geopolitics identifies the sources, practices, and representations that allow for the
control of territory and the extraction of resources. States still practice statesmanship. In that
sense, we are still offering “all seeing” interpretations of the world by political leaders and
opinion makers.105
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To summarize the definition of the geopolitics according to the aforementioned definitions, it can
be said that geopolitics is the study of geography and the politics, together they both shape the world
politics. Furthermore, it also furnishes the geo-economics of the world. In the shorter terms, geostrategic,
geopolitics and geo-economics all together shape the world politics and the importance of geography.

3.3. Types of Geopolitics:
Basically, there are two types of Geopolitics, according to the time span, i.e. ‘Classical
Geopolitics’ and ‘Critical Geopolitics’.
3.3.1. Classical Geopolitics:
Classical geopolitics is defined in terms of the geography, where it sees the geography as
a ‘Reality’ which needed to be analyzed in order to formulate the policy lines and guide the
foreign policy.106 The basic type of geopolitics is the classical geopolitics which is the interrelationship of the geography of strategic importance. It is, nevertheless, the connection of
territory, location, resources and power, which work simultaneously to shape the global politics.
Most of the famous geopolitical theorists belong to this type of geopolitics. Among such
theorists, Halford Mackinder, Ratzil, and Henry Kissinger are the cherished ones. 107 Terms, such
as, Heartland, Rimland, World Island, the buffer state and organic state are mostly the terms used
by the classical geopolitics for enduring geographical realities in international politics.
Classical Geopolitics was mostly famous for German expansionism during Hitler’s Nazi
Germany. Many scholars from the different background severely criticized the scholars of the
classical geopolitics for paving the way for the German expansionism by providing enough
studies to help Hitler move towards other geographies. With this blame, after the end of the
Second World War, it appeared that the time of the classical geopolitics to have fallen out of
fashion.108
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The classical geopolitics is mostly divided by two powers of the state in order a state
could survive. It divided the world into Sea power which Mahan claimed, and the land power or
heartland theory which Mackinder put forward.109
3.3.2. Critical Geopolitics and Its Types:
A new and more sophisticated form of geopolitics emerged during 1980s and the early
1990s, which is driven by the cultural norms of the geography and this saw the language of the
world as a building block to build the reality. In the mid-1980s, the prominent scholars and
geographers such as Gearoid O Tuathail, Simon Dalby, and John Agnew emerged as the
prominent critics to the classical geopolitics.110 They believed that the classical geopolitics has
been replaced by a more sophisticated and more robust form of geopolitics which challenges the
notion of geography as a passive backdrop to international affairs and examines the socially
constructed nature of geographical claims.111
This means that the imagination and understanding of the world are produced through the
communication which one makes with other on the usual basis and enquiring about the world to
reproduce a web of common sense. It also portrays that the importance of the geographies or
world territories which we know are basically put forward by the world leaders for their political
gains. This can be further exemplified in terms of President Bush’s 2002 speech on Axil of Evil
where he chooses these areas for his strategic purposes.112 Such phrases are used to simplify the
world politics and also locate the geography of the friends and enemies.
1.3.2.1.

Formal Geopolitics:

Formal geopolitics is the first trend in the critical geopolitics. This form of geopolitics is
basically used by the researcher at think tanks and academics in order to shape formal political
ideas, where these think tanks and researchers divide the world into different parts for the gain of
different political and strategical goals.113 For instance, during the cold war, the think tank has
divided the world into ‘Free World’ and ‘Evil World’. Furthermore, more recently, Samuel P.
Huntington divided the world according to the civilization and religious identity for the sake of
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future political discourse. Halford Mackinder, a British geographer, politician, and Director of
the London School of Economics also filtered the World heartland, by claiming that the future
politics would be important in this region of Eurasia. Formal geopolitics, originating in the
different discourse of world geography and then filtering down the practical and popular
geopolitics, an idea that is captured in the term of intellectual of statecraft. 114 Mackinder, Ratzil,
Cohan and Gray are the most prominent formal geopolitical theorists of the history.
1.3.2.2.

Practical Geopolitics:

Practical geopolitics is the discourse relayed by the politicians, military commanders and
other speaking from the perspective of the state.115 Sometimes, there is the direct link between
the formal geopolitics and practical geopolitics, and the academic geopolitical theorists are
termed as the politician also, because these theorists are the people who shape and craft the state
foreign policy by measuring different aspects of the geography.116 The practical geopolitical
figures are the one who, with the support of the prestige and funding, drag the academic theorist
in the orbit of policy-making. For instance, As the Chinese policy makers and academic writers
came with the new terms of 21st Century Maritime Silk Road and One Belt One Road concepts;
it became one of the most important notions and ideas of President Xi Jinping. Moreover, the
military and commercial presence of China in the South Asian region is considered as the
Chinese Maritime needs in the region. This region was once the pivot area for the British and
Russians, but after the decolonization of these areas, the Chinese dire need of energy resources
from Central Asia and the Middle East changed this area as the Economic hub for Chinese
investment. The Chinese President Xi Jinping in his first trip to Southeast Asia in October 2013,
proposed that China and the Southeast Asian countries join efforts to build a new ‘maritime silk
road’ and subsequently extended this call to Sri Lanka and the Maldives in South Asia in
September 2014.117 In 2015, he extended the project by signing an agreement of more than 50
billion USD on building the Gwadar port and CPEC on the Indian Ocean.
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1.3.2.3.

Popular Geopolitics:

This third type of geopolitics is basically relayed in the geopolitical discourse through
popular media, such as presidential speeches, leader’s political campaign in the media, movies,
newspapers, radios and documentaries.118 This is also related that how the popular media shape
the common sense of the people through the daily broadcastings and daily talk-shows.
Furthermore, in different movies, for instance, how the geographical importance of some of the
regions is portrayed. Some movies such as Tears of the Sun and Black Hawk Down give the
indications that how future American intervention in the Africa can be.119 This type of
Geopolitics is creating awareness through the media, social networks and other sources such as
games and software.
3.5. Halford Mackinder’s ‘Heartland Theory’120 or Geographical Pivot of History:
Halford Mackinder is one of the most influential geopolitical theorists of his time who is
mostly famous for his well-known and well-accepted theory of the Heartland theory of Eurasia.
He introduced this theory in 1904. He was influenced by the work of Alfred Thayer Mahan, saw
global politics as the closed system and the goals of all states are interconnected; their major axis
of conflict is on sea and land powers.121 His definition of geography and history of land powers
are the core of Eurasia as the ‘Pivot Area’ which he later renamed as the ‘Heartland’ because,
according to his Eurocentric look, the history of the world pivoted around the sequence of
invasions of this region and surrounding areas that were more connected to the sea.122. He
believed that sea power over the years maintained its supremacy in the world, but with the
advent of the railways and railroads, this superiority of the sea power has taken a shift in favor of
the land powers. In this connection, he maintained that the heart of the land, suggesting to the
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British, that country who dominates and controls the heartland, zone, controls the world, hence
Mackinder’s famous dictum123;
“Who rules East Europe commands the Heartland,
Who rules the Heartland, commands the World Island124, and
Who rules the World Island, commands the World”

Mackinder’s theory postulates the importance of geography in the Eurasian region with
special focus on the Eastern Europe and Central Asian countries. (See Map III)
The role of the Eastern Europe, the central Asia, South Asia and Africa remained one of
the most important geopolitics of the entire Twentieth Century. Mackinder’s feared the fact that
Germany would continue to control the Heartland and the Eastern Europe, therefore, he proposed
the British for a Midland Ocean Alliance with the US to counter the German ambitions in the
region.125 Furthermore, Mackinder is also the strategist behind the creation of the NATO, against
the Soviet ambitions in the region.

Map III: Mackinder’s Heartland thesis showing the Pivot area of world, the Rimland and the Boundary of the World
Island. Source: Mackinder Heartland theory. Retrieved from: http://www.khakispecs.com/?p=2790 (Accessed
Date: 15-02-2017)
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3.5. The Rimland Theory of Nicholas J. Spykman:
Another theory, which is considered to guide the thesis, is the Rimland theory by
Nicholas John Spykman. Nicholas Spykman, who was a Dutch-American Political Geographer
was the student of Halford Mackinder. His theory of Rimland was derived and influenced by the
Mackinder’s theory with some enhancement and reshaping in terms of geographical locations.
Spykman was influenced by Alfred Thayer Mahan, who was a naval officer and historian.
Mahan’s famous work, The Influence of Sea Power upon History, 1660–1783, gained world
attention when talked about the rise of the United Kingdom as a great naval power and opening
up for new market through sea-born trades.126Mahan talked about the rise and influence of the
sea powers for international trades and strategic gains. For this reason, Spykman gives more
attention and focus to the sea power as compared to the land power, dissimilar to Mackinder. In
Spykman’s posthumously published work, The Geography of Peace, published in 1944, he
proposed a new theory of Rimland, where he distinguished the heartland, Rimland and the
marginal sea into different ways as compared to Mackinder.
It should be acknowledged here that, he and Mackinder both focused on the Eurasian
region as the pivot area of the world. Nicholas John Spykman was probably America’s finest
geopolitical theorists of the 20th century, who was viewed as an intellectual successor to Sir
Halford Mackinder in Britain.127 The scholar’s ideas on geopolitics, statecraft, and strategy, were
of fundamental and continuing importance for the American policies. Spykman was the one, who
offered a very grand theory, which is the Rimland theory, which was believed to explain the
course of the history, especially the strategic history.128
Halford Mackinder actually divided the world into three sections, i.e. the heartland, the
inner crescent that means the Rimland, and the outer crescent which is the world island. For
Mackinder, the lands of the Eastern Europe, Russia, and Central Asia was the pivot of the world
history, and according to him, he, who rules these areas ultimately rules the world. But his
student Nicholas Spykman, disagree with his theory, and enhanced his theory by reclaiming that
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the pivot areas of the world are not the heartland, rather it is the Rimland. For him, the Rimland
areas are the focus of the world as compared to the heartland of Mackinder. Spykman sees the
heartland as mere the expanse of the geographical open to cultural and civilizational impulses
coming from these Rimland areas. 129 His idea was related to the ideas of the Mackinder, but his
focus was mostly on the areas related to the sea powers and those areas which have sea-shores.
In many ways, the most important critique came from the American geopolitical theorists
Nicholas Spykman.130 According to Spykman, Rimland is the super-continent that is the worldisland of Eurasia-Africa, which should be understood as having both Heartland and an Inner
Marginal Crescent of maritime facing and accessing lands. In contrast to the Mackinder’s theory,
however, the Rimland of Eurasia has proven itself to be potent than has the Heartland. The
primary engine of international power lies in the Rimland of Eurasia and not in the substantially
barren steppe and desert lands of Eurasia-Africa.131
Spykman accepted Mackinder’s perspective as a valuable analytical framework, but
concluded that both recent history and the prospective strategic patterns of postwar would
indicate that Mackinder’s ‘’Inner or Marginal Crescent’’, the continental periphery of Eurasia,
rather than the heartland was the critical zone. The theorist renamed this periphery the
“Rimland”.132
Spykman divided the world into three important sections alike Mackinder. His famous
dictum “Whoever rules Rimland commands Eurasia, and whoever commands Eurasia commands
the world”133, dissimilar to the Mackinder’s theory. Spykman’s division, however, was related to
the Mackinder’s division, but his margins of the division were different. For instance, Mackinder
divided the world or pivot areas into heartland, Rimland (those areas of inner crescent, the
territories of littoral states of South and West Asia and Middle East) and the world island (the
outer crescent which is composed of the areas British Isle, Tran-Saharan, African, Americas and
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Australia).134 Similarly, Spykman divided the pivot areas as the heartland, but his heartland is
composed of the areas of the Eurasian region excluding Russia, the Rimland, and the marginal
seas which were limited to the North Sea, Mediterranean, Red Sea, South China Sea, the
Indonesian Waters and the Sea of Japan.135
Interestingly, in both theories, the writers’ focus remained on the Eurasian region, and
both were concentrating on the land and sea powers. Spykman, being an American strategist and
academics, certainly was not in favor to give potential importance to the geography of the
Russian state, by claiming that Russian territory is rigid, environmentally not feasible, and most
of the Russian territories are inaccessible due to extreme weathers. For him, Russia was deeply
dependent on the outer world and Rimland areas for its expansion and better economic, political
and strategic goals.
One of the main focus of the Spykman’s Rimland was the Asiatic monsoon region,
ranging from the gigantic region to the South Asia overall. The theory’s defining characteristic is
that it is in the middle of the marginal sea powers and the heartland areas. The Rimland has a
great importance coming from its demographic weight natural resources and the industrial
development.136 According to Spykman, the control of these areas which littoral states, the
amphibious states, such as the USA and the China and the UK can have a better opportunity to
dominate this region. The region of the Indian Ocean in this regard is of the pivotal importance,
where both the littoral states with warm waters offshores are located, and the monsoon Asiatic
states are located.
Undoubtedly, to dominate the Rimland areas, mostly the littoral countries, it is necessary
to have a dominant role in the Indian Ocean region. Spykman’s assumption has become very true
in terms of the monsoon Asiatic land, and warm waters of the Indian Ocean, as it gained much
attention throughout the 20th Century and the early decades of the 21st Century.137 World Powers
especially China, India, and the U.S. want to dominate and control the region. For instance, the
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American presence in the Asia-Pacific more specifically in the Malacca Strait, Chinese growing
interests in the South China Sea and the Indian Ocean particularly in the Pakistan’s Southern
Port of Gwadar, where the Hurmuz Strait and the Persian Gulf is near. Furthermore, the Indian
presence in the Bay of Bengal, and newly signed agreement in the Iranian Chabahar Port, all
show that every powerful nation has deep and overwhelming interests in this region to be
dominated by one way or the other.
The Chinese intentions in the region in this regard can be seen in the lens of the Rimland
theory. As states, earlier, China already have accessed the Central Asian States, which are the
pivot areas for Mackinder and Spykman both, and now the growing Chinese intentions in the
South Asian Region, the Middle East, and Africa under the flagship of OBOR is the
continuations of the military and economic dominance of both the Rimland and the heartland.
China sees Gwadar Port as the most important strategic location to control the remaining areas of
the Rimland areas through extensive economic and military presence. China has the potential of
pouring billions of dollars in these countries in order to enhance her wide-ranging strategic and
economic goals.
In short, the Rimland theory coined by Spykman clearly assumes that the pivot areas of
the world, the Eurasian region, is the focus of the world attention and will remain so. The
international games in these regions, such as the Central Asia, the South Asia, the Indian Ocean
and the Middle East show that every powerful littoral and amphibious powers are playing their
roles to have a dominant position in the region. The Chinese, Indian, the U.S. and the Russian
designs for the Rimland areas seem to be continued and turned to be another major great game in
the region.
3.6. Geopolitical Importance of Balochistan and the Heartland and the Rimland Theory:
During the British imperialism and colonialism in the sub-continent, Balochistan was one
of the most important strategically important locations for the dominance of the region. When
the ‘Great Game’ and ‘Eastern Question’ between Tsarist Russia and the Great Britain,
Balochistan was having the geopolitical importance to secure the logistic routes for the control of
the buffer zone of Afghanistan.
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Geographically, Balochistan is located at the possible marine passage of the Indian Ocean
of Eastern, Western and Central division of Asia, where the Indian Ocean has already been
recognized by the super powers of the world by developing great competition for securing and
dominating its sea paths which are now fundamental for the enormous world trade and energy
shipment.138 Having a common border with Afghanistan and Iran, that connects with Central
Asia, and also the oil lane of the Persian Gulf and the gulf of Hormuz, increased the geopolitical
and geostrategic importance of Balochistan.139 Balochistan has a huge border with Afghanistan
and Iran and a very vast coastline in the warm water of the Indian Ocean and the Arabian Sea.
Being a bordering state of Afghanistan, Balochistan played an important role for the trade route
from the port of Jiwani to the road and railways link to Afghanistan and then to Central Asia.
The coastal belt of Balochistan having a very close distance of 400 km140 from the gulf of
Hormuz, through which 17 million Barrel of oil passes per day, especially the Gwadar Port,
which is strategically situated at the nexus of the oil-rich the Middle East and the resource-rich
emerging economies of the central Asia.141
If one sees the map of the Mackinder’s heartland theory, Balochistan is present in the
Rimland according to Spykman’s Rimland and Mackinder’s Heartland theory. Balochistan
serves as a chokepoint for many countries of the region. Among these countries, the landlocked
areas of CARs, Afghanistan, and China. The Central Asian republics do not have any connection
to the sea due to their geographical nature. The Chinese intentions are to connect the CARs to the
Indian Ocean via Gwadar Port, which is only possible through the terrain lands of Balochistan.
Although, China already have direct access to the resource of the CARs and Tajikistan and China
have already signed multi-million dollars’ agreement for the economic growth of the Tajikistan.
China also inked a different agreement with other countries of the region. Due to the shortage of
proper infrastructure, China could not connect the CARs to the warm water of the Indian Ocean.
The Central Asian countries have shown strong interests to join CPEC and use Gwadar
Port for their desired export and imports, which give them the direct connection to the sea. In
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recent years, the CARs have gained the world attention due to their natural resources. India also
eyes on the region, because of which it had signed an agreement with Iran for the construction of
Chahbahar Port. Iran also has its own strategies for the Central Asian republics and as well as
Russia also wants to revive its old supremacy in the region.
The power game in the region has already increased the fault lines of the region, where
every state wants to maximize their areas of influence for greater economic and strategic games.
In this regard, Balochistan, especially, the Gwadar Port plays a pivotal role in order to help
China to connect CARs to the Indian Ocean. It also serves a shorter and most feasible route for
Chinese exports and imports to its western region. Furthermore, a military and strategic presence
of China in Gwadar Port will ultimately help Chinese People’s Liberation Army (PLAN) to play
a more watchful role in the Indian Ocean region (IOR). Gwadar Port will also serve the China to
secure its Sea Lanes of Communications (SLOCs) through PLAN. Furthermore, China will be
able to establish more ports and military and naval bases in the Rimland and world island in the
African continent and Latin America. Halford Mackinder’s theory of these territories are the
world’s richest lands in terms of natural resources and the dominancy of these areas will
ultimately give China a huge military and economic superiority.
3.6.1. Geopolitical importance of Balochistan for China:
After the cold war, with the disintegration of the Soviet Union in 1991, and the
independence of the Central Asian Republics (CARs), the heartland of Eurasia divided into many
heartlands.142 With this, the Chinese Silk Road formula emerged as a policy line in 2013, for the
domination of these energy resource-rich territories. Chinese ambitions in the region became
clear after the announcement of the Chinese ‘One Belt, One Road’ (OBOR) or Belt and Road
Initiative (BRI)143 through which, China wants to connect the Central Asian states to the Indian
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Ocean and finally to its biggest province Xinjiang. This initiative is also called as the ‘China’s
21st Century Maritime Security’. The policy of Chinese maritime silk road intentions in the
Central Asia and the Indian Ocean became clear when in a speech at the University of
Nazarbayev Astana, Chinese president Xin Jinping, told the audience that;
“To forge closer economic ties, deepen cooperation and expand development in the Euro-Asia
region, we should take an innovative approach and jointly build an ’economic belt’ along the Silk
Road. This will be a great undertaking benefitting the people of all countries along the route."144

The growing energy demands of Pakistan itself and China gave a new geopolitical and
geographical importance to Balochistan. Balochistan is the transit land of different energy
projects such as CPEC, Indian-Pakistan-Iran Gas pipelines (IPI Gas pipeline), the proposed gas
pipeline starting from Tajikistan in central Asia to Pakistan, Afghanistan, Middle East, China and
India.145 (See Map IV (a)). Balochistan is the hub for many valuable natural resources such as gas,
copper, coal, gold, and many other minerals which need to exploit. Due to worst law and order
situations, Pakistani authorities are facing difficulties in searching and exploring for the natural
resources. The gas, which was developed in 1952, and transported to many other parts of the
Pakistan, neglecting the Baloch areas, is the easiest target of the Baloch insurgents.
China, with this intention in mind, and to strengthen this route, signed an agreement to
invest more than 50 billion USD in Pakistan to build geopolitically and strategically important
Gwadar port and the establishment of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) in April
2015.146 In this way, China will be able to connect the Central Asian states with the Indian
Ocean and the Arabian Sea. Chinese intention to control the Central Asian economies and its
resources are only possible, when it successfully connects it with the oil-rich the Middle East and
Gulf of Hormuz to its Western Province through roads and railways using the huge land mass of
Balochistan and Gwadar port.
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With the development of the Gwadar port, the China has opened a new trade market for
its goods from the Kashgar, Xinjiang province, through the railways and road routed within
Pakistan passing through Balochistan. In return, the Chinese dire need of oil and natural
resources are fulfilled from the Central Asia and the Middle East through the Gwadar Port and
road link of Economic corridor and Gwadar is also intended to serve the specific Central Asian
Trade and connects through rails and roads to China, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and
Uzbekistan.147 For China, Gwadar port can also be used as a military presence in the region,
which is termed as, ‘String of Pearls148 strategy that envisioned strategic port on the Arabian Sea
and the Indian Ocean.149 Pakistan handed over the Gwadar port to China in April 2015, through
which China becomes the sovereign guarantee of those areas which were used by the USA
during the American invasion of Afghanistan in 2002.
3.6.2. Geopolitical Importance of Balochistan for other Powers:
In addition, with this Balochistan also has a huge deposit of coal, copper and gold
deposits which are still not completely explored. Rico-diq area of District Chaghi in Balochistan
is famous for its gold and copper deposits. Simultaneously, according to the reports, Rico-diq
gold mines are world 4th largest gold and copper reserves, which are termed as ‘Hillock of Gold’,
where 10 million kilograms of Copper and 370 million grams of gold are deposited. 150
Furthermore, Balochistan being used as a strategic position by the USA and India, to counter
Chinese investment and land routes from Gwadar to Kashgar. Pakistan blames India for
supporting the Baloch insurgents operating in Balochistan for a separate homeland.
Consequently, in 2004, when the Baloch rebels targeted an attack on the Chinese engineers
working for the construction of the Gwadar port, Pakistan alleged that these insurgents received
the technical and logistic support from the neighboring country to spoil the ties between China
and Pakistan, which was followed by another attack on the Chinese engineers in the Hub District
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of Balochistan in 2006.151 The Balochistan Liberation Army accepted the responsibilities of the
both attacks, who are against of the construction of the Gwadar port. Furthermore, a considerable
Baloch population also residing in the bordering areas of Iran and Afghanistan. In Iran, the
Baloch population is from the Sunni sect, the government blames the USA and Saudi Arabia
supporting the Sunni Baloch against the Iranian state. In this regard, the heightened Baloch
insurgency also plays a key role in the political affairs of Iran, through cross-border
insurgency.152
India, as the competitor of China, does not have good relations with its bordering country
Pakistan. Pakistan and India have fought some four wars i.e. 1948, 1965, 1971, and Kargil war of
1998-99. Pakistan lost East Pakistan (modern-day Bangladesh) in 1971 with the Indian
interferences. India, as the world 6th largest consumer of energy, is not happy, seeing Chinese
presence in Balochistan especially the Gwadar port. India blames that China is encircling the
Indian energy routes by it military and naval presence in Gwadar, Balochistan and the Strait of
Malacca, where India has different commercial goals.153 All this geopolitical and geostrategic
competition is the part of ‘New Great Game in South Asia’ where the major players are India,
China, the USA and Iran to secure the easiest way to access of energy from Central Asia, Middle
East and South Asia.
Today, more than half of the world container traffic and 1/3rd of the world all maritime
traffic crosses the Indian Ocean and passes through this point of the Strait of Malacca and into
the South China Sea.154 India considers China’s presence in the Indian Ocean as a source to limit
Indian influence in the region. Indian hegemonic and dominating economy in the South Asian
region is threatened by the presence of China. According to the new reports, published by
Swedish Think Tank, India considers China in Gwadar port as the geographical ploy and a
security project to eye on the India maritime developments in the Indian Ocean. 155 Consequently,
Chinese presence is seen as a threat by New Delhi, therefore, an alternate source initiative taken
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by India to invest a huge amount of money on the Chabahar port in Iran. Simultaneously,
Washington is also not happy for the Chinese presence in the region of great importance,
indicated its concerns with Pakistan.156
Similarly, the ongoing Baloch insurgency also posing serious threats to the Chinese
intentions and Pakistan’s need for more energy exploration in Balochistan. The current phase of
the Baloch insurgency is totally different from the previous ones as this time, the geopolitical and
energy factors are more valuable and playing role in these matters. Robert Wirsing puts it in the
following way;
“One is that Balochistan is rich in energy resources. The most persistent and long‐standing
grievance that nationalists have is that these resources have been exploited by the central
government without adequate compensation to the province. Second, Balochistan is a transit route
for major proposed natural gas pipelines from either Iran or Turkmenistan to Pakistan and from
there potentially to India. Baloch militant attacks are a major threat to any such undertaking.
Third, Gwadar is the site of a major port facility and energy hub”. 157

Russia also has strong intentions to review its long-standing predecessor’s access to
warm water strategy. Russian ambition to access to the warm water traces back to the time of
Tzarist regime. In 1979, the Afghan Invasion was an open secret to expand its influence across
the border to the warm water of the Indian Ocean. Balochistan has always remained one of the
focal strategic options for the Russian policy makers. Russian Balanced economic trade in
Europe and Asia has been mooted since 1996, and Russia sees China’s presence in the South
Asian region, and China’s steady work to have bilateral and multilateral relations with Russia
since the 1990s are going to be fulfilled through this Silk Road Initiative.158 Russian passiveness
on this initiative is seen as the policy seeks to improve economic integration with the AsiaPacific region and, in relative terms, decrease Russia’s dependence on the West. Furthermore,
for now, Russia does not have the capital to compete with the China’s injecting capital in the
region of South and Central Asia. Recently Russia also shows some interests to join CPEC
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project. Pakistan, on the other hand, allowed Russia to use Gwadar port for exports.159 Russian
move to become a member of CPEC, further strengthened the importance of Gwadar port, more
of a port than a geopolitical regional hub for world economies in South Asia.
Proposed
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Balochistan:

Map IV (a): Source: Robert G. Wirsing, “Baloch Nationalism and the Geopolitics of Energy Resources: The
Changing Context of Separatism in Pakistan”, p. 5
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Map IV (b): The Geopolitical Map of Balochistan. The proposed energy routes through Balochistan. Source:
Balochi Linguist, retrieved from: https://balochilinguist.wordpress.com/2015/12/13/balochistan-a-key-factor-inglobal-politics/ (Accessed date: 06-02-2016).
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CHAPTER 4
Geopolitical Importance of Gwadar Port and China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)
for Pakistan and China
“If we can think of great place-names of the past-Carthage, Thebes, Troy,
Samarkand, Angkor Wat- and of the present-Dubai, Singapore, Tehran, Beijing,
Washington- then Gwadar should qualify as a great place-name in the future”.
Robert D. Kaplan, The Atlantic, (2009).

With Chinese Xi Jinping’s announcement of ‘One Belt One Road’ (OBOR) or Road and
Belt Initiatives (RBI), the geopolitical game in South Asia gained momentum. Many called it the
New Great Game and many referred it to 21st-Century Chinese Maritime Silk Road. The sea
routes and passages gained much strategic attention. Different port projects are being constructed
and for their security, different maritime and naval security strategies and armies are recruited.
Among these projects, Gwadar Port and CPEC remained one of the debated topics in the regional
and international academic discussions. Chinese Silk road initiative aiming at connecting the
landlocked and unexplored energy-rich region of CARs through the Persian Gulf from Pakistan’s
Gwadar Port to China’s Xinjiang Province via road and railways. Multi-billion dollar projects are
underway in different countries ranging from CARs to the Middle East and Europe to Africa and
Latin America.
4.1. Gwadar Port:
Gwadar gained national and international attention when it was announced in 2001 by
then Pakistani President General Pervez Musharraf that a new deep water seaport would be
constructed. Before this announcement, hardly the people of Pakistan knew about Gwadar and
surrounding areas. Consequently, it became a dream for the people of other provinces to travel to
Gwadar for economic and financial activities. The prices of the land rocketed within days.
People from all over Pakistan started moving towards Gwadar to buy land for future investment
and planning. The small fishing town of Gwadar was going to start its way towards a new
economic destination. People and the government were comparing and dreaming the
development of Gwadar city like Dubai, Singapore, and Hong Kong.160 But after years, the city
Hafeez Ahmed Jamali, “A Harbor in the Temptest: Megaprojects, Identity and the Politics of Peace in Gwadar,
Pakistan”, Unpublished PhD Thesis, 2014, p. 1
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of Gwadar is same as it was in 2001, and the fate of the people of Gwadar remained same.
Because of the insurgency in Balochistan especially after the killing of Nawab Akbar Bugti,
became one of the most resisting forces during these years. After the killing of Chinese engineers
in Gwadar in May 2004, and attacks on non-Baloch ethnic groups, many people who came to
Gwadar for economic activity went back and with this, they also lost their money which they had
invested in Gwadar.
Moreover, the Gwadar became once again an ordinary place for many years, but it again
gained international attention, when in 2013, Pakistan and China signed an agreement through
which Gwadar Port was handed over to China for a 43-year lease. It did not finish here, China
and Pakistan signed an agreement in April 2015, through which the both states agreed to the
construction of China-Pakistan Economic corridor. Once again the Gwadar Port became one of
the most important projects in CPEC. The time and situation will decide that what Gwadar Port
will be capable of, because the insurgency in Balochistan still persists and the local concern are
still not solved. Pakistan has pledged to develop the Gwadar Port which serves the economic and
strategic interests of Pakistan and China. In this chapter, the development of Gwadar Port, its
importance for Pakistan and China, (both strategic and economic interests), and in the last
portion, the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, the projects under CPEC, and the advantage of
CPEC for Pakistan and China will be discussed.
4.1.1. Historical Background of Gwadar:
Before the discussion of Gwadar Port is started, it is the need of the thesis to discuss the
historical background of Gwadar. In many articles, a misperception persists that Gwadar is an
Urdu word, which is wrong. Basically, Gwadar is derived from two Balochi Words, (Gwath
which means air and Dar which means the door or gateway), so, Gwadar means the gateway of
wind or air. Gwadar was a small fishing village, mostly inhabited by Medh (the local Baloch
fisherman of the area) and Gichki, Hoth, Kalmati, Dashti, Rind and Sohrabi. The civil war in
Oman between the ruling Arab family (Al Busaudi Family) forced the ruler Ahmad bin Said alBusaidi to take shelter in Balochistan at the end of the eighteenth century. 161 Khan of Kalat, as
the ruler of the Kalat state, bestowed Gwadar to the Sultan of Oman. The Sultan used Gwadar as
Hafeez Ahmed Jamali, “A Harbor in the Tempest: Megaprojects, Identity and the Politics of Peace in Gwadar,
Pakistan”, UnPublished PhD Thesis, (2014), pp. 23-24
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a shelter-area and also recruited most of his army from these areas of Mekran including Turbat,
and Panjgur along with all adjoining areas of Gwadar and Bandar Abbas in Iran. 162 The Baloch
army became the backbone of the Sultanate of Oman. When the Sultan of Oman regained his
power in Oman, refused to give back the area to the Khan of Kalat.
Gwadar was annexed to the newly established state of Pakistan in 1958, the Oman had
ruled on Gwadar for more than 300 years, including 150 years of indirect rule through British raj,
and eventually sold it to Pakistan for 8.50 million USD under a treaty agreement between
Pakistan and Oman.163 The long-standing Arab rule on Gwadar had deep effects on the cultural
and residential effects for the local residents. Before the selling of Gwadar to Pakistan, many
Baloch families have shifted to Oman and became Omani nationals. Their ancestors and other
family members remained in Gwadar. Until today, a huge number of Baloch from Gwadar are
the resident of Oman and many others are working in the Oman army.
Gwadar became the part of Balochistan in the early 1970s and gained the status of a
district of Mekran Division on 1st of July, 1977.164 Gwadar is located on Western Balochistan on
the shore of the Indian Ocean, about 533 KMs away from Karachi and about 120 KMs from the
Iranian border.165 On its South, the Indian Ocean and then Sultanate of Oman and on the North
District Kech Turbat is located about 165 KMs away.166 Gwadar district consists of other coastal
areas such as Pasni, Jiwani, Ganz, Pishukan, Ormara (Ormada in Balochi Language), Kulanch
etc. The famous Persian Gulf and Strait of Hurmuz is on the opening mouth of Gwadar Port
where almost 40% of the world crude oil trade occurs. The total population according to the
census report of 1998 is 185,498, with the population of Gwadar city is almost 80,000.167 The
projected population in 2010 would be 264,168 with 2.99 annual growth rate. The total
geographical area of Gwadar is 15,216 sq.km, with a 300 km of coastline and the population
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density is 14.7 person per sq.km with hot and humid climate.168
The basic source of income for the people of Gwadar district (including all coastal areas
stretching from Jiwani on Pakistan-Iran border to Ormara) is fishing and they get their bread and
butter from the sea by catching fish. They do not have any other source of income to earn their
livelihood. After the announcement of the establishment of the Gwadar Port, people from other
parts of the countries turned their ways towards Gwadar. They started businesses in Gwadar and
the local people start selling their lands because of the high prices. Many people, who sold their
lands in Gwadar migrated to other cities of the countries such as Karachi for a better standard of
life. For many people, Gwadar Port and CPEC bring new hope for economic activities and
stabilization.
The people of Gwadar are poor and they have the lack of proper skills and technical
knowledge about Gwadar Port, which resulted in a fear among the local people. They cannot
compete the people coming from different parts of the country for economic opportunities. The
people coming from other parts of the country are wealthier, economically stable, and more
literate than the local people of Gwadar. The big shipping trawlers and fishing companies from
China are another threat to the local people. No doubt, Gwadar Port will be a life changer for the
people of Gwadar if they are taken into confidence in a different matter which is directly
affecting their daily life. According to Mr. Ghulam Farooq Baloch, ex-chairman Finance
Department of Gwadar Port Authority, “The People of Gwadar are like that six-month-old infant
child, which can only sucks milk and eats soft rice, but Gwadar Port Project and CPEC is like a
fast food for them, which they cannot eat at this age”.169 He meant to say that the people of
Gwadar cannot manage such a big project who lacks proper education in port handling and other
technical works, therefore, for this purpose, the people of other provinces of Pakistan will
dominate them and the demographic change will turn the majority into the minority.
4.1.2. Developmental Phase of Gwadar Port:
Pakistan’s vision of the construction of the Gwadar Port was a dream for many years, but
the law and order situation and the contract between Pakistan and Oman regarding the lease of
168
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Gwadar were not finalized. The United States Geological Survey (USGS) conducted a Survey on
the coastal belt of Pakistan in 1954, which Identified Gwadar as an appropriate site for building a
seaport with less financial cost due to its natural breakwaters and depth.170 Officially, Pakistan
bought Gwadar in 1958, but the transfer and legal procedures took years to be settled.
Furthermore, Islamabad was conscious of the construction of an alternative port to reduce the
risk of further blockade by the Indian navy, but the financial and political constraints always
abandoned the proposal of Gwadar Port. Nevertheless, the project of a commercial port at
Gwadar could not be initiated until 1991, when the government finally decided to build the
port.171 It took yet another decade and the construction work started at the site by a Chinese
company in 2001.
The visit paid by the Chinese President Zhu Rongji in May 2001 was a landmark for the
Pakistan-China relationship and the celebration of 50 years of friendship between Pakistan and
China, in which president Musharraf announced the establishment of Gwadar Port. 172 The
Chinese firms showed substantial interest in the construction of Gwadar Port. Different
international construction companies attended for the bid of the project but finally, President
Musharraf allowed the Chinese Construction Company i.e. China Harboring Engineering
Company (CHEC) for the construction of the Gwadar Port. Furthermore, China also provided
financial assistance for the construction of the Gwadar Port’s first phase with 198 million
USD.173 Chinese interest and ambitions in Gwadar Port in these years was due to its increasing
energy needs for its growing economy, and China was in search for a shorter and a much safer
route to fulfill its energy requirements. On the other hand, Pakistan’s choice of Chinses company
was financial, diplomatic and strategic because, firstly, China promised to provide financial
support of 198 million USD out of 250 million in the initial phase of the construction of the
Gwadar Port, which is almost 80% of the total cost of the first phase. Secondly, during this time,
Pakistan was under severe economic sanctions and isolationism by the USA due to its nuclear
tests in 1998 and China was the only country to help Pakistan. And finally, the Gwadar Port was
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much far from the Indian naval blockade as they did in 1971 war.174
China completed the first phase of the Gwadar Port in 2007, and it was handed over to
the Singapore Port Authority (PSA) through an open international bidding process. 175 Actually,
in the initial years, both Pakistan and China was agreed to hand-over the port to China, but the
incident of attack on the Chinese engineers working on Gwadar Port and other projects in
Balochistan where three engineers and three other Chinese workers were killed in Gwadar and
Hub district of Balochistan in 2004 and 2006 respectively. With these incidents, China pulled
itself back from some of the projects, placing no chance for Pakistan, which leads Pakistan to
hand-over the port to the PSA. The first cargo harbored in Gwadar Port was in March 2008, on a
very modest scale. According to the data provided by Pakistan’s Economic Survey 2008-2015,
the port which was designated as the importing hub for chemical fertilizers, wheat and coal have
harbored only 175 cargo ships, which is very disappointed as compared to other ports in Pakistan
such as Bin Qasim Port and Karachi Port.176 During these years, the PSA could not maintain the
Gwadar Port, and consequently, the Gwadar Port functioning after the inauguration by President
Musharraf remained very low.177 Finally, a deadlock occurred between Pakistani authorities and
PSA, and both the countries agreed to withdraw the agreement of 40 years. According to Senator
Mushahid Hussain, in an interview, described the PSA and its involvement in the Gwadar Port in
the following words;
“Given that there were issues politically, they gave it to a wrong organization, the Singapore Port
Authority; they were not able to deliver, they were not able to run it, they were not able to keep
their commitment, so it was like a still unborn child.”178

Initially, the Gwadar Port was to be constructed into two phases i.e. three multipurpose
berths including all type of Cargo handling is the first phase whereas, in the second phase
include nine more berths with the addition of interlinking the Gwadar Port to the other parts of
Pakistan through land routes, roads and railways and finally connect it to China’s biggest and
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most backward province of Xinjiang.179 The first phase of Gwadar Port was completed in 2007,
and the second phase is near its completion, but the port has already functional for cargo carrying
where the first cargo convoy from China through the western route of the CPEC reached Gwadar
and loaded to ships to different parts of the world.180 Pakistan called this initiative as a game
changer which will not only change the economy of Pakistan and China but also a valuable
initiative to maintain the Balance of power in the South Asian region.
4.1.3. The Economic Potentials of Gwadar Port:
The question of the economic potential of the Gwadar Port, its feasibility and China’s
special interests in it remained one the most important discussions among policy makers in
Islamabad and other policy-makers. The fact is, Gwadar Port is not the only port in the Indian
Ocean. There are already well-established ports such as in Dubai, the port of Jabel Ali and
Rashid Port, Salalah Port of Oman, where the daily cargo carrying is in millions. In Iran, the
Chabahar Port and port of Bandar Abbas are also among the competing ports to Gwadar. Not
only will these regional ports, Gwadar Port also has to compete with the local ports within the
country such as Bin Qasim Port and Karachi Ports which are also well-functioned and wellestablished. The question here arises that, how the newly constructed Gwadar Port is compatible
with these mega ports of Dubai and Salalah in Oman? As compared to other ports in terms of
berthing and cargo handling, the Dubai Port authority having two working ports which are
Rashid Port and Jebel Ali Port.
The busiest port in the region currently is the Jebel Ali Port in Dubai, which is ranked
among the top 10 ports of the world by the International Association for Ports and Harbor
(IAPH) report of 2015.181 The annual traffic of Jebel Port is 170 million TEUs182 of the container
and 15 million of cargo handling in 2015. Furthermore, the Dubai Port Authority in 2002
expanded its port construction to Rashid Port which is a subsidiary part of the Dubai Pot
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Authority.183 The Jebel Ali Port has the title of the largest man-made port in the world.184 Salalah
Port of Oman is another important port in the region, which was constructed 1998, and it has the
advantage to link Europe and Asia through the Gulf of Aden. 185 The annual traffic of Salalah
Port remained 2.569 million of TEUs of cargo and 12million of containers. Other competing
ports of Gwadar are located in Iran, such as Bandar Abbas and Chabahar, which are also in the
developing phase phases.
Comparatively, Gwadar Port has superseded all other ports of the region in terms of its
depth in meters. Gwadar Port is a natural deep sea port which does not require much dredging.
Other ports such as Karachi Port and Bin Qasim Port, they all needed a huge amount of money
for their dredging. Another important factor, which makes the Gwadar Port important and unique
is its natural breakwater.186 Gwadar Port’s uniqueness and the interests of China makes it
different with the other ports of the region. For instance, Chinese ambition to develop its most
backward regions can only be possible through Gwadar Port, as it is the nearest port for China to
load and unload natural resources, manufactured goods and raw materials from other countries.
Such as, from central Asia, the energy and natural resources, from the Middle East, the oil and
petroleum, and from Europe and Africa other required goods. In return, China also uses Gwadar
Port as a chokepoint for the access to other markets for its manufactured goods.
The potentials of the Gwadar Port, according to Islamabad, is very much near to that of
the Dubai Port, Salalah Port of Oman, Chabahar and Bandar Abbas Ports of Iran and Bin Qasim
and Karachi Ports of Pakistan. Currently, the most important seaports with the huge capacity of
cargo handlings and big ships harboring are the Dubai Port and Salalah Port in the Gulf and Bin
Qasim Port of Karachi.187 The construction of the first phase of the Gwadar Port includes three
berths, with a depth of 12.5 meters in addition with approach channels. It will be used for lifting
and loading of general cargo that may come to different parts of the world through the Indian
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Ocean and Gulf of Hormuz.188
Within these facilities, Gwadar Port is used for the modern business ships and cargo
handling, and because of its natural water breaks and 20 meters’ depth, the port is in a position to
handle Bulk Carriers of up to 50,000 DWT (Dead Weight Tonnage) and container ships of up to
25,000 DWT.

189

As compared to other ports in Pakistan, Gwadar deep sea port is also able to

harbor the biggest business ships to its berths and the cranes are able to up-weight containers and
16-40 tons of loads.190
It is early to predict that whether the Gwadar Port will compete for all the ports in the
South Asian and Middle East region, or its feasibilities will remain a question mark due to
multifaceted constraints. The constraints and the feasibilities will be discussed in the final
chapter, but what is important here, is the fact that the huge Chines investments on Gwadar Port
and CPEC, and Pakistan’s eagerness to consider it as a game changer and the military
preparedness in Gwadar indicates that the port is of high value and of a great importance for both
the countries. It is not only important in terms of economic but also in a military and security
perspective. China has envisioned rightly to the heartland theory in order to connect to the
Central Asia to the warm waters of the India Ocean and furthering stretching it to other parts of
Asia and Africa, the Gwadar Port plays an important role.
4.1.4. Current Status and Functioning of Gwadar Port:
Throughout the history of humankind, rivers, seas and ports always played an important
role in the development of humankind. Be it the case of the Roman Empire, or the case of the
Vikings, or the case of the great European empires in modern history, all have emphasized their
focus on the sea powers and building ports and ships and passages through the rivers. Same is the
case in the recent history, where the ports and sea routes are considered to be the backbone of the
economy of any state. Gwadar Port is also deemed to play such a role in the economy and
prosperity not only of Pakistan but also for the region. China sees Gwadar as the port hub for its
western province development that is Kashgar in the Xinjiang province.
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The current status of Gwadar Port shows that the first and second phases have already
been completed. Among the 20 berths, there are three multipurpose berths with 13.5 meters’
depth and which would be able to harbor two ships of 50,000 tones simultaneously. These berths
can handle general cargos, containers, and RO-RO cargos. Following is the given information
about the current status of the Gwadar Port on its official website.191
The port has a total area of 64,000 sq. miles, with container shaking area of about 48,278
sq. miles. On the other hand, the empty container shaking area is stretched to 6,875 sq. miles,
which the port authority and Chinese port operating firms are planning to enhance it more widely
in coming years. Furthermore, the port also bears a storage area of 28,669 sq. miles, where in
future, the storage factories to be constructed for the imports and exports. Hazardous cargo
storage yard is expanded to 1,500 sq. miles. There are three basic multi-purpose berths
constructed in the first phase of the port construction and will be expanded to more than 20
berths in the next phases planned to be completed in 2030. A Ro-Ro cargo facility is also
established in the port, whereas, a one-hundred-meter service berth is constructed for the big
containers and ships. The length of the approach channel in the Gwadar Port is 4.7 km long
which was dredged to 14.4-meter outer channel and 13.8-meter inner channel and the berth
turning basin is 14.5 meter in depth. There are two more channels called outer channel which is
206 meters whereas the inner channel width is 155 meters. The port, currently, has the capacity
to handle 50,000 DWT bulk carriers 12.5-meter maximum depth. (The upgradations work is
going on and the depth is going to 20 meters in the sea, which will make it the deepest port in the
region).
A Master Plan has already been set for the Gwadar Port for zoning, economic zones,
industrial and technical supports, storage systems, tourism, exhibition and international trading,
financial services, and supporting facilities.192 (See map V for the Master plan of Gwadar).
According to Dr. Azhar Ahmed (2016), the economic activity of the Gwadar can be divided into
several groups.193 The first group is directly related to the port function, ship repairing and other
transport related services within the port which help in cargo handling, storage and distribution
activity from the ships to the containers, trucks and trailers. The second group is the processing
191
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industries. These industries transform the imported goods and materials before further inland and
outgoing shipments. While the third group of the functioning of the port is the group of heavy
industries, such as oil refinery, chemical industries, steel and iron mills and sugar refineries. The
final group is not directly related to the port functioning, but it also includes the city where the
port is located, such can be said as the tourism and recreational activities. Furthermore, the
construction of the Gwadar mega city and port may provide employment and colossal economic
activity, and the Gwadar Port is expected to create some two million jobs in less than a
decade.194

Map V: Gwadar Master Plan, Zoning and Economic Industrialization, Source: Gwadar Port Authority, URL:
http://www.gwadarport.gov.pk/images/masterplan2.jpg, (Access date: 15-03-2017)
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4.1.5. Chinese Aids to Pakistan over the years from 2001 to 2016:
China played an important role in the making of Gwadar Port, from the very initial stage
till the completion and functioning of Gwadar Port. Pakistan calls China an ‘All Weather
Friend’.195 Not only this, China always supported Pakistan in terms of military and financial
matters. In 1965 India-Pakistan war, China supported Pakistan against India because it was
apparent that the USA had openly supported India in terms of weapons and financial means.
Furthermore, China’s relations with Pakistan always remained very friendly especially during the
time of Pakistan Nuclear missile test in 1998. After the Xi’s announcement of the OBOR
initiatives, China and Pakistan signed an initial 46 billion USD, for the construction of Gwadar
Port and CPEC. This investment further increased when China was ready to investment more in
the Special Economic Zones (SEZ), and now the total is 57 billion USD.196 China has also
supported Pakistan with financial support during the nuclear enrichment program of Pakistan.
Subsequently, China surpassed the USA as the biggest foreign aids provider to Pakistan. Now
China within a few years surpassed the USA, in terms of military and economic assistance to
Pakistan since the 1950s. The American aid increased dramatically during President Bush socalled ‘War on Terror’ because Pakistan was the key player in the region. American loans
throughout the years of ‘war on terror’ was about 25.91 billion USD since 9/11,197 but China
after the announcement of this loan became the largest aid and loan provider to Pakistan.
4.1.6. China’s Ambitions in Gwadar:
The China’s demand for energy have already increased dramatically since the 1990s and
doubled in the first decade of the twentieth-first century. The energy needs of China are always
directly related to the sea trade and maritime operation through cargo ships. China’s need for
energy drives it from the fact that, the Strait of Malacca, where most of China’s ships carrying
oil and raw materials pass through this chokepoint, is under the Indian and the American control.
Secondly, the areas near the Strait of Malacca are not secure because of a large number of
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Pirates. The strategists termed it as ‘China’s Malacca Dilemma’.198 China has especially
emphasized over the years for the security of Sea Lines of Communications (SLOCs), where its
maritime security apparatus such as Peoples Liberation Army Navy (PLAN) is carrying out
different operations against pirates and to secure the SLOCs in the Indian Ocean.199 PLAN is
active for the security of 6,000 Ships sailing in the Indian Ocean from the Gulf of Aden to the
Strait of Malacca to the South Chinese Sea and also taking part in anti-piracy operations in these
regions.200 Furthermore, China’s intention and presence in the Indian Ocean have twofold
objectives, firstly, economic goals through import and export in the Gwadar Port and secondly,
strategic purpose to maintain the domination of the busiest ocean of the world. These are further
described below.
4.1.6.1. Economic ambitions:
Economically, China sees Gwadar Port as a delivery point for its imports and exports
coming from China and other parts of the world. According to the statistics of recent years, the
energy demand of China increased dramatically, and with that China initiated many projects in
different Indian Ocean countries, which includes two Silk Road initiatives in South Asia that is
the Gwadar Port and CPEC which China is investing 46 billion USD (Now increased to 57
billion dollars), and in Southeast Asia, in Myanmar, China financed 2.5 billion USD for the
construction of deep-water port and pipeline project in Kyaukphyuon Myanmar’s west coast
opened recently in January 2015.201 As mentioned earlier, there are two economic objectives of
China in Gwadar Port. Firstly, it will shorten the route passing from the Indian Ocean up to 6000
miles.202 This will not only enable Chinese goods and oil to reach China in quicker time, but it
will also save millions of dollars. Secondly, China wants to bypass the Indian dominated areas of
Indian Ocean and American dominated Strait of Malacca. Currently, 70% of Chinese ship passes
through the Strait of Malacca, but with the proper functioning of the Gwadar Port, it finds a
shorter and protected land route moving en-route through Pakistan. According to Robert D.
Kaplan,
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“Already the world’s preeminent energy and trade interstate seaway, the Indian Ocean will matter
even more in the future. Global energy needs are expected to rise by 45 percent between 2006 and
2030, and almost half of the growth in demand will come from India and China. China’s demand
for crude oil doubled between 1995 and 2005 and will double again in the coming 15 years or so;
by 2020, China is expected to import 7.3 million barrels of crude per day half of Saudi Arabia's
planned output. More than 85 percent of the oil and oil products bound for China cross the Indian
Ocean and pass through the Strait of Malacca”.203

Interestingly, the 40% of all traded crude oil passes through the Strait of Hormuz and the
Gulf of Aden.204 Gwadar, which is just 400 km away from the Strait of Hormuz, China intends to
bypass the Strait of Malacca for strategic and security reasons by Gwadar Port. Furthermore, the
landlocked countries of Central Asia are now also connected to the SLOC by China through
Gwadar Port to its western province. Keeping in mind the regions as mentioned in Mackinder’s
Heartland theory, Gwadar is placed in the Rimland and connects the Rimland to the Heartland of
Central Asia and Eastern Europe. China not only intends the control of the Central Asian region
but also the Rimland and world Island areas of Africa, Middle East, Eastern Europe and Latin
America.
Consequently, Chinese soft power projects, in the Indian Ocean is an open secret to all
the powers around the world. China’s Silk Road initiative, nevertheless, in the Indian Ocean
needs soft powers to gain its economic goals in the region. For broader Silk Road initiative,
China is not in a position to take any aggressive actions in the region that could derail its
intentions. It has already gained the administrative and economic operations of Gwadar Port, and
the security of the Gwadar Port is under the Chinese control. China wants to extend its economic
dominance by pouring Chinese capital and investment in the region, and connect its OBOR to its
21st Century Maritime Silk Road across the region from Asia to Africa and beyond. The
proposed energy and gas pipelines and routes from Gwadar Port shows that how China intends to
use Gwadar Port as an economic hub port.
Firstly, China’s huge and growing over-production needs international markets, which
China sees Gwadar for export point to the Middle East, Central Asia, Europe, and Africa and
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beyond. The first convoy of Chinese containers has already deported from Gwadar Port to
different parts of the world in November 2016. The convoy was composing different
manufactured goods came inroads through the western road of the CPEC. It can be noted here
that, the international markets from China through Gwadar are near than the old routes through
the Indian Ocean and Strait of Malacca, saving millions of dollars. Pakistan has made Chinese
goods tax free as they enter from the Karakoram highway to the Pakistani territories to the
Gwadar Port. It is a double advantage for China.
Secondly, with the construction of Economic Zone in Gwadar and heavy refinery
industries and storage plants, the goods coming from inland and outer lands, they can be easily
stored and refined in Gwadar which further can be imported to other parts. The Balochistan
Government has already handed over 2281 acres of land to the Chinese Overseas Port Holding
Company Limited (COPHC) under a 43-years lease for the establishment of a free-trade zone in
Gwadar.205
Finally, the important motive behind Chinese interest in Gwadar Port is to develop its
most backward Muslim-majority province of Xinjiang. It has been relatively said that the
western province of Xinjiang has no sea link like other provinces has, therefore, the only
possible and shorter way to connect it to the sea the Gwadar Port. It has been reported that a sum
of 20 billion USD is allotted for infrastructure and cross-border projects in the province which
will be linked to the ‘Belt’.206
The Gwadar Port is already linked to Karachi through Makran Coastal Highway. There
are many other road links through which Gwadar is being linked from Karakorum highway to
Chinese Kashgar province. This road link is called Gwadar-Kashgar link road, and now being
termed as the western route of the CPEC.207
All the Chinese projects undergoing in Pakistan, are being financed by the Asian
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Development Bank and Silk Road funds.208 China for this purpose initiated many new
institutions to finance this multi-billion dollars’ projects.
The OBOR is, therefore part of an economic strategy that is a design for a solution to
huge Chinese overcapacity in its industrialization through reaching far-flung regions. Thus, this
project would ultimately consume Chinese capital, construction and raw materials and equipment
etc., however, China has the unexplored capacity that will also give a chance to the skilled and
semi-skilled labors to attain jobs in different sectors. Similarly, the infrastructural development
also needs a significant capital infusion. Therefore, China has already installed different funding
sources for these projects. The OBOR initiative is underpinned by the Chinese led Asian
Infrastructure Investment Bank (capital of 100 USD billion), the BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India,
China and South Africa) New Development Bank (capital of 50 USD billion but may rise to 100
billion USD) and a proposed Shanghai Cooperation Organization Financing Institution.209
4.1.6.2. Strategic Ambitions:
President Xi’s initiative of OBOR and its expansion to the Indian Ocean and across the
borders is itself a basic strategic plan for China to renew the old Silk Road connecting Europe,
Central Asia, Middle East, South Asia, and Africa and beyond. OBOR is not only an economic
initiative including road and railways link to the ports and shipping projects, but it is also a
strategic initiative by China in order to play a more vigilant role in the Indian and the Pacific
Oceans through PLAN to secure its SLOCs. In recent years, the Indian Ocean Region (IOR)
gained much international attention because of the energy needs and requirements of many
countries including China and India. Currently, the Indian Ocean is dominated by India and its
competitors in the region such as Pakistan and other countries are not able to pose any
competition to the Indian naval dominance. Chinese ambitions in the IOR are more of a strategic
than economic. For this reason, China made its presence in the heart of the Indian Ocean taking
control of the Gwadar Port, which will change the Balance in its favor. In this regard, if one sees
the current status of IOR, it is now becoming a multi-polar region, wherein the most sensitive
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areas like strait of Malacca is under the American control, Bay of Bengal and other adjourning
areas are under Indian control, the administration of Gwadar Port is under Chinese control, and
the Persian Gulf is under Iranian control.210 This made the IOR a very strategic location for the
World powers.
Strategically, China sees Gwadar Port as a military base to have a more strong and
ambitious eye on the activities of the Indian navy. According to the Chines authorities, in IOR,
India is no longer the only dominant power, as Zhao Nanqi, a former Director of the General
Logistic Department of the PLAN, proclaimed in 1993; "We can no longer accept the Indian
Ocean as an ocean only of the Indians”.211 Robert D. Kaplan, describing the strategic ambitions
of China and its military presence in the IOR, said that;
“The Chinese government has already adopted a "string of pearls" strategy for the Indian Ocean,
which consists of setting up a series of ports in friendly countries along the oceans northern
seaboard. It is building a large naval base and listening post in Gwadar, Pakistan, (from which it
may already be monitoring ship traffic through the Strait of Hormuz); a port in Pasni, Pakistan, 75
miles east of Gwadar, which is to be joined to the Gwadar facility by a new highway; a fueling
station on the southern coast of Sri Lanka; and a container facility with extensive naval and
commercial access in Chittagong, Bangladesh”.212

The China-Pakistan friendship is very old since the independence of both countries. In
order to have a stronger and much effective position in the IOR, it is in the mutual interest of the
both the countries to go for further and stronger brotherly relations. Pakistan sees China an ‘allweather friend’, and it was China, who supported Pakistan with military equipment and financial
loans during the harsh years of isolationism after the nuclear test in 1998. While China sees
Pakistan as an ‘Iron Brother’ and China’s strategic priority in these waters which can circumvent
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the overused Malacca and that can significantly shorten the travel time from the Middle East and
Africa to the overland Chinese.213
China has multi-facet aims on Gwadar Port, importantly, the strategic and military
ambitions. Firstly, in order to secure the SLOCs in the Indian Ocean, and to protect its ships from
entering into a clash with the pirates and other naval powers in the region, China needs a more
secure a shorter route and a delivery point. The most significant point is provided by Pakistan in
shape of Gwadar Port. As it has already been discussed, this port will play the role of a delivery
and storage point for the Chinese imported and exported cargos. When Gwadar will become a
naval base for China, it will further strengthen its role in the IOR, and also it enables China to
control the other important ports on the Rimland area, which Mackinder called it, such as Salalah
Port of Kingdom of Oman, and Dubai Port authority and further stretching to the World Island in
the African continent (see map IV in previous Chapter). It will also empower China to secure the
energy lane coming from war raged the Middle East and Horn of Africa.
Secondly, for China, Gwadar Port will serve as a strategic location to limit the Indian
naval activity. As for China, Malacca dilemma is of great importance, so India also have a
‘Hormuz dilemma’, its dependence on imports passing through the strait, close to the shores of
Pakistan's Makran coast, where the Chinese are helping the Pakistanis develop deep-water
ports.214 The Hormuz dilemma is one of the most important strategic aims of China to utilize
against India in order to balance the power politics in the IOR.
Thirdly, the access to Gwadar Port will also give China an upper hand to build its blue
water navy in the Indo-Pacific Ocean. This need is developed because of China’s growing
population and energy needs and market for its economic development, a blue water navy is
must enhance its security in the SLOCs.215 Therefore, the Gwadar Port will be an easy and
nearest Chinese strategic access for the expansion of Chinese blue water navy in the region. In
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addition, with this, China already provided eight submarines to Pakistan for the protection of the
Gwadar Port.216
Finally, if we look again to the Mackinder’s theory of Heartland, then the Eastern
Europe, Russia, Central Asian region, South Asia, Middle East and Africa are divided into
Heartland, Rimland and World Island. The Chinese OBOR does not only concerned with the
Indian Ocean and South and East Asia (the Rimland Areas), but in the broader vision, China also
extended its initiative to Russia, Eastern Europe, Africa and beyond. It is apparent that China has
interests to seek the ‘Near Neighborhoods’ i.e. Russian and eastern European states’ participation
in the OBOR.217 According to Shyam Saran, a former Foreign Secretary of India; China has
made many attempts to fold the OBOR into the Moscow-based Eurasian Economic Union. The
said EAEU is composed of Russia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, and Kyrgyzstan and finally led to
Shanghai Corporation Organization218. Russia has already welcomed in a statement the initiative
in which Siberia, Kazakhstan with the other Central Asian States and the Western Chinese region
as “are the natural center of Eurasia”.219
This aim of China was further strengthened at the last SCO meeting where the Chinese
president Xi proclaimed that China is intended to build a web of roads and railways in which 16
billion USD from the Silk Road Fund has been allotted for the completion of 10,000 KMs of
highways and 4,000 KMs projects which link Russia and China, the first is the ‘Power of
Siberia’ being approximately 400 million USD are allotted for this and the other one is ‘Altai
Gas Pipeline’ connecting west Siberia to China.220 No matter how long these projects will take or
delayed, but the Chinese intentions in the Eurasian region is far from the economic strategies.
The current economic position of Russia, as already mentioned, is not to go in conflict with
China over its excessive regional involvement, rather take part in these projects. Once these
regions were under the Soviet dominance, but the economic ideological obstacles restrained
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Russia to not involve in conflict. Besides that, Russia is also in an advantage position because in
the region, the American influence is being limited by China.
In short, Chinese access to Gwadar Port is not only an economic imperative, but it will
serve as a strategic military and naval base for China. China already has provided Pakistan with
conventional weapons and submarines to Pakistan for the protection of Gwadar Port in the case
of any foreign threat. Similarly, China also positioned its PLAN for the security of the routes
leading to the Gwadar Port.
4.1.7. Gwadar Port for Pakistan:
Pakistan functioning ports Bin Qasim and Karachi Ports are already well-functioned and
are carrying out about 95% seaborne trade and energy needs of the country. The growing energy
demands of the country and its dependent on the seaborne trade compelled Pakistan to make
alternative ports to meet the growing demands because of insufficiency of other ports. The
Gwadar Port was specifically established in order to meet the growing demands. But it should be
noted that Pakistan also has the strategic aim in building the Gwadar Port. It should be noted here
that, China is operating Gwadar and the agreement has been made that China will use Gwadar
Port for 43 years, consequently, Pakistan does not have any valuable say in the operations of the
Gwadar Port. Yet, Pakistan can use the port to reshape its economic and trade deficiencies.
There are some important economic and strategic aims of Pakistan in the Gwadar Ports which
are mentioned below.
4.1.7.1. Economic aims:
Gwadar Port is expected to boost Pakistan’s economy by generating billions of dollars in
revenue by harboring the ships of other countries and expected to generate some two million
jobs.221 As already mentioned, Gwadar Port is specifically built to connect the energy-rich CARs
and the Middle East, which will not only fill the energy requirements of Pakistan but also serves
as a chokepoint for another country through which Pakistan may collect millions of dollars for
Tax and subsidies. Because of the Gwadar Port, Chinese investment is pouring in the country,
through which many other roads and railways are being financed by China.222 Furthermore, the
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CPEC projects include eight Economic zones in Pakistan and installing different industries
would boost Pakistan’s economy.
The infrastructure development in Gwadar, in which a free trade zone is among the top, is
under construction by China has already acquired the land for it. Other refinery and storage
industries would help Pakistan to control its high unemployment rate.
4.1.7.2. Military and Strategic aims:
The bad experienced the blockade by the Indian navy of the naval access of Pakistan
from Karachi and Bin Qasim Ports in 1971 war, compelled policy makers of Pakistan to
overcome this sensitive issue. In this regard, the main objective of Pakistan is to build a port on
the Indian Ocean in order to keep it safe and protect during the time of crises as this port is very
far from the Indian influence as alike the other ports. Furthermore, in order to have more cordial
relations with China, who helped Pakistan in the time of difficulties, both countries expanded
their economic relations into a broader perspective. Nevertheless, Pakistan despite troubles in
Balochistan, still utilized the Gwadar Port as a strategic hub for Pakistan.
Chinese military and economic supports to Pakistan have flourished after Pakistan
handled Gwadar Port to China in 2013. Indian naval dominance in the region is one of the
biggest threat to Pakistan. With military and strategic assistance from China, Pakistan now can
put more attentions for the solutions of its longstanding internal issues. Subsequently, the
Gwadar Port project raises the capacity of its navy to a level compatible with rival regional
powers.223
It is a fact that the Gwadar Port under huge Chinese loans and investment, Pakistan has
less say in the affairs of the Gwadar Port, but still, it will serve the strategic aim of Pakistan in
the region. Pakistan has already invited Russia and other powers to use the Gwadar Port for the
transportation of their goods. This initiative will make Pakistan less dependent on the USA,
which is the most important player of the regional power politics after the Afghan war.224 Since,
the American presence in the region, especially in the gulf region and Strait of Malacca, it has
always favored India and in January 2015, the U.S has concluded many fiscal and military
agreements such as US-India Nuclear Deal, and renewed for more 10 years Military Agreement
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with India225, despite the fact that Pakistan is the most important ally in the American War on
Terror. However, the geopolitics of Gwadar Port plus Chinese investment in Pakistan, it is
against the US-India rapprochement in the region.226 Though, Chinese and Pakistani authorities
rejected this claim, by saying that Gwadar Port will not be used for any military purpose but the
scholars from Indian and American academia have connected it with the said objective.
To put it in a nutshell, Gwadar Port is located at the crossroads of the Indian Ocean,
which is the world’s busiest ocean for energy based transportation. China sees Gwadar Port as
one of the most important strategic location, which not only serves its military presence to secure
its SLOCs but also economic ambitions by developing its western province. China’s growing
energy desires to satisfy its expanding industrialization and economic development further
strengthened the need for the establishment of new ports and markets and shorter routes. In the
OBOR and 21st Century Chinese Maritime Silk Road initiatives, Gwadar plays an important and
pivotal role. On the other hand, Pakistan cashed this opportunity by handing over the Gwadar
Port to its all-weather friend (China), in return, the Chinese capital and investment entered in
Pakistan. Pakistan with the growing Chinese economic and military support can play a leading
role in the regional power politics. With the Chinese help, Pakistan is now less dependent on
American aids, and Chinese military assistance in Gwadar Port, created a secure strategic port as
compared to other ports in Pakistan, during the time of any crises. Thus, both the countries see
Gwadar Port as a strategic and economic hub in the Indian Ocean
4.2. China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, (CPEC):
“This corridor will benefit all provinces and areas in Pakistan, and transform our country
into a regional hub and pivot for commerce and investment. It will also enable China to
create a shorter and cheaper route for trade and investment in South, Central and West
Asia, and the Middle East and Africa. This corridor will become a symbol of peace and
prosperity.”227
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With the construction of Gwadar Port and handling it to Chinese Port Company, a multibillion dollars’ project of roads, railways, energy and communication projects, Economic zones
and industries were also signed in April 2015. For Pakistan, they call it a game changer, to end
its longstanding energy shortages and boost its economy as the Chinese capital started flowing in
Pakistan. For China, it is the only way to develop its western Muslim-majority province of
Xinjiang and Kashgar by connecting it through land roads and railways from Karakorum
highway to Gwadar Port. There are three routes passing from different parts of Pakistan i.e.
eastern route, middle route and western route (See Map VI a).
CPEC was basically proposed in 2013, by then President of Pakistan, Asif Ali Zardari,
but the lack of trust towards Zardari and his government caused the delay of the projects.228 For
this reason, President Zardari and his team paid many visits to Beijing, the Gwadar Port and
other investment projects were on the top of the agenda, but Zardari could not get successful in
convincing Chinese authorities.229 The May 2013 elections in Pakistan brought the business
minded and pro-industrialist government of Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) in power,
and the chief of the party, Nawaz Sharif became the Prime Minister of Pakistan. This change in
government was more acceptable to the investors in China, therefore, the Nawaz government
successfully negotiated with the Chinese government for the mega project CPEC.
The CPEC agreement was signed in April 2015, when the Chinese President Xi Jinping
was on an official visit to Pakistan. While elaborating CPEC, the official website writes;
“China-Pakistan Economic Corridor is a framework of regional connectivity. CPEC will not only
benefit China and Pakistan but will have the positive impact on Iran, Afghanistan, India, Central
Asian Republics, and the region. The enhancement of geographical linkages having improved
road, rail and air transportation systems with frequent and free exchanges of growth and people to
people contact, enhancing understanding through academic, cultural and regional knowledge and
culture, activity of higher volume of flow of trade and businesses, producing and moving energy
to have more optimal businesses and enhancement of co-operation by win-win model will result
in well connected, integrated region of shared destiny, harmony and development”.230
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4.2.1. CPEC and Economic opportunities for Pakistan:
CPEC is basically the network of different projects which includes energy projects, road
links, railway tracks, industrial zones, special economic zones (EEZ), fiber optics cable across
the borders, coal and natural mining projects and people to people links.231 Pakistan calls it a
game changer, which will not only boost its economy, but it is expected to create some 200,000
jobs through different projects. CPEC will also allow Pakistan to fulfill its energy need by
connecting Gwadar Port to the natural resource-rich the Central Asia and the Middle East.
The CPEC program as signed, in the 51 MoUs on 20 April 2015, and it was decided by
the both parties i.e. Pakistan and China that the CPEC project will be processed in three terms,
the short term projects and also known as the ‘Early Harvest’, in which the construction of the
Gwadar Port to be completed and the Gwadar international airport, and other most of energy
projects to be completed by 2017 would be short-term projects, the midterm projects will be
completed till 2025 which will include other remaining energy projects and railways and finally
the long term projects will be completed in 2030. 232
As it has been described from the official documents about CPEC, the mega project has
basically two main components which are called as ‘Early Harvest’. Firstly, it plans to enhance
Pakistan’s poor and outdated infrastructures and railway tracks connecting it with Western
Chinese Autonomous Region. The most of the first phase of early harvest is composed of energy
projects. And secondly, the other component is designed to develop Special Economic Zones
SEZs. 45.69 billion USD has been granted to these projects which will be provided by Chinese
different banks with concessionary and commercial loans and these projects include 33.79 billion
USD for energy projects (Hydropower plants, coal power plants, solar power plants wind energy
power plants), 5.9 billion USD for roads, 3.69 billion USD for railway network, 1.6 billion USD
for Lahore Mass Transit, 66 million USD for Gwadar Port and a fiber optics project worth 4
million.233 Chinese main ambition in the development of infrastructure in Pakistan is basically to
connect its Silk Road to Chinese 21st Century Maritime Silk Road across the Indian Ocean.
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4.2.1.1. Energy and Developmental Projects under CPEC:
The CPEC has been broadly debated after its announcement in 2015 and many have
asked the question that how the CPEC will be the positive step for Pakistan’s economy despite
being neglected for years due to corruption and poor law and order system. The government has
already called CPEC as a game changer and no doubt many of the projects have already been
started. Most of the projects are started in 2015, after the agreement was signed between
Islamabad and Beijing. These projects are controlled by the federal government, and the Chinese
firms and banks are financing these projects. Accordingly, most of the projects are energy based
projects to control the huge energy shortage in Pakistan which have damaged Pakistan’s
economy in recent years. (For all projects under CPEC, see Annex I and II). Some of the projects
are already completed in 2016, and many others are going to be completed in 2017 and 2018.
There are other important projects which are purely energy-based and are deemed to
increase the energy resources in the country. Many of these projects are already included in the
National Grid for supply. The central government termed these projects as ‘Early Harvest’ to be
completed before 2020. The government vowed to control the energy shortage before the next
elections, expected to be conducted in 2018.234 These important projects are as follow; and also,
see the map (VI a and VI b) of the projects under CPEC for Pakistan.
In recent years Pakistan lagged behind in the energy sector, in which Pakistan lost
millions of dollars due to energy shortage. There are many other projects which Pakistan sees to
initiate and the basic feasibility work has already been started. CPEC for Pakistan would be a
game changer if the projects are completed in time and in a transparent manner. According to the
news, by 2018, these energy projects will be able to produce almost 10,400 MW of electricity,
which will be included in the national grid and distribution.235 China is the key player in the
energy production in Pakistan by installing 10 different sources of energy production such as
coal, wind power plants and solar system, which altogether would be able to produce 6,600 MW,
among other Pakistani companies working in these sectors.236 Though, for sometimes, the
smaller provinces especially Balochistan and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KPK) have their
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reservations about these projects because they blame the central government for making the
project secret and more focusing on Punjab than others and they also threatened to boycott all
these projects. According to the opposition leader from the both provinces, most of the energy
projects and industrial zones are being established and only the roads are being constructed in
these provinces. CPEC is not only the name of road links and railway tracks, rather it is a
network of energy supplies, fiber optics, industrial and economic zones, and others which help
them to create millions of jobs and economic incentives, but they are being ignored in the main
projects.237 These problems and reservations will be discussed in the next chapter.
With the signing of the CPEC agreement with China, the Chinese capitals start pouring in
Pakistan’s economy, which helps Pakistan to solve its basic need of the energy. Additionally,
China promised Pakistan to solve its basic energy needs by prompting its companies towards
coal-based energy.238 Coal energy has many negative repercussions not only for the environment
but also for the lives of the common people because of its high rate of pollutions. China itself is
the highest energy producer from coal but now moving away from the fossil fuels.239
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Map VI (a): Energy Projects and Routes from Gwadar Port to Kashgar China. In the map, the energy projects are
mentioned
with
the
capacity
and
end
dates.
Source:
google
image,
https://www.google.com.pk/search?q=CPEC+Energy+Map&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiN8_i
5nOXSAhWpCsAKHUQ3AukQ_AUIBigB&biw=907&bih=741&dpr=1#imgrc=dHBW-D6CINg90M:
(Access
date: 07-03-2017)
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Map VI (b): the energy and Transportation locations of the CPEC, Source: The Economics,
URL:
http://www.economist.com/news/asia/21653657-conflict-balochistan-must-be-resolvedtrade-corridor-between-pakistan-and-china-bring (Accessed date: 07-03-2017)
4.2.1.2. Trade Routes and Special Economic Zones:
Every economic corridor in the world is known for its proposed and existing road routes,
railways, economic zones and industrial feasibility and maintenance. The best part of the routes
is the areas where they are passing and how they will bring economic and social development
and prosperity. CPEC and its routes have witnessed different criticism from the politicians and
nationalists after its announcement. It was hotly discussed that which areas the route should be
built and where it is more feasible to install economic zones.
The CPEC is deemed to build the road and railways linking that connect the Gwadar Port to
Chinese Kashgar region in the Western Province Xinjiang. By doing so, the CPEC will provide a
cheaper and shorter route from Gwadar to inland Chinese territories. Furthermore, among the
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energy projects, these road links are among the most important projects under the said
agreements. There are three main routes passing through different provinces of Pakistan to
Kashgar and Xinjiang territories.240 The routes are the western route, the middle route and the
eastern route. It is said that these routes will shorten the distance for China using the Indian
Ocean from Malacca Strait up to 6000 miles if China uses the trade routes within Pakistan,
saving millions of dollars and time, and most prominently, this route is more secure and reliable
as compared to the oceans.
Initially, the western route was proposed for the original route of the CPEC. The route is the
shortest route in the CPEC passing through the terrain lands of Balochistan, then enter in Sindh,
then Punjab and finally to China Xinjiang province. The route is said to be like, it starts from
Balochistan in Gwadar passing through Turbat-Panjgur, Khuzdar enters in Sindh province
passing through Ratodero, Kashmore and then entering in Punjab province, from Rajanpur- Dera
Ghazi Khan then entering in KPK province to Dera Ismail Khan-Bannu-Kohat, PeshawarHasanabdal onwards and finally to Kashgar region of the Xinjiang province in China.241 The half
of the route was already ready and the construction of other half was given to military
construction company Frontier Work Organization (FWO) because of the ongoing insurgency in
Balochistan province where the road construction machinery and labor were attacked on the
usual basis. According to the news reports published in Pakistan, CPEC route was mostly
attacked by Baloch insurgent groups who consider the ongoing CPEC project as a tool to further
strengthen the occupation of Balochistan by Pakistan and to exploit more and more natural
resources for other provinces, especially for Punjab. This route is considered to be the shortest
route of the CPEC.
But as the CPEC became popular, two other new alternative routes start emerging in the
political discussion, which was later known as the eastern and western routes. The eastern routes,
as referred by the federal government which mainly passes through the most populated areas of
Punjab province, seemingly cut many of the areas in KPK province. The eastern route of the
CPEC according to the reports is like this. Eastern route also starts from Gwadar, Turbat-
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Panjgur, Khuzdar areas in Balochistan, from Ratodero. Kashmore in Sindh, entering in Punjab
areas of Rajanpur, Dera Ghazi Khan, Multan-Faisalabad, Pindi-Bhatian, Rawalpindi-Hasanabdal
and onwards to enter in Chinese western province.242 As mentioned earlier, many political
parties such as Pakistan Tehrik-e-Insaf, which has the government in KPK province, Awami
National Party and others boycotted this route as it has not included any part of the KPK
province. They asked the federal government to publicize the agreement related to the routes of
the CPEC.
After the deadlock over the agreed route of the CPEC, the political parties demanded
another alternative route, which is later known as the western route. The route starts from
Gwadar to Turbat, Hoshab, Panjgur and Khuzdar, Kalat, Quetta, Zhob area of Balochistan, then
entering in KPK areas of Dera Ismail Khan, Bannu, Kohat, Peshawar, Hasanabdal and entering
in the same region of China as other routes do.243 This route mainly passes through north-eastern
Balochistan and then mainly in KPK, bypassing the two most populated provinces of Pakistan
Sindh and Punjab.
According to the report prepared China-Pakistan Economic Corridor: Route Controversy
by Balochistan Government Reform Unit, it was decided in the initial time that there would be
no change in the route of CPEC, but it was kept secret that which route would be the original
route, and later in 2015, the federal government indicated that all three routes will be built
according to the priority basis.244 This solution was also not agreeable to the political parties as
there were no enough resources to build these routes and China would certainly not allocate
resources to pander to political disagreement in Pakistan.245 Comparatively, the feasibility and
the cost analysis of all these three routes and the results of the successful implementation, the
western route is less costly, as compared to eastern and central routes because these areas are
least populated and rehabilitation compensation and land acquisition are lower than eastern route
which is densely populated.246 The areas coming on the western route are most backward areas
of the country. Beyond the cost analysis, the western route will help these areas to develop
economically and flourish more and the route may open the new market for these areas. As
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through the CPEC China wants to develop its western region which is also facing troubles from
Uygur Islamic Movement and East Turkestan Movement, the same route can be helpful for
Pakistan to develop its most backward areas of Balochistan and KPK through western route.
There are many other projects for the upgrading of many pre-existing roads and
broadening them in order to be able to bear heavy loads. These upgrading works are already
under process and many have been completed and functional. Among them, improvement and
asphalt of Coastal highway in Balochistan, widening and upgrading of Turbat to Hoshab M8
section and then Hoshab to Panjgur section, Zhob to Mughal Kot, upgrading of Karakorum
highway phase I and II, advancement and widening of Karachi to Lahore motorway and many
other roads linking different areas and provinces.

Map VII: Official Map of the CPEC Routes starting from Gwadar, Stretching to different areas of Pakistan and
Finally
to
China’s
western
Province
Xinjiang.
Source:
https://www.google.com.pk/search?q=CPEC+official+route+map&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEw
j4ktSG3NjSAhXI6xQKHfiGCmQQ_AUIBigB&biw=1440&bih=826#imgrc=sxw0yXpVBGb45M, Accessed date:
15-03-2017)
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The CPEC is not only about the routes, rather they carry economic and industrial zones
with them and bring more economic opportunities and technological development. According to
the initial reports, with the routes, CPEC also bears the Special Economic Zones (SEZ). Special
Economic Zones play a very important role in the financing the country and development its
GDPs. The SEZs success is the ensured of the success of the country’s economy. Pakistan has
planned to establish different SEZs in the country with Chinese financing and technological and
industrial support.
The 6th Joint Cooperation Committee (JCC) meeting was held on 29th December 2016,
in Beijing, which was attended by the Pakistan’s Federal Minister for Planning, Development
and Reforms, the Chief Ministers of all provinces of Pakistan, AJK and Gilgit Baltistan, Federal
Minister of Railways and the Chinese Delegation, in which it was decided that the next phase of
the CPEC will be started soon with nine Special Economic Zones in Pakistan along with the
eastern, western and the central routes of CPEC.247 In the meeting, it was also decided that all the
provinces of Pakistan including Gilgit-Baltistan, Azad Kashmir and Federally Administrative
Tribal Areas (FATA) the SEZ would be established on the priority basis. These nine SEZs
include Rashakai Economic Zone on MI, KPK, Special Economic Zone at Dabeji Sindh, would
be allocated some 2000 acres of land, Bostan Economic Zone in Pishin Balochistan, Punjab China Economic Zone, M-2 District Sheikhupura Punjab, ICT Model Industrial Zone Islamabad,
Industrial Park at Pakistan Steel Mills Port Qasim Karachi in Sindh, Bhimber industrial zone
AJK, Mehmand Marble City, FATA and finally, Moqpundass SEZ Gilgit-Baltistan.248
Additionally, recently, in Feb 2017, the CPEC Board of Investment (BOI) also proposed
for establishing over 41 more industrial and economic zones in different parts of the country
under the CPEC, and the sites for these projects were already been selected. 249 Furthermore,
China asked Pakistan to start the establishment of the SEZ in Gwadar on the priority basis
because China wants to install storage factory, oil refineries and other necessary industries for
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the smooth working of the Gwadar Port and Chinese imported and exported goods. Balochistan
government has already allotted 2281 acres of land to the Chinese Port and Harboring Company
for the free industrial zone of Gwadar.
Importantly, there would be some 100,000 jobs by establishing these economic zones in
the country in less than a decade.250 The high unemployment rate would be controlled through
these jobs. Sufficiently, these economic zones also open new opportunities for the local and
international investors, and new markets would be available for the local production sector of the
countries, especially the cotton, rice, sugar and textiles of Pakistan. Furthermore, the success
implementation and performance will, no doubt, boost Pakistan’s economy.
4.2.1.3. Railways and other projects:
In the CPEC, a large portion of aids from China is to be spent on the aging and
underdeveloped railways in Pakistan. Since the British raj ended in the sub-continent,
unfortunately, Pakistan was unable to upgrade any existing railway tracks and improve the
railway. Many new railways projects are included in the CPEC to improve the transportation
sector in Pakistan. Among these projects, some projects are also included for the upgrading of
the existing railway tracks and railway system.
According to CPEC official website, the major railway’s projects under CPEC are as
follow;251
a. Rehabilitation & Upgradation of Karachi-Lahore-Peshawar, Main Line 1 (ML-1)
Railway Track which is 1,872 km long and the estimated cost for this ML-1 is 8,172
million USD
b. Doubling and improvement of existing track from Bin Qasim Port to Bin Qasim
Station
c. Upgrading and extension of existing ML-II, Kotri-Sindh to Attock-Punjab, which is
1,254 km long
d. Upgradation and extension of existing ML-III, Rohri to Chaman, Afghan border
which is 560 km long, pass through Quetta city.
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e. Karachi-Jacobabad-Gwadar intersection of ML-II and ML-III.
f. Karachi Circular Railway Mass Transit. It was agreed in the 6th JCC meeting in
Beijing in Dec 2016.
g. Quetta Mass Transit. It was also agreed for the establishment of Quetta Mass Transit.
h. Great Peshawar region Mass Transit and
i. Lahore Orange Line Metro, which is 27 km and it is the country’s first transit metro
line. The construction work has already been started.
j. A long-term project is also proposed to Khanjarab Railways which will be about 682
km and will be completed in 2030. (this project is still under discussion and
feasibility study is underway)
These are the main railway’s projects under CPEC, and many of the projects have already
been started such Quetta Mass Transit, ML-I and Lahore Orange Metro line. CPEC also included
some other projects which are solely for the people to people connection as it is mentioned in the
Chinese OBOR manifesto. Such projects include the Cross-Border Fiber Optics Cable, Pilot
Project of Digital Terrestrial Multimedia Broadcast (DTMB), Pakistan-China year of Friendly
Exchange Program and many other technological and scientific research based projects.252
4.2.1.4. Economic benefits for Pakistan:
CPEC would pose longstanding economic benefits for Pakistan beyond these
infrastructures, energy development and development of Gwadar Port. It is estimated that with
the proper functioning of CPEC, Pakistan’s GDP will increase up to 2.5% by developing these
energy and infrastructure projects.253 Energy shortage, poor infrastructure and poor law and order
already deterred the investor from making commendable investment in Pakistan and because of
this, Pakistan’s GDP was badly affected in recent years. This project and energy development
created a hope among the investors to invest in Pakistan.
Increasingly, CPEC is able to create as many as one million jobs in less than one decade.
Pakistan’s large portion of the population is young population, and lack of the proper
employment has made the youth bulk on the verge of disappointment. With the creation of job,
the majority of the Pakistan’s youth bulk would be able to work on these projects, industries,
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economic zones, transportation and other sectors, which is considered as the key factor in the
boosting up the economy.
Furthermore, China and Pakistan has signed an agreement for collaboration of transfer of
knowledge and technology, through which Pakistani educated masses would be able to start new
businesses and industrial firms.254 China has opened its doors for Pakistani students in the field
of engineering and technologies. 18,000 of Pakistani students are currently studying in different
disciplines in the Chinese universities through people to people contacts and cultural
connectivity from the CPEC project.255 Resultantly, the return of these skilled and professionally
capable engineers would give a new dimension to Pakistan’s economy.
Tourism is another important factor for the improving of the economy in Pakistan
through CPEC. The security obstacles resulted in the tourism department a big loss, but with the
improvement of law and order situation in the country, it is hoped that Pakistan will boost the
tourism.256
Additionally, the economic relations between Pakistan and China has entered into a new
age. With the help of Chinese capital and technical support, Pakistan can smoothly enhance its
economy, but for that, Pakistan needs to contain the corruption and nepotism, and its
discriminatory policies. Without proper accountability, the CPEC would bring the investment,
but it cannot result in a developing economy.
4.2.2. CPEC for China:
Basically, in OBOR initiatives, there are three main routes and road links crossing
different nations, and CPEC is among these corridors.257 CPEC for China is basically among the
initiative on OBOR, connecting its western region to the Indian Ocean, Middle East and Africa,
and it is the shortest way for China. The Southern corridor initiates from Guangzhou in South
Central China that connects Kashgar with Pakistan and leads to the Gwadar Port and the Indian
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Ocean.258 Secondly, the central corridor starts from Shanghai and connects China towards
Tashkent, Tehran, and then move to Bandar Imam Khomeini port in Iran. And thirdly, the
Northern corridor that initiates from Beijing, makes the way through Russia, Mongolia, connects
it to Eastern Europe and Western Europe, Berlin and beyond. All these three corridors are the
broader vision of China’s new Silk Road and China’s 21st Century maritime security prospects.
4.2.2.1. Advantages for China:
CPEC is a bilateral agreement between Pakistan and China. Both the countries will gain
benefits from this project. China is fully aware of the security issues of Pakistan and the
challenges which CPEC may possibly face. Among these security issues, the insurgency in
Balochistan, where Gwadar Port and all routes of the CPEC are passing through, and terrorism
hit Tribal areas and parts of KPK province and some Islamic movements of Xinjiang province of
China, are included. CPEC may seem to be a gamble for China, but for broader economic gains,
China is ready to play this gamble. Pakistan has already guaranteed China to protect the Gwadar
Port and Chinese workers working on different projects in Pakistan by allotting 10,000 army’s
Special Security Division, properly trained.259 China is cognizant of the economic advantages of
CPEC, henceforth, is determined to help Pakistan regarding security measures. China sees CPEC
as the continuation of its expanded OBOR and 21st Century Maritime Silk Road.
Development of Gwadar Port, as the most important project of CPEC, has been handed
over to China for a 43-year operational right lease by the government of Pakistan.260 It means
that China is free to use all the operational and procedural measures of the Gwadar Port to secure
its position in the Indian Ocean SLOCs and also for the economic purpose. Following are the
main benefits of CPEC for China.
a. The Southern corridor of China, where CPEC is located, is the shortest route
to the India Ocean and the Persian Gulf, where most of the international
seaborne trade occurs.
b. Through CPEC, China can save billions of dollars in transport cost and time
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as compared to the Malacca strait. Gwadar Port and CPEC route shorten the
distance from 6000 miles to just 2500 Kilometres.261
c. This route will help China to develop its most backward and terrorism-hit
province of Xinjiang where Muslim Uighurs and East Turkestan Islamic
Movement (ETIM) are fighting for the independence of the region.
d. Xinjiang region is a landlocked region and the other ports are so far to reach
so instantly, therefore, Gwadar Port is the only way to develop this region.
Furthermore, China is also working on its ‘Go West’ strategy through which
China wants to develop the same region.
e. With the establishment of SEZs in Pakistan through CPEC, Chinese
technological materials find new trade markets. Pakistan is the home of almost
200 million population, which is a big market for Chinese good.
f. Strategically, China’s presence in Gwadar Port through China-Pakistan
Economic corridor, it will have a very close eye to the Indian and American
ambitions in the Indian Ocean and the Persian Gulf.
g. Petro-China, a subsidiary China National Petroleum Company (CNPC), along
with Petroleum Brunei and Petronas of Malaysia among others have shown
interests in exporting Liquid Natural Gas LNG to Pakistan.262 In this regard,
already a project is awarded to CNPC of a 700 km of LNG pipeline from
Gwadar to Nawabshah in Sindh province and in later years, with the IranPakistan gas pipeline, this would ultimately extend all the way to Xinjiang. 263
h. Through CPEC and Gwadar Port, China is increasing the security of its
SLOCs and maritime trades, which allows China to open new ports and
seaborne trade across the Indian and Pacific Oceans.
i. By connecting China to the Indian Ocean, China can easily and rapidly access
to other Eurasian and African regions, which is the most important features of
the heartland theory. In the Heartland, China is seeking economic control of
the CARs and opening new markets in the Eastern Europe, in the Rimland,
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China has already controlling the Gwadar Port, and increasing its economic
presence in the Middle East, and in the African region, it is also expanding its
economic and naval presence. Furthermore, China’s increasing presence in
Africa and beyond, especially in the Latin American region is the continuation
of China’s 21st-century maritime security.
j. For the defense of the Gwadar Port, Pakistan has negotiated with China for the
acquisition of eight diesel-powered conventionally armed attack submarines at
about 6 billion USD.264 With this, the sale would also further entrench China
as the principal arm provider to Pakistan, which is a huge business for China.
k. Through the investment of the huge amount of Chinese capital on CPEC and
related projects, China has asked Pakistan with clear words to take effective
and ruthless measures against the insurgent and terrorist groups particularly
Uighurs and East Turkestan Islamic Movement (ETIM), which are creating
the disturbance for China in the Xinjiang province.265
l. The Chinese companies would find a more easily accessible market for their
manufactures goods in a much shorter time through CPEC and Gwadar Port.
m. Through CPEC China would bypass the Strait of Malacca because of the US
control and the threat of the pirates.
n. As for as the SEZs are concerned, it has been decided in March 2017 that only
China will be allowed to install the industries in these economic zones, and
preferably, Chinese workers and engineers will be hired also. 266 Therefore,
China will be benefitted from the Economic zones and it will be able to set
new industries and to give employment to the Chinese personnel. And most
expectedly, China will also place its own military personnel for the security of
the zones, as China currently enjoying the same in Gwadar Port.
Interestingly, India and the USA always pose reservations regarding Chinese ambitions in
the IOR and claim that China’s main ambitions in the region is not to help Pakistan and its own
economy rather it has pure strategic plans for Gwadar Port. On the other side, China always
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rejected these blames. The geopolitical importance of Balochistan has created an overlapping
interest of many countries. the future geopolitical game is going to be played in the South Asian
region, as already been pointed out many scholars as a ‘New Great Game’ of South Asia, where
the players are much stronger and ambitious as compared to the ‘Old Great Game’ between
Russia and Britain during 19th and 20th Century. Now the heartland has been divided into many
smaller heartlands, and the main players of this great game are China, the USA, India, Pakistan,
and Russia.
4.3. Conclusion:
To summarize, if the CPEC dreams come into reality and functions according to the
hopes and expectations, then it would definitely become a game changer not only for Pakistan
but also for China. The CPEC is designed to focus mostly the infrastructure and energy sectors
for Pakistan, because of which Pakistan will be able to develop its huge energy deficit. Through
Gwadar Port and connecting it with China, the route of the CARs will be open to the Indian
Ocean and better markets for their virgin energy resources. The feasible and practical CPEC and
Gwadar Port will make Pakistan a trade hub, where many countries will be benefiting from it.
While on the other way, China will also be using CPEC and Gwadar Port as a strategic and
economic purpose. Firstly, to have a strong military and strategic presence in the Indian Ocean,
and the secondly, and most importantly, the development of its western regions by connecting it
to the Middle East and Africa. Finally, Gwadar Port and the CPEC is China’s desire to control
regions of the Heartland, Rimland and the World Island by the maritime connections and
SLOCs. The matter of concerns for a secure and feasible CPEC and Gwadar Port for both the
countries is the security of the CPEC route is the insurgency in Balochistan, which is the biggest
threat to its proper functioning. Consequently, Indian ambitions for region and fear of the
China’s presence are another important factor which can derail these highly invested projects.
The

next

section

elaborates

these

concerns

at

national

and

regional

level.
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CHAPTER 5
Geopolitical Games in Balochistan: Reservations and Regional and Extra-Regional
Impacts of Gwadar Port and CPEC
5.1. Introduction:
The geographical proximity of Balochistan gives it a unique geopolitical characteristic in
the region, however, it also posed many threats and security concerns. Geopolitics of Balochistan
was pivotal in the great game between Russian and Great Britain during the 19th century, which
followed in the division of Balochistan into three parts. Consequently, Britain treated
Balochistan as a colony during these years in order to secure the logistic lanes from Jiwani Port
to Afghanistan. In modern years, the new great game in the South Asian region, Balochistan is
once again the focal area. The Gwadar Port and Chabahar Port and China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor further intensified the great game into stronger and more robust formation of alliances.
When Pakistan handed over the Gwadar Port to China and the CPEC agreement was
signed between the two countries in April 2015. India also inked an agreement with Iran for the
development and construction of Chabahar Port and pass through Afghanistan, bypassing
Pakistan, the very next year in May 2016. This geopolitical game in the South Asian region
being played by two giant economies of the region, i.e. India and China. Both eye on the
resource-rich regions of Asia with extended powers and alliance formations. The other players of
the games are Pakistan, Iran, Afghanistan, CARs and M.E region, and Russia and the United
States have their own designs. Currently, the alliance formation in the South Asian region is
diverse i.e. the United States in recent years has predominantly tilted towards India by signing
military agreements since 2005. The USA is more reluctant on the Pakistan’s role in the war on
terror. China has inked a multi-billion-dollar agreement with Pakistan and many other South
Asian states. Chinese investment in Pakistan is considered by many critics and experts as the
changing agent of the status- in the IOR. Subsequently, the submarine agreement between
Pakistan and China has already changed the naval power game. Consequently, these geopolitical
games have local, regional and extra-regional impacts. It causes the imbalance in the current
political arena with extreme conventional and the nuclear arms race between Pakistan and India.
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CPEC under OBOR flagship adhere different local and regional impacts. The people of
Balochistan are skeptical by the increased number of Chinese military and civil workers. There
arose reservations among these people. This chapter is divided into two sections. The first
section will deal with the local Baloch reservations on Gwadar port and CPEC in the light of
their ignorance and discretionary policies on distribution of the projects by the federal
government. Furthermore, it will also put a detailed light on the national reservations within
Pakistan. The second section will deal with the regional and extra-regional impacts of CPEC and
Gwadar Port in the presence of various actors.
5.2. Local Baloch Reservations about Gwadar Port and CPEC:
Balochistan is the least populated but the most backward and poverty ridden province of
Pakistan. Despite the fact that Balochistan is the richest province in terms of natural resources
and minerals, lags behind in development, infrastructure, education and health facilities.
Balochistan only bears 5% of the total. Balochistan owns huge of gold and copper reservoirs,
Rico Diq and Saindak are Asia’s largest gold reservoirs, a large amount of natural gas, a vast
God gifted coastline stretching from Iran on the Persian Gulf to the Arabian sea and the Indian
Ocean, borders Afghanistan and Iran. Amid all the concerns of the local population relating to
the six decades of federal disinterestedness in Balochistan and its people, the Gwadar mega
project is pronounced yet again nothing but a project to exploit. Arguably, Baloch nationalists
assert that their retaliation on political grounds against this huge multi-billion project is the fight
for the survival and identity crises that would ultimately change the entire demography of the
scarcely populated province after the introduction of this port. China endeavors to design
Gwadar Port as a chokepoint for its imports and exports and energy projects from M.E. In fact,
CPEC promises the economic boom in the region on one hand, while on the other hand, it
encounters a long-standing issue of Balochistan that has also given birth to insurgencies
throughout these years. Therefore, the Baloch population is skeptical about the promises of
CPEC. Furthermore, this Baloch stands is further divided into two views.
Firstly, the Baloch hardcore nationalists believe that Gwadar port and CPEC are the
continuations of the Islamabad’s policy of colonization and exploitation of natural resources to
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help Punjab and other parts of Pakistan.267 These hardcore insurgents are mostly operating from
different parts of the province, targeting the security forces, workers on different infrastructures.
These groups believe that Pakistan is carrying out military operations in areas where CPEC
routes are passing through in order to suppress the local masses and their political standpoint.
Countering the opposition of this route, Pakistan has introduced a special security division of
10,000 forces is also allocated for the protection of these routes in Balochistan.268 However, the
Baloch leaders assume that China is helping Pakistan to exploit and dominate the indigenous
population. It is significant to mention that these insurgent groups have played an important role
in the last decade of the provincial political arena. They argue that the insurgency in Balochistan
and counter-insurgency by the state apparatus resulted in severe human rights violation. After the
announcement of CPEC, China ignores human rights issues in Balochistan and concentrated only
to the security of its routes from Gwadar to Kashgar.269 Consequently, Pakistan blames the
neighboring countries support these proxies to sabotage the CPEC, and accuses India and
Afghanistan of training and funding these Baloch insurgents. According to Pakistan’s Secretary
Defense, “Indian intelligence agency RAW (Research Analysis Wing) has created a special cell
in Delhi to sabotage the CPEC” by helping and training Baloch insurgents in Afghanistan.270 In
short, the first group of Baloch totally opposes such projects which they claim as the exploitation
of natural resources and occupation of Balochistan.
The second group comprises of social activists, academicians, parliamentarians, and
nationalist political parties. They assert that their manifesto does not against CPEC or any other
developmental projects, but it yearns for a proper legislation, transparent and fair distribution of
projects and conservation of the local economy through constitutional reforms. They have
reservations that the lack of proper legislation for Gwadar may convert the local people into the
minority of the influx population from another province. According to ex-senator Sana Baloch of
Balochistan National Party Mengal (BNP-M), Balochistan is being used for these mega projects
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and trade routes, it receives only 0.5% shares from the CPEC projects.271 He adds that Islamabad
is following the ‘Iron Curtain’ policy in Gwadar Port and no media or journalist is allowed to
report the underdevelopment and sufferings of the local people. The announcements and
seminars by the governmental officials claim that Balochistan is the focal province in these
projects, but Sana Baloch rejects all these claims. He argues with the following details;
“In the CPEC projects, energy is the dominant component. Around 70 percent of the $51 billion
CPEC projects comprise coal, wind, thermal and hydropower projects, which are expected to
generate over 16,000 MW by 2017. Out of 13 CPEC energy priority projects, six are located in
northern and central Punjab and six are situated in Sindh; over 60 percent progress has been made
on them. Khyber Pakhtunkhwa has one project and five percent progress has been made on it.
Balochistan has no projects in CPEC’s energy basket as the Gadani Energy Park and Gwadar
power projects were shelved long ago. So, the province could, ideally, have massive transmission
lines in CPEC to receive the load from energy projects that are under construction in Punjab and
Sindh. But, surprisingly, there is not a single electricity infrastructure to transmit power to
Pakistan’s downtrodden and energy-starved regions, including most of Balochistan”.272

Another prominent Baloch social activist and academic scholar Mir Mohammad Ali
Talpur wrote a very informative article “A Few Questions Answered”, in one Pakistani
daily newspaper, Daily Times, where he says that CPEC is very crucial for Pakistan and China,
because it helps both to achieve their strategic and economic goals but they see Baloch and
Balochistan issue in different perspectives and consider it as an obstacle in the
implementation.273 Baloch does not see CPEC as favorable as it is, he argues, an instrument to
deny the Baloch rights under the pretext of development. They also realize that the CPEC will
ultimately put the backward and sparsely populated majority into minority due to the remarkable
population influx and importantly, this will sound the ‘death knell’ for all the political economic
and social rights which they struggled and sacrificed for decades.274
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Among other projects, such as employment generations by the security agencies, SEZs
and industries in Gwadar, Balochistan’s representation is either limited or absent. Balochistan is
the most important province in CPEC, and the territories, coastal areas, energy, and trade routes,
in fact, all Balochistan being utilized for investment, but the benefits are being collected by the
federal government. Accordingly, in the Saindak and Rico Diq projects, Balochistan only
receives 2% of the total revenue, while 48% goes to the federal government and other remaining
50% are Chinese company shares which have the entitlement of mining. Paradoxically, the Sui
gas was discovered in Balochistan in 1952-53 and was distributed to other provinces of Pakistan
until the 1960s, major cities of Balochistan are still deprived of the gas, except the provincial
capital and other some cities, so how Baloch will hope to get its due shares from current mega
projects.275 In short, since the merger of Balochistan with Pakistan, the province did not receive
its due share, and the federal government supported the corrupt sardars and tribal chief, which
looted the remaining resources of the province.
Undoubtedly, the development of Gwadar port promises new economic opportunities for
the local people, however, the local representatives criticize their reluctance of federal
government in taking them into confidence in the policy making concerning these projects. As
already mentioned that the basic source of earnings for the locals of Gwadar is fishing, but the
daily naval patrolling and high authorities’ visits made it difficult for the people earning their
livelihood. A recent visit by the Prime Minister to Gwadar resulted in a fiasco for the local
fishermen as they were not allowed to fish. This practice is common in Gwadar since the port
gained national and international attention, and the official visits of Pakistani and Chinese
authorities on a daily basis in Gwadar made the situation worse for the local fishermen.
Moreover, the local people of Gwadar are not satisfied with the claims made by the
authorities on the development of Gwadar. The Gwadar city lakes basic necessity of clean
drinking water, and the government is unable to provide drinking water on daily basis.276 Due to
the shortage of rain, the only dam in Gwadar is almost empty. One desalination water cleaning
facility was provided to Gwadar which is dysfunctional due lack of funds for maintenance.277
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Furthermore, the case of electricity is same as out of 24 hours, the locals receive less than 12
hours a day. Ironically, the masses assert that the development of Gwadar is only in the port
areas where Chinese and high authorities of Gwadar port are residing, and no locals are allowed
to enter, but outside of the port, especially in the Gwadar city, the development is not seen and
Gwadar is same as it was some decades ago.278
It is disputed that CPEC does not bear any new projects for Gwadar, and most of them
were already initiated by the Gwadar Development Authority. As Mr. Ghulam Farooq Baloch
said that the projects which are allocated to Gwadar, were already on board even before CPEC
agreement was signed. The new projects which are really from CPEC funds are New
International airport for Gwadar and Gwadar coal power project, but Gwadar coal power project
does not seem to be feasible and maintainable as it is too costly, and the coal has to be
transported from other parts of the country.279 Gwadar is the backbone of CPEC but it does not
receive its due shares.
CPEC and Gwadar Port projects are crucial for development in Balochistan if the old
discriminatory policies of the federal government discontinued and all stakeholders are given
their due rights and share according to the investment plans. Pakistan needs to draw a parallel
picture of Chinese vision which is to bring the Xinjiang province into the mainstream and
developmental It is the best opportunity for Islamabad to follow China and to develop its most
backward province of Balochistan to end its long-standing reservations and sense of
deprivations. These steps would ultimately result in a successful implementation of CPEC. As
Usman Shahid from The Diplomate puts it;
“For a successful CPEC and a peaceful South Asian region, Balochistan’s importance has grown
beyond all estimates. It is in the best interest of all stakeholders, especially the host country, to
sensibly deal with the prevailing circumstances in Balochistan. In the words of China’s Foreign
Minister Wang Yi: “If ‘One Belt, One Road’ is like a symphony involving and benefiting every
country, then construction of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor is the sweet melody of the
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symphony’s first movement”. If this “sweet melody” is to entertain all, all stakeholders must
make peace in Balochistan their mutual responsibility”.280

5.3. National Reservations:
CPEC is one of the most debated project since the signing of the agreements in 2015.
There are diverse opinions about it. It is widely accepted as a game changer for the economy of
Pakistan, while some are skeptical about its success. It is without any denial that the
megaprojects of about $57 billion will boost up Pakistan’s lingering economy, but there are
many reservations by common masses and scholars across the country.
5.3.1. Opaque Deal:
First of all, the main reason which made the projects skeptical, due to its hidden and
secret status. The CPEC project is kept secret and no official documents and agreements have
been made public which injected different fear among the common masses. The fresh
information about the project is anecdotal, resulted in confusions.281 There is a lack of
information about the projects, and the official website of CPEC also does not show the full
information on any project. All stakeholders of the CPEC projects see the deal as a blurred
image. For instance, it is still not known that on which conditions the CPEC agreement with
China was signed. What is the method of repayment of a huge loan from China? All projects
which are started under CPEC, have no details in any governmental documents. Despite the
promises and assurances from the federal government, still, the reservations of the provinces and
other stakeholders are not resolved. Islamabad’s policy of hiding the real agreements created
suspicion among all stakeholders.
Furthermore, it is also opaque about the terms and conditions of all deals signed between
the both countries. It is believed by many of the scholars that the terms and conditions of the
projects are so disturbing that the government is not able to make it public. For instance, take an
example of the interest rates on a loan repayment policy of the above $50 billion loans, on one
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side, the government says that the loans are taken on a very low-interest rate of 2-3% but the
recent document shows that Pakistan has to pay as much as $90 billion in return of $50 billion.282
The local investors are afraid of competition with the Chinese investors in Pakistan
because the Chinese investors are given various incentives to install their businesses.
Furthermore, tax exemptions were awarded to Chinese firms, but for locals in these terms and
conditions are not clear, so they cannot take any risk to go further.283 Simultaneously, the
provincial stakeholders are also sceptical about the economic zones and free trade areas, and
most importantly, the route controversies. According to many scholars and news articles, the
secrecy of these agreements made the project a troubled one because the smaller provinces are
afraid that the bigger provinces are turning all benefits towards them.
5.3.2. Route Controversy:
As discussed, the route controversy has almost created a deadlock between the provinces
and the federal government. Initially, the central route was the route for CPEC from Gwadar to
Kashgar, but after sometimes, the federal government announced to use eastern routes bypassing
many cities of Balochistan and KPK. The political Parties of KPK especially, Awami National
Party (ANP), Pakistan Tehrik e Insaf (PTI) and some important political parties of Balochistan
especially BNP (M), ANP Balochistan and other protested against the route which only benefits
the major cities of Punjab. They demanded that the initial route should be the basic route which
should benefit all the stakeholders. In this regards, the federal government announced the
construction of western route passing through different areas of Balochistan and KPK, to China.
The government in latest update announced that all three routes of CPEC, i.e. eastern
route, western route and central route will be used for CPEC trade and investment and the
western routes will be constructed on priority basis.284 But many people from KPK and
Balochistan are afraid that the federal government is not considering the western route as part of
CPEC, because many parts of the route are constructed by the funds given by Asian
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Development Bank, not by China. For the success of the CPEC, it is necessary for the federal
government to consider the western route on a priority basis because this route is passing to the
most deprived and backward people of these provinces and this will give new economic
opportunities to them.
5.3.3. Discrimination in Project distributions:
CPEC is seen by many as a symbol of national unity, but the smaller provinces are not
happy with the behavior and discriminatory policy of the federal government. According to
Senator Sana Baloch, most of the projects and economic activities are being installed in Punjab,
the biggest which is the most developed province of Pakistan as compared to Balochistan and
KPK.285 Most of the energy projects are in Punjab, the security personals are hired from Punjab,
and the most of the shares of the investment and loans are in Punjab, like Lahore Orange Line
metro, the Quaid-i-Azam Solar Park in Bahawalpur, Matiari to Lahore and Matiari to Faisalabad
transmission lines, which has the capacity to carry 4500 megawatt electricity. 286 The other
province which is most benefitted from these projects is Sindh. The most deprived provinces
from these projects are Balochistan and KPK, where Balochistan only receives 0.5% of shares,
as Mr. Baloch puts it.
Not only among these energy projects, are Balochistan and KPK also being neglected in
other CPEC based projects. The total share of the CPEC investment and loans, Balochistan and
KPK share is very little. Chinese authorities seriously responded to these reservations. While
addressing to these reservations, Chinese Embassy in Pakistan released province-wise projects
under CPEC.287 However, yet again, the Federal government’s stance varies from the Chinese
assurance, and the smaller provinces reservations are not met. There is a huge gap between the
promises and practice.
5.3.4. Security costs of the CPEC:
Security costs of CPEC are another issue which is highly debated in recent months. For
the security of CPEC, Pakistan created a Special Security division, headed by a Major General.
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The security cost of CPEC is to be bundled by the power tariffs and consumers of electricity
which is a huge burden for the poor common masses.288 The security costs of CPEC are
increasing in an alarming way, and the fact is, no one is fully aware of these costs. Among the
special security division of the army, another security brigade has been installed in Gwadar port
for the security of the port. The total costs of the security related projects have mounted to
RS.100 billion and all these to be raised by 01% increase in the consumer’s tariffs, of all
electricity users across the country.
Technically, the security costs of the CPEC should be the part of the fund allocated to
these ongoing schemes, not the common consumer’s tariffs. The consumers are already bearing
the huge burden of other taxes and levies on all types of goods. The security costs of the project
are another burden, for which the National Electric Power Regulatory Authority (NEPRA) was
asked to include by 01% on consumer’s tariffs in the coming national fiscal year budget.289
Candidly speaking, the role of the government is to relieve and give comfort to the people from
the developmental plans, not to put them under huge loads of taxes.
5.3.5. Loans from China and Repayment process:
Authorities in Islamabad proclaim that China is providing loans for the projects under
CPEC on low-interest rates of 2-3% for a period of 20 to 25 years, but this is not true as the real
data are not made public yet.290 Many people argue that the real agreement is not 2% rather it is
much more than the given data of the total interests, if calculated, until 2050, it would be more
than 90 billion USD against of 50 billion USD.291 It means that Pakistan is taking the loans on
very high-interest rates from Chinese Banks such as Chinese EXIM Bank and China
Development Bank. It shows that there would be almost 40% debt repayment by Pakistan in a
span of 30 years. Ultimately, these terms would make Pakistan a debt defaulter countries in the
near future, because the total debt loans increased dramatically in recent years. When the debt is
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not paid on time, there would be certain repaying terms and conditions which are still not known
by anyone. This reservation of the common masses is certainly the matter of concern.
Chinese investment in the Central Asia grew dramatically after Russian and Soviet
influence waned in the 1990s. China made certain agreements with Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and
Tajikistan, like that of CPEC, and the project was called a game changer for the region, for
instance, the Chinese investment to Tajikistan rose to 273 million USD in 2015, which makes
almost 58% of the total foreign investment in Tajikistan.292 The loans burden and interest rate
were so high for Tajikistan to repay, ultimately, many argued that it led to the Tajikistan to agree
to cede 01% of its total territory to China in 2011 in shape of loan repayment. Other government
authorities said that the territory was a long-standing border issue between Tajikistan and China.
As far as the opposition is concerned, they claimed that land was ceded to China because of the
huge loan burden and debt repayment. Same would be the case with Pakistan, if Pakistan
continues to take Chinese loans without any clear-cut policy. Ironically, China has already
acquired 2281 acres of land in Gwadar and in other ongoing projects, which rose certain fears to
the local people as China is already building residential areas in Gwadar. China may not be
interested in the land grabbing in the Gwadar port at this stage, but the Pakistan should consider
these threats and challenges, not only in a long-term policy formation but also for the sovereignty
of Pakistan. The only thing which brought this skepticism is the state policy of hiding the real
agreement from the public.
5.3.6. Reservations on Special Economic Zones (SEZs):
Special Economic Zones are very important for success of CPEC, but the recent
development on these zones created a very cynical situation for the local investors. In recent
findings, it has been revealed that in all initial SEZs, only Chinese companies, engineers and
workers are allowed to work, and no Pakistani can take part.293 The local investors seek proper
and fair partnership in these projects. Furthermore, with tax relaxation and huge financial
backing, the Chinese manufactured goods may prove to be tough competitors for the local illsupported local manufacturers.
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According to the federal government, no such deal has been signed to allow only Chinese
workers and industries in these SEZs. And if it is not as such, as there is no such agreement
which proves this claim of the government, still the local investors will not be able to compete
with these giant Chinese companies and skilled workers. The SEZs should be for all the
investors, as this is the backbone of the economy, which are deemed to create millions of jobs for
the local people. Once again, the case of Tajikistan and Sri Lanka should be in the mind, wherein
Tajikistan, more than 82,000 Chinese are working on different sectors, and in Sri Lanka, a small
Chinese town has been established, and all the economic activities are under these Chinese
workers. The locals have no say and they are far behind in the competition with the Chinese
skilled labours.294
5.3.7. Increase presence of Chinese civil and military personals in Pakistan:
The increased number of Chinese workers, engineers, and military personnel in Gwadar
is seen as a suspicion for a greater cause beyond the economic objectives. The OBOR initiatives
by China and the first corridor has resulted in the huge presence of Chinese in Pakistan. In
almost all of the projects, the number of Chinese workers and engineers are increasing rapidly.
China is using its own manpower for these projects, which only benefits china, rather than the
local people. One would not be wrong to ask the question to the authorities in Pakistan, that how
CPEC and Gwadar Port will benefit local people, if China is using its manpower in all projects,
enhancing its influences in all sectors, using its own transportation for the importing and
exporting purposes and using the Chinese material for the construction of different industries and
SEZs? The answer to this question is not that technical rather is as easy as it seems like, that
Pakistan, being isolated for many reasons in recent years, needed the Chinese capital, which
ensued in one-sided agreement that will exclusively benefit the Chinese economy in the long
term. For the time being, Chinese capitals would be utilized for boosting the economy on a
temporary basis, but for a longer term, these debts and loan repayment will be a burden.
All the above mentioned local and national reservations of the local Baloch and
Pakistanis at large, which the government should resolve immediately. The skepticism of the
people aroused because of Islamabad’s policy of making the projects secret. Paradoxically, no
one is allowed to ask the government for the status of these projects, because they see everyone
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against of these projects. The Government needs to focus its attention on the mutual benefits of
all the provinces and all the people, and the reservations should be removed. It should not be
kept secret because no one is against of any developmental project until and unless that project
does not harm the local people and their current demographic status. If the question is raised
about these projects, the government should answer that question with data and figures, not
blaming them the anti-state or anti-development titles, because it is the right of the common
masses to know what the government is doing and what they planning.
Furthermore, on the part of the federal government, it is an inevitable act to let all the
stakeholders a part of this project by sharing important duty of the government to satisfy the
smaller and backward provinces such as Balochistan and KPK, and their reservations should be
removed instantly. Islamabad should acknowledge the situation of Balochistan and what Baloch
people think about these projects after experiencing more than a half of century ignorance
backwardness and brutalities by the federal government. It is absolute that unless and until the
Baloch grievances are not solved peacefully, it will be very hard for the federal government to
implement CPEC plans successfully. The Balochistan and Baloch questions need to be solved
through dialogue and peaceful way, and all stakeholders in Balochistan should be taken into
confidence while taking any decision on Gwadar Port and CPEC projects related Balochistan.
The local grievances on the Gwadar Port should also be solved immediately, the authorities
should make it possible that because of the Port proceedings, their daily life and earnings should
not suffer. The first right of the Gwadar Port is the local people; all should be given the chance to
take part in the Port related activities. In short, Balochistan needs more attention and focus than
the rest of the provinces of Pakistan instead of ignoring it once again.
5.4. Regional and Extra-Regional Impacts of CPEC and Gwadar Port:
CPEC is the corridor designed by Chinese policymakers to connect China to the Indian
Ocean through its southern corridor, and further into the Middle East and Central Asian
Republics. These regions face complex and intertwined tradition and non-traditional threats and
are to different degree subjected to intra-regional and geopolitical rivalries.295 There are multiple
players in the region who have their own designs and interests. The main players are India,
China, Pakistan, Russia, the United States and Iran. The CPEC, undoubtedly, is a Chinese
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strategic and economic design to reach the old pivot of the history and heartland, but the regional
players have serious reservations on the Chinese ambitions. Following are some of the regional
players with their reservations on Chinese presence in Gwadar Port and Pakistan.
5.4.1. Impacts on India:
Many countries perceive CPEC as an economic opportunity for boosting their economies,
but India is the only country which has reservations on China-Pakistan Economic Corridor. The
possible Chinese military presence in Gwadar Port in the Indian Ocean is a cause of concern for
India. According to many experts, CPEC has resulted in the creation of different fault-lines and
India is on the other fault line, opposing CPEC on different grounds. India considers itself the
sole representative and dominant power in the IOR but, is deeply curious about Chinese
presence. For years, India has had a dominant status in the region, which is now changing with
increasing strategic and economic presence of China. Like China, India’s rapid industrial growth
and energy needs are also of ambitious nature. It is concerned about the energy routes passing
through the Persian Gulf and the Indian Ocean. According to Robert D. Kaplan,
“India-soon to become the world's fourth-largest energy consumer, after the United States, China,
and Japan, is dependent on oil for roughly 33 percent of its energy needs, 65 percent of which it
imports. And 90 percent of its oil imports could soon come from the Persian Gulf. India must
satisfy a population that will, by 2030, be the largest of any country in the world. Its coal imports
from far-off Mozambique are set to increase substantially, adding to the coal that India already
imports from other Indian Ocean countries, such as South Africa, Indonesia, and Australia. In the
future, India-bound ships will also be carrying increasingly large quantities of liquefied natural
gas (LNG) across the seas from southern Africa, even as it continues importing LNG from Qatar,
Malaysia, and Indonesia”.296

China is building the Gwadar port, to bypass the ‘Malacca Dilemma’, and their presence
will ultimately result in ‘Hormuz Dilemma’ for India. Chinese strategy of ‘String of Pearls’
through which China is setting up a series of ports in the friendly countries along the Indian
Ocean, such as, Gwadar Port in Pakistan, a huge port in Sri Lanka, and a container facility with
extensive commercial and naval access in Chittagong, Bangladesh, surveillance facility in Bay of
Bengal, construction and upgrading commercial naval base in Myanmar, connecting Bay of
Robert D. Kaplan, “Center Stage for Twenty-first Century: Power Plays in the Indian Ocean”, Foreign Affairs,
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Bengal with southern Chinese province of Yunnan, proposal for construction of a canal to link
Thailand to Indian Ocean, and other ports and railroad construction in Korean peninsula and East
Africa.297 This Chinese activism in these waters threatened Indian hegemony and would finally
encircle Indian strategic positions. Chinese activities encircling India from west to east is
alarming for the Indian government, which they adhere to maximize its power in the region. 298
This factor may start a struggle for deterrence in the region. As Kaplan claimed that “As the
competition between India and China suggests, the Indian Ocean is where global struggles will
play out in the twenty-first century. The old borders of the Cold War map are crumbling fast, and
Asia is becoming a more integrated unit, from the Middle East to the Pacific”.299
Indian fears and scepticism arose when Pakistan handed over the control of Gwadar Port
to China and signed the CPEC agreements. Undoubtedly, all Chinese initiatives in the region
created a sense of surrounding but Chinese presence in its next door with military and strategic
ambitions may prove to be a real threat for India as stated by many. Nonetheless, the Indian
stance on CPEC is explicit, and has publicly expressed its reasons for disapproval on multiple
reasons.300 Following are the basic reasons why India has reservations:
Firstly, India claims that CPEC runs through the disputed territories of Gilgit-Baltistan
and Kashmir. These areas are disputed between Pakistan, India and China. India does not allow
China to use these territories for economic or military activities. Chinese Foreign Minister Hua
Chunying recently claimed that Chinese stance on the disputed areas has not been changed. 301
China says that it wants peaceful resolution of Kashmir issue through dialogue and mutual
agreements. But it seems that India is not satisfied by this statement. Kashmir and GilgitBaltistan issues are basically a longstanding conflict between Pakistan, China and India as UNO
declared them as disputed territories.
Secondly, India sees CPEC and Gwadar Port development as a more of the geopolitical
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and geostrategic ploy than an economic activity.302 Accordingly, it created a heated debate in
academic, journalistic, political and military circles in India over the intentions of China in
Pakistan. They see CPEC as less economically viable as Pakistan’s economy is not feasible for
such a huge amount and investment.
Thirdly, and most importantly, India is worried about Chinese footholds in the Indian
Ocean and the Arabian Sea as an extension through Gwadar Port may clearly make national
interests claim in India’s maritime sphere, which is totally unacceptable to India. 303 Ultimately, it
leads to a dominant role in the security related issues for China in the Indian Ocean, if Gwadar
grows as an immense deep water port. As discussed previously, China has strategic ambitions in
Gwadar, which India is fully aware.
Finally, if the CPEC functions in the desired way and in the long term, it would be a
game changer for Pakistan’s economy and may reshape the regional balance of power politics.
Currently, India is in the dominant position in the region as compared with other countries in the
South Asian region. The GDP of Pakistan has decreased dramatically due to severe energy
shortages and insecurity for the foreign investors, but CPEC is deemed to enhance the energy
shortage and open new doors for investors.
In opposition to CPEC and Gwadar Port, India rushed to sign a multi-million-dollars
agreement for the construction and development of Chabahar port with Iran and linking it with
Afghanistan. It seems that Iran and Afghanistan both do not oppose CPEC but India wants a
separate economic corridor bypassing China and Pakistan. This is too early to predict that
whether India-Iran-Afghanistan corridor will bear the fruits, because, the route from Iran and
Afghanistan, bypassing Pakistan is so lengthy for India, which makes it incompatible to achieve
its desired goals. Unquestionably, this route would help Afghanistan to be linked to the Indian
Ocean without Pakistan which was previously impossible. China in Pakistan and India in Iran,
have fixated their eyes on the landlocked Central Asia and the Middle East. Robert D. Kaplan,
while predicting the geopolitical and geostrategic scenario in 2009, claims that;
“A maritime-centric map of southern Eurasia, artificial land divisions disappear; even landlocked
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Central Asia is related to the Indian Ocean… Both the Chinese port in Gwadar, Pakistan, and the
Indian port in Chahbahar, Iran, may eventually be connected to oil- and natural-gas-rich
Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, and other former Soviet republics”.304

It is obvious that India does not want any change in the status quo to remain dominant in
the IOR, therefore, Indian opposition in the CPEC and Gwadar Port was expected. Consequently,
Pakistan blames India for sabotaging the CPEC by funding insurgencies via Afghanistan and
Iran. In March 2016, Pakistan claimed that the security forces arrested an Indian RAW agent
while entering Pakistan from Iran.305 It was said that the agent named as Khulbushan Yadav, was
a serving Navy officer in India and was given the charge to disrupt CPEC and the Gwadar Port.
Similarly, at the Indian Democratic Day, the Prime Minister Narendra Modi claimed that the
people of Balochistan and Gilgit-Baltistan have thanked him for raising these issues in the
international arena, which Pakistan claim that this is the proof of Indian involvement in
Balochistan. Pakistan is very cynical about the Indian role in the region, especially in
Balochistan and Afghanistan. As the Richard Gaisy and Jaiyi Zhou concluded;
“This negative strategic dimension is reinforced because China is viewed as having made limited
efforts to engage India or to suggest concrete avenues of cooperation. CPEC has complicated the
China–Pakistan–India relationship and placed India into a ‘we will wait and watch’ stance. The
fact that India is not neutrally disposed but rather hostile to CPEC is arguably the biggest obstacle
in Chinese-Indian relations. The longer the status quo is sustained, the greater the discomfort
between China, India and Pakistan grows”.306

5.4.2. Impacts on America:
In South Asian regional games, the United States has an important role in managing the
regional balance of power among the states. The US and China are already having a troubled
relation over the South China Sea, and other surrounding waters in the Pacific. Many critics
argue that the American role in the IOR is not only to manage the balance of power, but also to
limit Chinese power and expansionist intentions by helping India. The South Asian great game
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has been intensified, when the Chinese President Xi started the OBOR initiative and economic
corridor in Pakistan. Pakistan remained one of the closest allies of America in the ‘War on
Terror’ and bringing peace and stability in Afghanistan. The U.S sees the deal as Pakistan tilting
towards Chinese investment and interests in the region. The U.S asked Pakistan to seek for an
alternative for CPEC, but Pakistan went on to sign the deal. Consequently, CPEC contributed to
security and political alliance formation in the region, i.e. U.S-India and China-Pakistan.307
Though these alliances were not new, they undoubtedly CPEC intensified and strengthened the
strategic bloc formations.
Basically, CPEC does not pose any direct threat to American interest in the region as the
U.S has many other important allies. What concerns the United States, though, is the
instrumentalization of the geopolitics of Balochistan, which China is intended to utilize for the
access to the Indian Ocean.308 Furthermore, Americans are not happy with the possible arms race
in the region, which is a threat to the American interests. The U.S is already facing hurdle to
safeguard its strategic and economic interests in the Middle East. For this reason, the United
States face three geopolitical challenges in Asia, as Kaplan puts it. Firstly, the deteriorating
situations in the Middle East, where the United States has a negative image in Syria, Iraq and
Iran, secondly, the struggle for influence over the southern tiers of former USSR, and finally, the
growing presence of Indian and China in the IOR.309
Ever since China has engaged in a deal with Pakistan, and the Chinese presence increased
in the South China Sea, the United States seem to favor India to a larger degree. It should be
noted here that since the new US President Donald Trump took the office, he has a completely
different strategy for China and South Asia. That is yet to be known that what the US strategy
under Trump administration would be for Asia, but in his campaign, he indicated to limit China
in the region.310 At this stage, given the current geopolitical scenario of the region, the U.S is
more shifted towards India, and Pakistan chose to remain firm with China. Since, Russia seems
to have no problem with CPEC and Chinese presence in the region, it is possible that Russia may
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choose to become a part of the CPEC and revive its previous policy of accessing warm waters of
the Indian Ocean. A possible alliance between Pakistan, China and Russia is expected.
5.4.3. Impacts on Russia:
After the fall of the Communism and Soviet Union, Russia remained calm and took an
observatory role in most of the strategic and geopolitical games of the region until the first
decade of the 21st century. However, Russia wants to attain the influence of old Soviet territories
of the Eurasian region by balancing its strategic partnership with China and other regional
players. As far as China and its investment in the region are concerned, Russia sees an
opportunity to revive its heavily burdened economy by connecting it with the Chinese
investment. Russia and China are collaborating on different corridors. As earlier mentioned,
Russia is not in a position, neither economically, nor militarily to oppose China in the region, as
China is a better option for Russia as compared to the United States. Thus, collaboration with
China is a better option for Russia and both countries are planning to have a broader economic
coalition to limit the American dominance in the Eurasian region. Finally, Russian President
Vladimir Putin and Chinese President Xi endorsed EEU-Belt in May 2015, after a two year of
assessment.311 Additionally, China is steadily working on integration with Russia through
bilateral and multilateral institution since the 1990s and the Belt and Road may yet be another
program to further operationalize the collaboration and integration between Russia and China.312
As far as OBOR and CPEC are concerned, Russia wants to balance its economic trade
development between Europe and Asia. In a recent statement from the Russian authorities,
Russia supports Chinese investment in Pakistan and also showed interest to use Gwadar Port for
economic activity. Russia also plans to merge Moscow lead Euro-Asian Economic Union
(EAEU) to CPEC.313 Russia believes that the world order is moving towards security and
macroeconomic blocs, and for Russia, all are stretching to its eastward and westward if it
connects EAEU with OBOR flagship belt. Russia also has deep interests to revive its old position
in the heartland region of Eurasia, and EAEU is the focal point for Russia in this regard. But
Russia faces some challenges in the said agreement as, EAEU is composed of limited economies
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such as Kyrgyzstan, Belarus and Armenia, only Kazakhstan and Russia have a better GDP in this
region.314 Furthermore, except Russia, all other countries are landlocked, therefore, is obvious
that Russia will have a larger leverage if the EAEU is connected with the OBOR and CPEC.
Interestingly, Russian and India have deep bilateral military and economic relations since
the time of the Cold War and both have enhanced their cooperation in BRICS (Brazil, Russia,
India, China and South Africa), and other forums, and increased their military cooperation and
trade volume. Russia is also very concerned about Indian reservation over CPEC and Chinese
presence in Pakistan. China and Pakistan have done very limited attempts to invite India to join
CPEC and Belt initiatives. Ever since, India has opposed CPEC because it is passing through the
disputed routes which India claim as its integral parts. China is aware that Indian inclusion in the
OBOR is inevitable, China asks Russia to play a mediator role and ease the tension between
India, Pakistan and China to save CPEC.315 Russia can play a more constructive role in bringing
China and India closer to a larger degree because Russia has its own trade interdependence with
the both states.
5.4.4. Impacts on Iran:
Iran and Pakistan have a long history of bilateral relations since the Islamic revolution of
1979. Pakistan has a long border with Iran and trades between the borders are the source of
income for many Pakistani and Iranians living across the borders. Though there were some ups
and downs between the both countries over the killing of minority Shia community in Pakistan,
but the economic relations were never affected. Iran, Pakistan and India (IPI) signed a gas
pipeline agreement through which Iran would transfer gas to Pakistan and India in 2002 and be
completed in 2018. Later on, the international sanctions on Iran over its nuclear enrichment and
the increase in the proposed prices lead to the annulment of the agreement and India left the
agreement. Additionally, the agreement was then replaced by Iran-Pakistan (IP) gas pipeline, and
Iran completed its part of the work, but Pakistan was reluctant to work on its part because of the
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American pressure. Since, Iran signed an agreement of P5+1316 on Iran’s Nuclear Deal and most
of the international economic sanctions are removed from Iran, Pakistan has indicated to revive
the IP gas pipeline.317
Iran is keen to be a part of CPEC, and in a recent statement in United Nations General
Assembly, the Iranian President Hasan Rohani in September 2016 meeting with his Pakistani
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif says that Iran does not oppose CPEC.318 Additionally, later on in
the same year, Iranian delegation visited Gwadar port for necessary procedures to merge
Chabahar Port with Gwadar Port.319 Though, Iran signed an agreement with India on Chabahar
port, but still, Iran is willing to become a part of CPEC projects. Pakistani premier has praised
Iranian intentions and accepted the Iranian request. Iranian ambassador to Pakistan also refuted
the claims that the construction of Chabahar Port as a rival port to Gwadar.320
Changing geopolitics of the region and formation of new blocs in the Asian continent, the
Central Asian Republics are very crucial for Iran and its areas of influence and trade. Iran’s
relation with Russia and Afghanistan is the part of this strategy. Though Iran claims that it does
not oppose CPEC, but it also does not want to change its stance in the region. Iran’s strategy to
limit the Chinese investment within its territories, and allow the Russia and India indicate that
Iran also has deep-rooted interests.
5.4.5. Impacts on Afghanistan:
As far as Afghanistan is concerned, Pakistan has had a turmoil relation since the last
years of Hamid Karzai’s government. The deteriorated relationship is because of the Taliban
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factions in both countries. Afghanistan blames Pakistan of helping some of the groups of
Taliban, taking shelter in Pakistan and carrying out attacks in Afghanistan.321 They also accuse
Pakistan for playing a double game by supporting some of the factions of Taliban and military
operations on others. Pakistan repeatedly rejected Kabul’s accusations and warns Afghanistan
that the blame game is not good for the peace between both countries.322 Both countries also
have issues related to the border ‘Durand Line’ for centuries. Pakistan is curious about the
increased Indian involvement in Afghanistan. Afghanistan, India, Iran and some of the countries
in the Central Asia are working to wage a new economic corridor stretching from Iranian
Chabahar Port to Afghanistan and finally to India limiting Pakistan’s role in Afghanistan.
Pakistan also in reversal blame to Kabul claims that Afghanistan’s soil is being used by India and
other enemy countries to sabotage CPEC and terrorist activities in Pakistan. Last year, a series of
suicide attacks on Balochistan’s capital city Quetta killing hundreds of people, including
lawyers, students, policemen and civilians, Pakistan blamed Indian and Afghan secret services
coming from Afghanistan for the incident.323
Beyond the Security issues between Pakistan and Afghanistan, the Kabul government
does not seem to oppose CPEC. Afghanistan’s war-torn economy needs much attention. As
Richard Ghiasy and Jiayi Zhou put it “Unlike India, CPEC has not raised any serious concerns
for Afghanistan… is open to all regional initiatives that could reactivate its ailing formal
economy, whether that is by way of CPEC or India-led efforts to connect with the Afghan
economy through the Chabahar Port in Iran”.324 In previous years, the country was deeply relied
on Pakistan to access the Indian Ocean due to its landlocked geographical nature. Since, India
and Iran agreed for the corridor and passing it to Afghan’s territory, this phenomenon has
changed. The Kabul’s inclusion in any economic activities in the region can bring dramatic
changes for Afghanistan’s security measures. Though, there are many obstacles for bringing
Afghanistan into any Chinese corridor. For instance, let’s not forget that the Afghan’s elite are
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much more US-centric, and may not accept Chinese corridors, and secondly, the current design
of CPEC will have a marginal impact on Afghanistan’s economy.325
For a successful CPEC implementation and inclusion of Afghanistan into Chinese
flagship OBOR, the security concerns of Afghanistan need to be solved. China and Pakistan both
are relatively aware of the possible threats from Afghanistan, which may create a different kind
of obstacles. Moreover, these possible threats are the hurdles for China to implement its central
corridor, expected to pass through Afghanistan and connect CARs. Pakistan, China and Russia
are in a way to form an alliance to solve Afghanistan’s security issues, according to them,
America is tactically delaying it for its own strategic interest.326 It is an undeniable fact that
without stability in Afghanistan, China may face hurdles in successfully implementing any
corridors related to Afghanistan and Pakistan, and a peaceful and stable Afghanistan is in the
interests of all the countries in the region especially Russia, Pakistan and China.
5.5. Conclusion:
In a nutshell, for broader economic gains, Pakistan and China need to invite all the
concerned regional and extra-regional actors to take part in CPEC. China and Russia can play a
pivotal role in the peace and stability in the region and can initiate mediatory role to solve
Pakistan-Afghan and Pakistan-India issues. Indian inclusion in the OBOR and CPEC,
undoubtedly, give it a new shape, however, it is early to forecast it in this period. CPEC security
issues are deeply concerned with local and regional players. Pakistan and China have to do more
to invite India, Russia, Iran and Afghanistan for broader regional economic corridor that will
benefit all the players in the region. Finally, and most importantly, Pakistan needs to solve the
Balochistan question with dialogue and peaceful means. The Balochistan province, due to poor
law and order situation and Pakistan’s negligence, is a fragile territory, can easily be used by any
foreign country. Military operations and grave human rights violations only make the situation
more sensitive and ultimately make it fragile more for other regional and extra-regional powers.
For a successful CPEC and Gwadar Port, Baloch concerns tan need to be solved, and Pakistan
and China both should take enough measures to bring the Baloch issue to a peaceful end.
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Formation of new alliances resulted due to the geopolitical games in the region.
Balochistan is the conundrum of new geopolitical complexities and is located at the crossroad of
different regions, its uniqueness in the geopolitical structure furthered intensified the new
alliance system. The natural resources of the Central Asia and the Middle East are on the eye of
energy-hungry China and India, and the strategic interests of Russia and the US may transform
the new great game into reality. It is hard to predict at this stage that among the existing and
possible

blocs,

who

will

lead

the

region

in

the

near

future.
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CONCLUSION
Geopolitics plays an essential role in a state domestic and international policy. It
reiterates the importance of geography for the world. The geopolitical juxtaposition of
Balochistan provides it with a unique characteristic in the China-Pakistan economic and strategic
relationship. Balochistan is located at the cross-road of the South Asia, the Middle East, Persian
Gulf, Indian Ocean and the routes leading to the Pacific Ocean. Due to this geopolitical
distinctiveness, Pakistan and China came closer to sign multi-billion dollars’ agreement on the
Gwadar Port and China-Pakistan Economic Corridor. China sees Balochistan and Gwadar Port
as an economic and strategic location to comply with its military and economic ambitions in the
Indian Ocean Region and African continent.
Beside Gwadar Port, Balochistan is the home of huge reservoirs of gold, copper, natural
gas and other useful minerals, which strengthen the geopolitical importance of Balochistan. Rico
Diq and Saindak projects have already gained world attention. By taking this geostrategic and
geopolitical importance of Balochistan into consideration, China inked an agreement of more
than 50 billion USD with Pakistan to functionalize Gwadar Port and link it through road and
railways to its western Province Xinjiang. Gwadar Port is just 400 km away from Gulf of
Hormuz, where most of the world energy transportation occurs. China seeks the control of
Gwadar port and it serves as a chokepoint for Chinese energy and exports and imports. On the
other hand, China also perceives Gwadar Port as a strategic hub for its military and naval needs
to secure its SLOCs and energy routes stretching from the Middle East, Africa, and Latin
America and beyond. Subsequently, China will also use Gwadar Port as a strategic port to have a
more vigilant eye over Indian activities in the Indian Ocean.
Chinese President Xi Jinping’s vision to revive the long-standing Silk Road initiatives by
establishing One Belt One Road or Road and Belt Initiatives and connecting it to 21st Century
Maritime Silk Road. China perceives Balochistan as the most feasible and geopolitically
important to connect the Belt initiative to Maritime Silk Road. Chinese intentions are multi-facet
in the region. It wants to have a more dominant role in the IOR and focuses more on the Central
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Asia, the Middle East, Africa and beyond in Latin America by extending its areas of influence
and broader economic gains.
Chinese motives in the South Asia are seen by many as a broader strategic intention for
the region. The old pivot of the history and heartland concept of Halford Mackinder is being
revived. Chinese objectives in the region for a greater military and economic role are extended.
Balochistan serves the best strategic and geopolitical location for this extensive Chinese vision of
dominance for the Heartland, World Island and Rimland areas. To put it in a more robust
phenomenon, as Mackinder advised the English empire in the first decade of the twentieth
century to secure the dominance of pivot areas of the world, i.e. heartland areas of Eastern
Europe, Asia, and Africa, which are the richest countries of the whole world in terms of natural
resources. China seems to have that dream of Mackinder fulfilled. Chinese military and
economic presence in Balochistan, especially in Gwadar, the time seems to be arrived for that
dream to become reality. Chinese Peoples Liberation Army’s (PLAN) existence in Gwadar to
secure its ships in the waters of Indian and Pacific Oceans is the continuation of these mega
plans of China.
For Pakistan, Balochistan is a game changer. On one hand, most of the minerals and
natural resources are being exploited from Balochistan, which Pakistan is using. On the other
hand, because of Chinese interests in Balochistan, Pakistan received a huge amount of loan.
Pakistan is using the Chinese capital for the constructions of its energy sector. However,
Pakistan, with the help of these huge Chinese investments, is restructuring its infrastructure
throughout the country. China is also helping Pakistan build its naval power by providing
submarines and naval ships to Pakistan. The geopolitical importance of Balochistan not only
helps Pakistan economically, but it also results in enhancing Pakistan’s military and naval power.
As far as CPEC is concerned, the multi-billion-dollar project is considered a game
changer for Pakistan’s lingering economy. Most of the early harvest projects in the CPEC
agreement are energy based, which are expectedly to be completed in 2018. Among other
projects, Pakistan has planned to develop its poor infrastructure, roads, railway tracks, industries,
technological sector, and people to people connection, cultural and educational exchange with
China. Undoubtedly, CPEC projects are deemed to bring new economic opportunities, which
will ultimately result in the increasing the GDP of Pakistan.
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Due to the geostrategic and geopolitical games in the South Asia, Balochistan is the
focused area for most of the regional and extra-regional actors. India does not seem contended
with the increasing presence of China in Gwadar Port. India considers China in Gwadar as a ploy
to limit Indian dominant role in the IOR, and a bigger design of China to have a much greater
role in seaborne energy routes of the warm waters. Furthermore, India also grasps CPEC as a
strategy to of China and Pakistan to have a different stance which may change the status of the
disputed territories which India claims as its integral part. India refers the Chinese presence in
the region more than the economic vision of China. India and China may experience a more
deteriorating relation due to CPEC and Gwadar port. Simultaneously, the already tensed relations
between Pakistan and India may further face troubles in the near future.
Although the USA does not directly oppose CPEC, but it is curious about the China’s
military presence, especially in the Indian Ocean and the Asia-Pacific areas. The Chinese
presence in these territories has already multiplied the fault lines of the region. CPEC and
Gwadar Port under China has reshaped the alliance system in Asian political arena. In recent
years, the USA has tilted more toward India. India, on the other hand, inked an agreement with
Iran to build Chahbahar Port and a new economic corridor through Afghanistan and
simultaneously, wants the Central Asian Republics to be included in this corridor. On the
contrary, China has sided with Pakistan and wants to connect the Central Asian Republics to the
warm waters through Gwadar Port. Comparably, Iran also has its own designs for the region and
wants to dominate the resource-rich Central Asian states via Bandar Abbas and Chahbahar Port.
Russia, as one of the major player in the region, also decided to utilize Gwadar Port and
connect Moscow-based Eurasian Economic Union to CPEC, which will ultimately extend
Russian areas influence. However, Russia, at this stage, is playing the role of an observer to these
changing geopolitical games in Eurasian and Asian-Pacific. Seemingly, it is quite possible that in
the near future, an alliance between Russia, Pakistan, and China will be established in order to
play a more active role in Asian territories, particularly in the Afghanistan’s problem. Moreover,
the American presence in Afghanistan and its delaying tactics in resolving the long-standing
issue is not favorable for the countries such as China, Russia, Afghanistan and Pakistan, which
have a broader economic objective with conclusive strategic gains. Simultaneously, Russia has
close economic and military ties with India on one hand, which Russia never wants to put it in
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risk, on the other hand, Russia also wants to increase its economic and military presence in the
region for a larger gain.
It is yet to be seen that how Pakistan will maintain its sovereignty and manage
geopolitical games after signing CPEC and handing over Gwadar Port to China. Pakistan is
already facing multifaceted security, ethnic, and terrorism problems. One of the long-standing
issues is the Balochistan problem, where, an insurgency is continued since the independence.
Balochistan is the province, where Gwadar Port and most of the CPEC routes are passing
through. The hardcore Baloch nationalists and separatist have already shown their opposition to
these projects and trying to attack the workers and machinery of the contractors, working on
these projects. Moreover, Balochistan also borders with Iran and Afghanistan. Pakistan has
tensed relations with Iran due to sectarian attacks on Hazara ethnic group and Shia Muslims.
Recently, Pakistan has joined the Saudi-led Islamic alliance against the Houthi rebels in Yemen,
to which Iran showed deep concerns. Similarly, Pakistan also has troubled relations with
Afghanistan on Taliban issues. Pakistan is fully aware of the risks and danger of this geopolitical
and geographical proximity of Balochistan.
Although Pakistan claims to have normalized the Balochistan insurgency, however, there
are some areas where Pakistan needs to bring the peace. There are still tens of insurgent groups
living in different areas of the province. Until the common masses and all stakeholders in
Balochistan are not taken into confidence, a proper and peaceful implementation of CPEC and
Gwadar Port is at stake. Without a stable and peaceful Balochistan, it will be hard for Beijing
and Islamabad to bear the fruits of these mega projects. The authorities in Islamabad need to
bring a peaceful solution to Balochistan problem. The continued iron-fist and discriminatory
policy of Islamabad will not solve the problem but it will ultimately strengthen the sense of
deprivation among the local Baloch population. Pakistan, with the support of the local population
of Balochistan, can advantageously utilize the geopolitical juxtaposition of Balochistan on the
Indian Ocean and Gulf of Hormuz for broader economic and strategic games.
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Annexes
1. Annex I:
Table II: Developmental Project Under CPEC327

S.
No.

Name of the Project

1

Province

Start
Date

End
Date

Sector

Capacity
in use

New
Gwadar Balochista
International airport
n

Jan.
2015

mid
of
2017.

Aviation Div.

A380s and 22247.450
B777s
airplanes

3

132
KV
Gwadar

-

-

Water
and 132
KV 909.279
Power Div.
transmissi
on

4

Construction of East Bay Expressway

June
2015

Mid
of
2017

Port
and 18.9 km
Shipping Div.

5

Dredging of Berthing and Channel

Oct.
2016

Dec.
2017

Port
and Up to 20 2800.000 (27m
Shipping Div.
meters
USD)
deep

6

CPEC support Unit

-

-

Port
and Shipping Div.

sub-station

-

-

Gwadar

Cost
in
Million(s) PakRupees.

14061.790
(140.60m USD)

56.777

7

Break-water construction

-

Oct.
2016

Dec.
2017

Port
and Shipping Div.

300.000 (123m
USD)

8

Infrastructure
Development for EPZA
and GIEDA, Gwadar
(CPEC)

Dec.
2016

Jun.
2018

Port
and Shipping Div.

3450.000

The data are directly taken from the official website of the CPEC. Some projects’ data are missing, the author
tries to get the data from different sources, but due to long terms projects, these data are still not officially made
public till the time of writing this thesis. Therefore, it is not intentional. By the time of writing the thesis, many of
the projects have already been completed in or before time, and many of the projects are facing delay due to
technical, political and financial barriers.
327
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9

Pak-China
Institute

Technical -

Jun.
2015

Dec.
2017

Ports
and Shipping Div.

984.000 (10 m
USD)

10

Upgradation of Hospital from 50 to 300 beds

Jun.
2015

Jun.
2016

Port
and 300 beds
Shipping Div.

9968.225

11

Gwadar to Jacobabad via Basima Railway track

propo
sed

-

Railways Div.

1328 kms

4.500 $ Billion

12

PCII for Feasibility study Balochista
connect.
Gwadar
to n-Sindh
Karachi.

Feasi
bility
study

-

Railways Div.

-

-

13

Gwadar-Kashgar
Seamless GSM coverage

-

-

IT and Telecom. Div.

1240.000

14

Doubling existing track Sindh
from Bin Qasim port to
Bin Qasim Station

-

-

Railways Div.

-

1568.000

14

Upgradation
and KPK
Construction of main line
ML1, New Dry port
Havalian and Haripur
Section

Propo
sed

-

Railways Div.

1872 kms

390.000

15

Upgradation
and Construction of main line
MLIIand MLIII,

2016

2017

Railways Div.

ML-I1254
km

532.000

16

Feasibility study for Rail KPK
Link from Havelian to
Pak China Border

-

-

Railways Div.

682 kms

17

Fresh Water Supply and Balochista
Distribution
project- n
Gwadar

Apr.2
015

Jun.
2017

Finance Div.

Aprx.
11396.000
100,000
(130m USD)
gallons per
day

18

Mekran
Coastal Highways Blacktopping
and linkage to New Int.
Airport Gwadar

2016

2017

Finance Div.

-

Balochista
n

(100m USD)

ML-III
560 kms
474.000

184.300
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19

Gwadar-Ratodero, Sindh M8, Khuzdar etc

2015

2016

Communication
Div. NHA

892 kms,

20

Widening
and
Improvement of Hoshab,
Nag and Basima Surab
road, N-85

2015

2016

Communication
Div. NHA

459 kms

Zhob-Mughul kot N-50 Balochista
Road*
n-KPK

2015

22

Khuzdar-Basima
Road

2015

23

D.I. Khan-Mughul Kot KPK
Road, N-50

24

25

21

23168.660

22412.464

Communication
Div. NHA

81 kms

2016

Communication
Div. NHA

110kms

19.76 billion

2015

2016

Communication
Div. NHA

50 kms

4025.846

Consruction of Burhan Havalian Expressway

2015

2017

Communication
Div. NHA

59.1 kms

30494.150

Land Acquisition for Burhan Haklato D.I. Kan
Road

-

-

Communication
Div. NHA

-

26

Thakot to Havalian Road Phase I and II.

2016

2017

Communication
Div. NHA

118kms
136659.660
and
230
and 6858.000
kms

27

Lahore Abdul
Section road

2015

2017

Communication
Div. NHA

230 kms

150665.025

28

Multan-Sukkar road

Punjab and 2015
Sindh

2017

Communication
Div. NHA

387 kms

298008.467

29

Sukkar
Section

2015

2017

Communication
Div. NHA

296 kms

163000.000

30

CPEC Western route Balochista
Zhob-Mughul kot section n and KPK

2015

2016

Communication
Div. NHA

245 kms

Link Balochista
n

Hakim Punjab

Hyderabad Sindh

2016

9100.000

11973.000

138
90000.000

31

Burhan
Hakla
D.I.Khan Road

32

2016

Communication
Div. NHA

Cross boarder OFC/Data Islamabad, Traffic SCO etc.
Punjab and
KPK

-

IT and Tele Communication
Div.

33

CPEC Security Related Pakistan
Projects

-

-

Interior Div.

34

Pak-China
Friendly
Program

-

-

Planning
and Development &
Reform Div.

Lahore
Line

to KPK

Year
of Pakistan
Exchange and China

Orange

Metro Punjab

2015

285 kms

-

27 kms

124208.000

4340.600 (44 m
USD)

--

100.000

6.00 Billion USD

Source: CPEC Official Website: PSDP 2016-27, CPEC and Related Projects, Retrieved
http://cpec.gov.pk/brain/public/uploads/others/CPEC_and_Related_Projects.pdf (Access Date: 04-03-2017).
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2. Annex II: Energy Projects DATA:
Table III: Energy Projects Under CPEC
Serial
No.

Name of the Project

1

Gwadar
plant

Start
Date

End
Date

Sector

Capacity
use

Apr.
2015

Jun.
2017

Energy

300 MW

600.00

2

Coal
based
power Sindh
project:
1320 MW
Qasim port

Mar.
2015

Mar.
2018

-

1320 MW

1980.00

3

Sachal Power Project: Sindh
50 MW

Apr.
2015

Jun.
2017

-

50 MW

134.00

Dawood Project 50 MW

Sindh

Mar.
2015

Mar.
2016

-

50 MW

125.00

4

Thar coal power Plant Sindh
660MW

Mar.
2015

Mar.
2017

-

660 MW

5

Thar Coal mining
project II

Sindh

Mar.
2015

Mar.
2017

-

6

Hyderabad Wind Power Sindh
Project, 100 MW

Mar.
2015

Mar.
2017

-

100 MW

7

Nawabshah-Gwadar
Sindh
LNG
pipeline
and
Terminal project

Mar.
2015

Mar.
2017

-

-

8

SUNEC 50 MW wind
power project

Punjab

Jun.
2015

2016

-

50 MW

9

Rahim Yar Khan coal Punjab
power plant 1320 MW

Mar.
2015

Mar.
2017

-

1329 MW

1600.00

10

Bahawalpur solar power
plan 900 MW

Punjab

Mar.
2015

Mar.
2017

-

900 MW

1350.00

11

Muzaffargarh coal
power plant 1320

Punjab

-

-

-

1329 MW

1600.00

12

Sahiwal coal power
plant 1320 MW

Punjab

Mar.
2015

Mar.
2017

-

1320 MW

1600.00

13

Suki Klinari Hydro
power plant 870 MW

KPK

2015

2020

-

870 MW

1802.00

14

Karot Hydro Power

Islamabad

2015

2020

-

720 MW

1420.00

Coal

Province

Source: www.cpec.gov.pk

power Balochistan

in Cost in Millions
(USD)

1300.00

600.00
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15

UEP Jimpir Wind
Power Plant

Sindh

-

-

-

100 MW

250.00

16

Gaddani Coad Power
Project

Balochistan

2015

2017

-

1320 MW

17

Gaddani Coad Power
Project II

Balochistan

-

Jetty+
Infrastructure

1200.00

18

HUBCO Power Plant

Balochistan

-

1320 MW

970.00

19

Kohala Hydro Power
Project

AJK

-

1100 MW

20

Matiari to Lahore
Transmission line

Punjab

-

660 KV

1500.00

21

Matiari to Faisalabad
transmission line

Punjab

-

660 KV

1500.00

3960.00

2397.00
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Education: Master of International Relations, Atilim University Ankara, Turkey
Degree

Field

University

Year

Undergraduate Political Science
and History

University of the Punjab, Lahore

Graduate

Quaid-i-Azam University Islamabad 2013
Pakistan

Political Science

Work Experience:

Work Place
University of
Turbat
Alif Ailaan

Position

Year

Lecturer

2013- up to date

Trainee (Data Collector)

2012-13

Foreign Language: English and Turkish
Publication: NA
Email Address: muzaffirbaloch@gmail.com
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